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A Comparative Study of the Principat Features of the Law on Contractual Remedies

Between the People's Republic of China and Canada

1. (Part Ð Introduction

It was said that during the opium war, the Emperor of China summoned his top advisors to the

imperial court for an emergency strategy conference. One minister was sure he had come up

with a weapon that guaranteed victory over the West. Long hooks, he said, would make the

Western armies stumble right into the ground, for Westerner's knees could not bend.

Such was the ignorance that resulted from China's long-time isolation from the outside world,

its "close door" policy. It stimulated a megalomania that led to national humiliation and

ultimately the loss of Chinese sovereignty. It condemned generations to desperate poverty and

defeat after defeat on the battlefields.

The British used opium to entice their door open a crack, and then blasted down that door with

a cannon. The Imperial court and the Chinese people were forced to confront the bloody reality

that China no longer lived up to its name "Zhong Guo"(the Middle Kingdom in Chinese if

indeed it ever had). Their long and glorious imperial history came crashing to an end. The

emperor's horses and the emperor's men were crushed like eggshells under the boots of Western

armies.
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Since then, China, dubbed "the sleeping giant" by Napoleon, but "the giant who never wakes

up" by the sadder and wiser Chinese, finally did wake up and behold the outside world atbeit

rather timidly at first. She fell in love with Marxism-Leninism after the L9I7 Soviet Revolution,

believing that it would bring her a new wonderful life. However, such love aroused the hate

between the East and the V/est. China closed her door again. From time to time in the L960's,

China seemed to recover a sense of national self-esteem, by seeing herself as the centre of

worldwide revolution. "The Middle Kingdom" had become "the middle People's Republic". But

after almost thirty years of isolation from the outside world, communist China re-opened her

door, but found herself still far behind the western countries.

The world is always changing. Those countries that have tried to hold aloof from this change,

and that refuse to understand and learn from other countries, have invariably been left far

behind. The delusion that one is best is a kind of material valium, soothing, habit forming and

ultimately very destructive. This modern opiate has proved no less destructive to China than its

19th century counterpart. If you enjoy the feeling that you are best, you won't wake up until you

find you have lost your shirt. This is the lesson of Chinese history, the veracity of which all

acknowledge, although sometimes instinctively overlook. This lesson is also the original

inspiration of this thesis.

To be sure, there are doubtless those who will question whether it is possible or worthwhile to

compare Canadian law with Chinese law. The former can cite its long history (stretching over

a thousand years) of the common law and its high level of development in many areas, while
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the latter is distinguished by a dubious reputation and widespread derision among Chinese

people.

Chinese law is nothing if not profoundly different from Canadian law. In China, a thousand

years of Confucianism promoted rule by morality, so law is relegated to second place, and is

regarded as both the plaything and the chief repressive instrument of the governing class. In

Canada, social values largely originated from European culture and from England in particular

in terms of law. Rule of law is deeply rooted here, and is considered the foundation upon which

the society rests.

Modern law in China was heavily influenced by civil law countries especially Germany in the

1920's and then by the Soviet Union in the 1950's. Canada, on the other hand, is a common law

country, that is, a product of English common law, with an exception of Quebec.

China's current ruling ideology, Marxism, is cha¡acterizedby great antipathy to western laws.

For example, historically in the Chinese Communist Party, all law was viewed as a product of

western bourgeois thinking, and thus abolished. This has resulted in a series of particular

differences between the two legal systems. Canada's prevailing political theory, as epitomized

by Locke, reflects mainly the assertion of an earlier British revolution (the "glorious" one of

1688) which is antagonistic as well to Socialism in the Marxist sense.

China's social system is socialism, where social economic life is still in a developing state, and
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the economy is still patterned after the state planning model. Canada's economy, on the other

hand, is a free (market) one, charactenzú by a higher level of developed economic activities.

All the above has shown how different the two countries are. The task at hand is analogous to

comparing Chinese and Canadian sporting activities. Some areas of comparison are more

rewarding than others. Obviously, comparing Chinese and Canadian football teams, for example,

would be fruitless for China does not have one. There are many areas of law, however, where

a comparison is possible. In all their divergences, the Chinese and Canadian laws possess certain

points of congruence on which comparison can be based. Ultimately, those divergences

mentioned-above may ever hetp explain why the differences in law between the two systems

exist.

Then next issue goes to the worthiness of comparison. Forcing the Chinese national hockey

team, for example, to compete with the Canadian's, would be a waste of time, a one-sided

mismatch likely to produce few real insights. What this thesis attempts is more analogous to

comparing matched women basketball teams between Canada and China. It is necessary to find

an area where the two sides are as evenly matched as possible. In the end, the validity of

comparison is very much a product of a) what is being compared; 2) how it is being done.

According to statistics disclosed by the Chinese Administration Bureau of Industries and
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Commerce,l the rate of breach of economic contracts there reached as high as t0% of the

total number of economic contracts in 1986. Breach itself and conduct coupled with breach are

various and complicated, such as "revenge" breach, malicious breach, extremely long delay of

payment, breach involving multi-parties. The problem of breach of contract has become a

serious headache to the Chinese. The laws, contracts, courts, judges, lawyers and business

people have been forced to pay close attention to it. It has all spawned extensive legislation,

judicial interpretations, numerous cases and a formidable array of contractual stipulations

designed to deal with it. Contractual liabilities and the corresponding remedies have become such

a hot issue that the law dealing with it has been forced to a comparatively higher level of

development (relative to other legal issues). An examination of this in the light of the Chinese

history and traditional philosophies serves as the materials basic for this comparison.

Meanwhile, as a Canadian scholar points out, "remedial questions pervade every part of the

laws of contract".2 "Ubi jus, ibi remed.ium" (there is no right without a remedy). Hence, it

is challenging and worthy to choose for this thesis such a subject, that is, a comparative study

of contractual remedies between Canada and P.R.China.

In the interests of eff,rciency, and to avoid sinking into the vast ocean of issues in the field of

contractual remedies, and given the time and space limitations of this thesis, the focus is on the

1 It is an administrative tribunal responsible for settlement of contractual disputes in the first

place.

2 S.M. Waddams, the Law of Contract,2d eÅ. (foronto: Canada I-aw Book Inc., 1984) at 507 .
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divergences between Canadian and Chinese legal systems. It is these divergences that offer the

most fruitful grounds for comparison and promise to yield the most valuable insights into the

working of the two systems.

At the same time, the thesis seeks more to illuminate the principles behind the different

provisions, philosophies and social factors behind them, rather than to split hairs over fine points

of divergence. To explain why the two systems a¡e different, it is first necessary to reveal how

such traditionally non-legal factors as history, ideology, social structure, political and economic

conditions create the differences in law between the two countries. Certainly the thesis does

attempt to show the actual legal consequences and problems arising from such differences in the

law.

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part II. The Principle of Punishment v. the Principle of

Compensation. Part III. Priority of Specific Performance v. Priority of Damages. Part IV. The

Methodology of Mediation v. the Methodology of Adjudication.

Part II answers following questions:

What are the differences between China and Canada in law concerning the relationship

between punishment and compensation?

How is the state of mind of a defendant relevant, and punishment admitted as a general
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rule, in terms of rewa¡d of one form of contractual remedies in Chinese law but

not in Canadian Law?

Do all these reflect the traditional harshness and underdevelopment of Chinese law? Or is

there something else behind it?

Is there any problem caused thereby?

Part III deals with the following:

What are the differences between Canada and China in the area of law concerning the

relationship between damages and specific performance?

What are the historical reasons, the different theoretical bases, ideology and social

structures behind the two princþal differences, namely, the principle of

punishment v. the princþle of compensation and priority of specific performance

v. priority of damages?

Why in the field of performance of contract the principle of sanctity of contract is stressed

by Chinese law, while the principle of freedom of contract is emphasized by the

Canadian law?
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How and why do Canadians (at least Canadian legal scholars) think about breach of

contract, contract law itself, relationships between tort law and contract law,

public law and private law so differently from their Chinese counterparts?

How to understand and comment on these principal differences between the two systems?

Part IV discusses:

How do the different traditions including culture, social values and ideologY, md social

conditions give the Chinese a different view about dispute resolutions from that

held by Canadians?

Why is this tradition adopted by the cunent law? How different is it between the two

countries about the philosophy and pu{pose for adoption of dominant form of

dispute resolutions? What a¡e the effects under the different philosophies?

What are the lessons learned from the practices?

The interrelationship between each part of this thesis can partially be explained by my experience

and understanding of the Chinese law of contract. In China the general rule is that the

contracting parties are generally required to perform the contract fully or specifically. Otherwise

the defaulting party will be punished in accordance with the law, which requires fault of the
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defendant as one precondition for imposing contractual liability or punishment. Punishment does

not always ensure full performance of contracts, which is one reason, among many, why

mediation is often used. Such mediation must reconcile the law, which desperately seeks to

uphold the sanctity of contract at all cost, with the real world, in which breach of contracts is

a daily occurrence.

Is there a common ground, or a universal standard for judgment or comparison of two systems

no matter how one side misunderstands the other or maybe worse than that? Yes, it is justice.

The dilemma confronting this thesis is epitomized by a popular Chinese conundrum, "If a man's

wife and his mother fell into the water at the same time, which one will he rescue first" ? It is

law that often faces such a dilemma, and especially the law of remedies. The clever answer to

the question mentioned above is to rescue first the one closer to him. As for law, it should

pursue the one which is more just and sound according to the view of justice, which neither

Canadian law nor Chinese law should violate no matter how they differ from each other in some

particular respects.

Justice view ? Someone might say that it is too theoretical and abstract. I agree absolutely. So,

let us try to impart some substance to it, to clothe the spirit of the law in legal flesh. "Fiat

Justitia" (I-et Justice be Done).
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2. (Part II)

The Princþle of Punishment v. the Principle of Compensation

2.L. Illustration

Case 1.-- the Chinese case of breach of contract where punitive damages in contract (Hereinafter

referred to as "PDC") are available3

In 7982, the plaintiff Luo, a commune member, entered into a contract with the commune to use

its brick kiln to produce bricks. The duration of the contract was three years. The plaintiff

contractors had to pay 11,000 yuan (about$2,200) per year for the contracting charge to the

defendant commune. After one year, because the plaintiff had made great profits from the

business, the leaders of the commune became envious and asked to raise the contracting fee.

When this demand was rejected by the contractors, they sent someone to shut off the kiln's

electrical supply, divided up the land used by the kiln as a source of clay among commune

3 p.H. Folsom & J.H. Minan, ed., Law in the People's Republic of China: commentary,

readings, andmaterials, (Dordrecht, Boston: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1989)

at 575-576.
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members as "responsibility freld",a and finally forced the plaintiff to stop production and thus

sustained serious losses. The plaintiff sued the commune for breach of the conftact.

The court held as follows:

1) the contract was binding;

Z) the defendants were to repay the plaintiff 500 yuan (about $100) as punitive damages

for breach of contract, and L,000 yuan (about $200) in compensatory damages;

3) the land that had been distributed was to be returned for the kiln's use;

4) the costs of litigation, 550 yuan (about $110) were to be paid by the defendants.

Case 2.

With the above case let us compare and contrast the following Canadian case of breach of an

"economic" contract where PDC was not alloweds

Fouillard Implement Exchange Ltd. v. Kello-Bilt Industries Ltd.6

The defendant breached the contract by terminating a farm implement dealership with the

', 4 The freld is owned by the commune but leased to individual commune members who

; undertake to grow a certain amount of food on it and are allowed to keep any

: surplus.

, 5 See S.M. Waddams, The Law of Darnages, (Toronto: Canada I-aw Book, 1983) at 577,

, Eenerally, no PDC allowed in the cases of commercial contract in Canada.
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plaintiff without giving any reasonable notice. It was argued by the plaintiff that the reason was

that they refused the defendant's attempt to coerce them into illegal activity (that is, to fix a

price contrary to the Combínes Investigation Acf).

The court disallowed PDC, by contending that in respect to an award of PDC an agreement

between a manufacturer and a farm implement dealer, as the case at bar, should differ from an

employment contract where there was a precedent for award of PDC in the Manitoba

jurisdiction.s

An important element in the distinction between the Canadian and Chinese cases discussed above

is the different status between the parties. In the Chinese case, one party was in a position of

political authority, in the Canadian case, no such political authority existed. This difference

provides a partial foundation for the granting of PDC in the Chinese case, and the denial in the

Canadian case.

Nevertheless, the two cases are totally contrary in results in terms of PDC but similar in the

following respects:

1) both of them are commercial cases, namely, economic contract cases so called by Chinese

7 R.s. , c.342, s.L.

8 Supra, note 6, at Il2, the Court refused to regard the Perkins case (see infra, note 31)

as a precedent for granting PDC here, ruling that Perkins stemmed from a
personal relationship (employer/employee) whereas here a commercial

relationship was at issue.
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law;

Z) both defendants breached the contract by termination of contractual relationship without

the consent of the Plaintiffs;

3) the motives of both defendants derived from profit seeking;

4) both breaches resulted in destroying the well-established businesses of the plaintiffs as

claimed by the plaintiffs.e

If I were a lawyer for the Canadian plaintiff, provided that there were no jurisdictional obstacles,

I would have suggested buying a ticket, flying to China and suing the defendant in a Chinese

court. I am sure that he would win the case, and thus obtain PDC, receive the cost of litigation

and as well as see the Great Wall but at the cost of human rights. Why ? The reason is the

differences between Chinese law and Canadian law.

2.2. Review of the Chinese and Canadian Laws of PDC

2.2.1. Canadian Law

; 2.2.L.1. The Old Rule against PDC
l

The governing rule against PDC in Canada may be traced to the English decision of Addis v.

e Supra, note 6, at I12.
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Gramophone Co.,10 in 1909 where the plaintiff, as manager of defendant's business, was

dismissed by the defendants. According to the contract, he could be dismissed by six months'

notice. The defendants gave him the six months' notice, but at the same time they appointed

someone else to act as his successor to prevent him from acting any longer as the manager. At

the trial, the jury awarded the plaintiff 340 Pounds for the loss of commission and 600 Pounds

for the damages including punishment for the harsh and humiliating manner in which the

defendants had acted. The Court of Appeal overturned this decision, and the case was appealed

to the House of Lords.

The House of Lords held, 5 to 1 in favour of the defendant, that punitive damages were to be

awarded in tort actions only, never in an action of (breach of) contract, thus establishing the

limitation of punitive damages.1L

Lord Atkinson said:

... there may be circumstances of malice, fraud, defamation, or violence which

would sustain an action in tort as an alternative remedy to an action of breach of

contract. If one should select the former mode of redress, he may, no doubt,

recover exemplary damages,.... but if he shoutd choose to seek redress in the

form of an action for breach of contract, he lets in ... one of these consequences

... that he is to be paid adequate compensation in money for the loss of that

10 
[1909] A.C. 488.

tl lbid. at 496.
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which he would have received had his contract been kept, and no more.l2

From Addis, we can reach the following conclusions:

(1) no punitive damages are available in wrongful dismissal cases;

(2) no punitive damages are allowed in actions of breach of contracts but are in tort on the

basis of "actionable wtong";

(3) the manner or motive or misconduct involved in the breach is irrelevant to damages for

breach of contract;L3

(4) the decision established a rule of absolute denial of PDC since no exception to the general

rule against PDC was stated;14

(5) no damages for feeling hurt, mental distress or difficulty of obtaining a fresh employment

are permitted in wrongful dismissal cases;15

(6) all of the judges of the majority except Lord Collins confused the differences between

aggravated and punitive damages; 16

tz lbid. at 496.

t3 lbíd. at 491, 492, 495-6.

t4 lbid. at 491., 495.

rs lbid. at 491.

t6 In (Jren v. John Fairfax &. Sons (1966), 40 A.L.J.R. 124 at I37, the distinction

has been explained by Windeyer J.: aggravated damages are given to
compensate the plaintiff when the harm done to him by a wrongful act was

aggravatdby the manner in which the act was done; exemplary damages, on the

other hand, are intended to punish (or deter) the defendant ...

In Addis, only Lord Collins pointed out that punitive damages are by natu¡e a



L6

(7) there was, to be sure, a dissent by Lord Collins contesting the basis for this dichotomy.

The majority in Addis laid down the rule of the day. This rule reflected the typical contract

concept of 19th century which was based on the social and economic conditions of that time.

To the judges of the nineteenth century the philosophy of laissez-faire similarly

meant that the law should interfere with people as little as possible. The courts

felt that they were not imposing legal rules on the parties, but merely working out

the implications of what the parties had themselves chosen to do. As Sir George

Jessel declared, "if there is one thing more than another which public policy

requires, it is that men of full age and competent understanding shal1 have the

utmost liberty of contracting and that their contracts, when entered into freely and

voluntarily, shall be held sacred and shall be enforced by Courts of Justice".l7

In general the law was not concerned either with the fairness or justice of the

outcome, nor with the possibility that the contract might be in the public interest.

Such classical law of contract had some weaknesses such as it paid little attention

to inequalities between contracting parties, and also took little account of social

type of punishment, other judges confused the above distinction. Lord James of
Hereford dealt with the question of damages for "an aggravation of the injury"
(supra, note 10, at 492); Lord Shaw of Dunfermline addressed the question

whether "acts otherwise non-actionable should become actionable or relevant as

an aggravation of a breach of contract" (supra, note 10, at 504); I-ord Atkinson

failed to distinguish adequately such a distinction (supra, note 10, at 496).

t7 Printing & Numerical Registering Co v. Sampson (1875), L.R. 19 W. 462 at 465.
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and economic pressures which in many circumstances might virtually force a

person to enter into a contract. A typical example in today's terms is the

employment contract. The heyday of classical contract law was in the first three-

quarters of the 19th century when there was a considerable degree of freedom of

choice in the market in theory as well as in the reality. Nevertheless, the above

weakness in classical theory came to seem more important later, when monopolies

and restrictive practices become more widespread in the 20th century.18

Therefore, it is understandable that the debate between the majority represented by Lord

Atkinson and the minority by Lord Collins, which represented the 20th century concept of

contract continues in Canadian courts to this very day. The black-letter rule against PDC was

never considered a settled law in 20th century Canada.

2.2.I.2. A Survey of Canadian Cases

-- IIow the absolute rule against PDC came to be slightly relaxed

The case of Guildford v. Anglo-French SteamshiB Co.,19 decided in 1884, was the earliest

Canadian case refusing PDC. The Supreme Court of Canada held that "vindictive damages

r8 p.S. Atiyah, An Introductîon to the Lø¡t of Contract, (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1989) at8-17.

le (1884), 9 S.L.R. 303.
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cannot be given in actions for breach of contract"2O without any further explanation given for

this absolute denial. This decision as an authoritative statement of the law lasted for most of the

20th century.2L

In 1976 a challenge to the old and absolute rule against PDC finally came in New Brunswick

Electrical Power Commission v. I.B.E.W. Local 1733.22Iln this case, the New Brunswick

Supreme Court, Queen's Bench Division, awarded $50,000 PDC against the defendant who went

on a week long wildcat strike. The strike was contrary to the collective agreement and labour

law and nearly closed down the supply of electricity to New Brunswick. Nevertheless, the Court

did not deal with the previous contrary authorities such as Addis and Dobson. This case was

followed by an unusual case in 1978 decided by the Alberta Supreme Court.23

20 lbid. at 309.

" E.g. Dobson v. Winton & Robbins Ltd.(1960), 20 D.L.R.Qd) 164 (S.C.C.);

Harvey Foods Ltd. v. Reid (I97L), 18 D.L.R. (3d) 90 (N.B.C.A.), where the

Court accepted the rule against PDC in the Addís case.

22 (t976),22 N.B.R. Qd) 364 (N.B.S.C.).

23 Rowland's Transport Ltd. v. Nasby Sale and Service Ltd.(I978), 16 A.R. 192 (S.C.T.D.)
where the plaintiff bought a truck in a public auction. However, the truck was

subject to a lien under a conditional sale. The Trial Division awarded punitive
damages for such negligence, stating that the seller was not justifred in selling the

truck at public auction without having made certain that it was free and clear of
encumbrance.
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By the early 1980s, the two lines of authorities conflicted sharply with each other. One reiterated

the old and long-standing rule againstPDc.24 The another challenged this old ruIe.25

A typical example of the former is Cardinal Construction Ltd. v. The Queen in Right of

Ontzno,26 which forcefully repeated the traditional rule. In that case, Boland, J. held that "it

is quite clear that punitive damages will not be awarded in a breach of contract action in

Canada"Z'l but without giving any clear reason. In his mind, disregarding the opposition to

the old rule against PDC, the old rule from nearly a century ago was still absolutely correct and

decisive without any doubt even though it was the 1980's.

Brown v. Waterloo Regional Board of Commissioners of Police 28 was the first Canadian case

illustrating the latter line of authority and dealing with an award of PDC in some detail. Linden,

J. made it clear that PDC may be awa¡ded in certain circumstances where " a contract has been

breached in a high-handed, shocking and arrogant fashion so as to demand condemnation by the

,o E.g. Pilonv. Peugeot Canada Ltd. (1980), ll4 D.L.R. (3d) 378 (Ont. H.C.), but where

damages for mental distress were allowed.

" E.g. Dube v. Corutitution lræurance Co., [198U I.L.R. 1-1315 (Ont.H.C.);
Cornell v. ffizer C.& G. Inc.(1981),23 C.P.C. 286 (Ont. H.C.).

26 (1981), 32 O.R. (2d) 575-6 (Ont. H.C.); affd. 38 O.R. (2d) r6t (C.4.).

27 lb¡d. at 576.

28 (1982),136 D.L.R. (3d) 49 (Ont. H.C.); vard 150 D.L.R (3d) 729 (C.4.).
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court as a deterrent" .29 He reaffumed Lord Collins's minority view in Addis. In the same

year the Brown rule was extended and applied to a commercial case not involving wrongful

dismissal.30

Since then, there has been a split in the later cases at the level of masters' chambers or lower

courts between those following Cardinal and those following Brown. There have also been a few

appellate level decisions on the PDC issue, including two from Manitoba.3l The cases at this

level have gone both ways as well.

These latter cases demonstrated, by the late 1980's, that the law relating to PDC was in a very

unsettled state in Canada. Eventually, the time did come when the Supreme Court of Canada

answered this unsettled question.

2.2.I.3. The Governing Rule in Canada

2e lbid. at 65.

30 Centennial Centre of Science and Technology v. VS Services Ltd. (1982)' 40 O.R. (2d)

253, where the defendant refused the plaintiff access to the goods belonging to

the plaintiff according to the contract.

3r Perkíns v. Brandon Universiry and Potter, [1985] 5 W.V/.R. 740 (Man. C.A.) where PDC

was allowed.
Fouiltard Implement Exchange Ltd. v. Kello-Bilt Industries Ltd.(1986),37 Man.
R.(2d) 111 (C.4.), where PDC was disallowed.
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In 1989, subsequent to the decision of the House of L,ords in Rookes v. Barnard,32 the

Supreme Court of Canada undertook the fust major consideration of punitive damages in

contract, in Vorvis v. Insurance Corporation of British Columbia.33 It,like Addis, was also

a wrongful dismissal case.34 The plaintiff was a lawyer of the defendant corporation.

Defendant supervisor became increasingly dissatisfied with the pace of the plaintiff's work and

instituted weekly "productivity meetings" which degenerated into a form of inquisition. As the

pressure increased, the plaintiff suffered distress and obtained medical attention. The plaintiff

was dismissed without any precipitating event but on the pretext of his incompetence. "The

defendant engaged in a continuous course of reprehensible conduct for several months prior to

the date of termination and persisted in its groundless allegations of incompetence against the

appellant (plaintiff) up to and throughout the tria1."35 The defendant offered pay and benefits

for an eight-month period only if the plaintiff were to release it from any claim arising out of

his employment and its peremptory termination. However, the plaintiff refused to admit that he

32 ÍLg64l A.C. 1129, a leading case dealing with punitive damages in tort actions,

where the plaintiff was dismissed by his employer under the threat of the

defendants who were officials of the union. The House of Lords held that

exemplary damages were to be restricted (except for statutory authorization) to

two categories, namely, abuse of power by government, and torts committed with
intention to make a profit. But the restrictions, laid down tn Rookes v. Barnard,
to the award of punitive damages in tort actions are not part of Canadian law (see

supra, note 5, at 570-57t).

33 
t19891 1 S.C.R. 1085; (1989), 58 D.L.R.(4th) 193.

3a Traditionally, it was easier to receive PDC in cases of wrongful dismissal than in other

cases within common law jurisdictions.

35 Supra, note 33, at224.
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was incompetent and that his employer had just cause for his dismissal, and sued the employer,

claiming damages including punitive damages.

The majority of the SCC concluded that punitive damages should be excluded generally from

an action of breach of a contract which was not on the tortious basis of the standard of

"actionable wrong". This simply restated the reasoning of Addis.

Comparing this case with Addis, Vorvis reached the following distinctive decisions:

(1) General refusal of PDC instead of absolute refusal, that is, there may be exceptions though

rare1,36

(2) Clearer concepts have emerged concerning damages for mental distress, aggravated

damages and punitive damages;

(3) More detailed reasoning for refusal of PDC, such as "only link"(namely, the contractual

relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant), "private law"37 (that is,

a contract frts within private law where compensation is emphasized as the

purpose and princþle);

(4) Although the nature of the conduct of defendant was considered, it must amount to an

"actionable wrong" (in tort) as estabtshed by Addis.

t6 Supra, note 33, at 208.

37 Supra, note 33, at208.
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The decision is disappointing. It in fact amounts to a complete repetition of the old decision of

Addis.

... The rules of modern contract law (in Canada) were developed a hundred years

ago, a. thousand miles away, and before millions of individuals were joined in a

kind of mass society possibly envisioned by Malthus but surely not by the law,

and that contract law has managed to remain in the nineteenth century, as it were,

where it lends itself admirably to the requirements of mercantilism , apparently

oblivious to advertising campaigns, to adhesion contracts, and to the proliferation

of legal relations of ordinary citizens which characterizes contemporary

society.3S

Society is always evolving, why does the law go to such great length to ignore such development

and remain stagnant in its antiquated ideas?!

2.2.2. Chinese Law

-- Breach itself can give rise to an award of PDC in Chinese contract law

In contrast to Canadian law, Chinese contract law takes a negative attitude to a breach of a

contract. The breach of itself does usually give rise to an award of PDC without something

further, such as reprehensible conduct or an actionable wrong in tort, for which Canadian law

has this requirement in terms of the availability of PDC.

3s H. Krasnick, "Punitive Damages in Contract' (1978) 36 The Advocate 11 at 11.
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This is seen in Economic Contract Law of the Peoplets Republic of China, (1981) (hereinafter

"F,conomic Contract Law") art.35: "If a party breaches an economic contract, it shall pay

þunitivel damages for the breach to the other party. " There is no mention of reprehensible

behaviour.

Let us take another example -- a Chinese case of breach of contract where PDC was

awarded.39

In 1985, the plaintiff corporation entered into a contract with the defendant Development

Company for supply of 200 tons of eggplant worth $256,000. Due to a price decrease the

defendants refused to take delivery of the goods. The plaintiffs suffered actual losses in the

amount of $89,928 .22, including the cost of the goods ordered, damages and penalties to third

parties for breach of contracts with them.

The court without any hesitation held, according to art.35 of the Economic Contract Law and

art.I1 of the Regulatioru Concerning the Purcha.se and Sales Contracts For Farm and. Side-Line

Products, O that the defendants should be "flned" PDC for breach of the contract in the

amount of $35,872, that is, 25% of the total value of the price of the goods which they refused

3e The Case Bookfor Economic Law Teaching, Vol. 1 @eijing: The People's Court Press,

1988) at74-75, (Chinese version), used by the training class for Chinese senior
judges.

40 1984, issued by the State Council of P.R. China.
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to accept. It more or less shows the status of PDC in Chinese law.41

2.3. Other Tnstances of Punishment in Chinese law

Besides PDC, Chinese law goes farther in terms of punishment by adopting some other legal

punishments or punitive elements in which some of them are not seen in Canadian law.

2.3.I. Liquidated Damages

2.3.LJ. The two types of PDC in the three types of contracts in Chinese law

Contracts are divided by Chinese law into three t¡res which are treated by law quite differently,

i) individual or ordinary contracts 42,2) foreign economic contracts 43, and 3) economic

4r It should be noted that the post-1978 Chinese laws made the following significant change

to the pre-1978 laws at the point of PDC:
three dividing lines have been drawn in order to treat different kinds of contracts

differently, that is, PDC including other forms of contractual remedies will be

applied differently on the basis that different kinds of contract have been

breached. More details on this point can be seen in section 3.3-2.

a2 These are contracts between the individuals which are regulated by Generøl

Prínciples of the Civil Law of the People's Republíc of Chinø, (1986)

(hereinafter "the Civil Code"). Due to the underdeveloped commercial society,

this f,reld is almost untouched without many interventions of law except for a few
provisions in the Civil Code.

a3 These are economic contracts between a foreign enterprise(s) or person(s) and

the Chinese enterprise(s) which are mainly governed by The Foreígn Economic
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contracts.44

As for the first and second type of contracts, Pre-negotiated (Agreed upon) PDC, which is

regulated by the contract and agreed by both parties (analogous to liquidated damages found in

common law), is available. As to the third type of contracts, PDC is regulated by the statute,

that is, statutory PDC is available.

2.3.1.2. Penalty in a liquidated zum

In Canada liquidated damages must be "a bona fide pre-estimate of the damages",45 that is,

there must be the pre-estimate for the actual losses or damages, otherwise the sum fixed by the

parties to a contract for breach will be held unenforceable as a penalty. Here is one of the rare

cases where the value-view of justice prevails over the one of freedom of contract.

Chinese law seems to be still in the pre-l9th century law of Canada,46 allowing the parties

Contract Inw of the People's Republíc of China (1985)' (hereinafter "the

Foreign F,conomic Contract hw'), which draws references from the international

conventions and practices, and is subject to the general provisions of the Civil
Code.

# These are agreements entered into between the (domestic) legal persons in order to

rcalize a certain commercial purpose. They are primarily governed by the

Economic Contract I-aw and are also subject to the Civil Code.

4s Shatäav. Feinstein, 16 Sask. L.R. 454, Í19231 1 V/.W.R. 1474, Í192313 D.L.R. 1035

(c.,{.).

a6 Supra, note 5, at 522.
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to the contract to liquidate the amount of payment for breach which is "stipulated as in terrorem

of the offending party; ... not " a genuine covenanted pre-estimate of damage".47

^\t. 
L1r2, the Civil Code, states: "The parties may specify in a contract that if one party

breaches the contract it shall pay the other party a certain amount of breach of contract

damages". Art. 20, tkre Foreign Economic Contract Law, provides: "The parties may agree

in a contract that, if one party breaches the contract, it shall pay a certain amount of breach of

contract damages to the other party".

Thus, the form of liquidated damages (agreed-upon PDC as mentioned above) in Chinese law,

like Chinese PDC, has a dual nature. On the one hand, it may be used to pre-estimate the actual

losses, or used to predict the consequences of non-performance, which is the same as its

common law counterpart. In this sense, it is something of a compensatory nature. On the other

hand, it is " A penalty, ... the payment of a stipulated sum on breach of the contract,

irrespective of damages sustained"48, without the requirement of a pre-estimate of damages,

although the law does not allow an "extravagant and unconscionable" penalty.49 
^t 

this point,

it is something of a punitive nature which is contrary to the common law.50

q Dunlop Pneumatic þre Co. Ltd. v. New Garage & Motor Co. Ltd., [1915] A.C.79
at 86 (H.L.).

a8 Canodian General Electric Co. v. Cannd.ian Rubber Co. (19t5), 52 S.C.R . 349 at 349,

27 D.L.R. 294 at295.

4e Art. 20, the Foreign Economic Contract l¿w.

5o See W. C. Jones, eÅ., Basic Printiples of Civil Law in China' (Armonk, N.Y.: N.E.

Sharpe, Inc., 1989) at 48.
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The typical instance is the Chinese deposit system. A deposit paid under a contract in Chinese

law functions not only as a form of guarantee or protection against non-performance, as it does

in Canadian law,5L but also as a penalty. The punitive nature of Chinese deposit can be seen

in the cases of double recovery of the deposit, that is, "If the recipient of the deposit money fails

to fulfil the contract, he shall return the same as twice as much",52 unlike Canadian law

where only the recovery of the deposit is a11owed.53

Of course, it is totally wrong to lump Chinese liquidated damages and its punitive damages

together without identifying the distinction between them. The major distinction is that the

former can be used as a pre-estimate of the losses or as a predictor of the consequences of

breach of contract, and the latter cannot be used so. Nevertheless, it is also wrong to deny a

connection or similarity between them. The major similarity is that both of them can be used as

in terrorem or punishment to deter and punish breach of contract, which is available only if the

contract has been breached, irrespective of the actual damages caused by the breach of contract.

At this point, Chinese liquidated damages and its PDC function similarly for punishment for a

breach of contract, which is alien to the Anglo-Canadian law.

t'E.g.Bradtey Bros.(Oshøua) Ltd.v. AtoZRental Can. Ltd.,[1973i 1O.R. 823 (Ont.

H.C.), varied only as to quantum of damages (1973), 3 O.R. (2d) 766 (Ont.

c.A.); Duchrysczn v. Bronfman (1921),56 D.L.R. 678 at 680-81 (Sask.C.A.).

52 Art. L4, the Economic Contract I¿w.

tt E.g. Iay Trading Corp. v. Ifør Expon & Import Ltd., ll954l 2 D.L.R. 110 at LL5

(N.S.S.C.); Wood v. Grand Valley Ry. (1912), 26 O.L.R. 441. at 447 (Ont.

H.C.); affd on rhis poinr (1912),27 O.L.R.556 (Ont. Div. Ct.); vard (1913),

30 O.L.R. 44(Ont. C.A.); affld (1915), 51 S.C.R. 283 (S.C.C.).
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2.3.2. Other (non-contractual) Punishment in Chinese Contract law

- Comprehensive punishments in law

What might surprise my Canadian colleagues is that Chinese contract law is not satisfred with

the above punishments, it continues to adopt comprehensive punishments. Some of these

comprehensive punishments even go beyond the scope of contract law itself, which cannot be

found in Canadian law.

These punitive measures in law can be classified as two types:

1) punishment for breach of contract; 2) punishment for illegal activities accompanying

breach of contract or in the cases of invalid contracts.

Examples of the former are:

a) Price punishment - in calculation of the price for delay in delivery or the delay in taking

of delivery of the goods, if the price is changed between the agreed time of

delivery and the time of delay, the party in default shall pay whichever is the

higher price.54

I Ul Credit punishment-- in a loan contract if the borrower breaches the contract "it shall pay

' additional interest in accordance with relevant provisions".5S

54 Art. l7(3), the Economic Contract I¿w.

ss kt.4512), the Economic Contract I¿w.
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The availability of these measures does not depend upon what damage has been caused or what

kind of misconduct has been committed during the process of the breach of the contract, but

merely depends upon the breach itself and nothing else. Therefore, rt may be safe to say that

these measures are not only a reasonable attempt to predict the consequences of non-performance

of a contract, but also punitive measures imposed by law to deter and punish a breach of

contract.

As for the latter category of punitive measures, illegal activities that result in breach or

invalidation of contracts are subject to a broad range of penalties, including fines and

confiscation of the property involved,56 detention,5T and va¡ious other economic,

administrative and even criminal sanctions for individuals directly responsible for a breach

causing a severe 1oss.58

In addition, emphasis on specific performance by Chinese law also amounts to punishment or

over-compensation in some cases especially when the decree of specific performance is coupled

with the award of damages including PDC. I will deal with the issue of specif,tc performance

more fully in the next chapter.

Chinese law is tough in terms of punishment but it becomes more tough and aggravated when

56 See art.l3L, the Civil Code and art.16, the Economic Contract Law.

57 See art.l34, the Civil Code.

s8 See art.32, the Economic Contract Law and art. 110, the Civil Code.
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it assesses the amount of PDC.

2.3.3. Assessment and Effects of PDC

2.3.3.L, Canadian Law - symbolic punishment

Perhaps one of the reasons why some Canadian courts took a negative view towards PDC is due

to a fear of the crisis of the excessive award of PDC in the United States which has been

identified by American scholars, even though some Canadian scholars have concluded that there

is no such a crisis in Canada.59

As a result of court punishments, punitive damages vary with the extent or nature of the

misconduct of the individual defendant. The assessment of punitive damages is within the

discretion of a jury or judge(s) according to the particular circumstances of each case.

Because in Canada "punitive damage awards are too few, and the amount too low, ... the real

justifrcation for punitive damages may be symbolic as much as practical."60 It is very hard

and rare to get PDC, and even then the amount usually is limited.61 PDC exists in the Anglo-

se See B. Feldthusen, " Punitive Damages" (1990) 16 Canadian Business L. J. 24L at 246.

60 lbid. at253.

6r However, there are some exceptions where the amount of PDC is quite large. See e.g.

supra, note 2L, New Brururwick Electrical Power Commission v . I.B.E.W. Locql
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Canadian legal system almost as a symbol. This point becomes obvious when compared with

Chinese law.

2.3.3.2. Chinese law

-- where PDC is aggravated and pragmatic

In Chinese law two methods have been adopted to calculate PDC. They are: 1) proportion

method and 2) accumulative method.

L) Proportion assessment of PDC - a considerable amount

For an economic contract, statutory PDC is available. Its amount is concurrently and

respectively frxed by the respective statute governing the different kinds of economic contracts.

This amount, though expressed in terms of a range rather than one set figure, is punitively high.

For example, in The Regulatiotu Concerning the Purchase and Sales Contracts For Førm and

Síde-Líne Products,62 the amount of PDC is from l% to 20% of the total value of the goods

which a seller did not deliver to the buyer within the time specified by the contract.63

1733 (1976) where the amount of PDC was $ 50,000.

62 L984, issued by the State Council of P.R.China.

63 lbid. art.L7.
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With respect to the range of amounts of PDC, the natu¡e or extent of the misconduct of a breach

willbe considered as one of the factors to determine the exact figure of PDC by the exercise of

discretionary power of the courts.

2) Accumulative Assessment of PDC -- aggravated PDC in which misconduct of a

defendant is concerned as well

At the same time, there is another way to deal with the conduct of breach, which is

reprehensible, that is, legislations which increases the amount of PDC for such reprehensible

conduct. For example, in the Regulation mentioned earlier, if a seller replaces high-quality

goods as specified in the contract by low-qualify goods in order to cheat a buyer, the amount

of PDC is from 5To to 25% total value of the said goods instead of l%--SVo.64

In another example, a standard form of technology transfer contract, edited by the China

International Technical Import and Export Corporation, s.8.4, regulates:

If party B fails to despatch the Documents and data within the stipulated period,

the party B shall pay penalty to party A in the following rates:

a. _percent of the total Contract price for each fulI week of delay from 1 to

4 weeks;

b. _ percent of the total Contract price for each full week of delay from 5 to

8 weeks;

e lbid. aft.l7.
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c. _ percent of the total Contract price for each fullweek of delay exceeding

I weeks.65

The above terms deal with [quidated damages for delayed delivery. On the surface, these terms

look like liquidated damages in common law countries, which are used as a reasonable attempt

to predict the consequences of non-performance. However, as discussed above, liquidated

damages in China can be used as a penalty for the breach of a contract, which is totally contrary

to the common law. These terms provide punitive damage remedies because they are awarded

based on only one condition, that is, breach of contract, irrespective of the actual damages. This

in itself makes these terms punitive. Actually, these terms, in nature, are not only punitive but

also constitute aggravated or onerous punishment.

Contrary to Canadian law, in China the nature of the misconduct of a defendant is not

considered as a condition of an award of punitive damages but as a factor for aggravation of

punishment. The courts cannot use their discretionary power to decide whether PDC is available

or not, but only to determine its exact amount.

Because in Chinese law considerable amounts of PDC may be f,rxed and more commonly

awarded, the effects of PDC are more functional or pragmatic than the Canadian awards.

ós J.J. Wei, Practice of Foreígn Economic Contracts, (Chinese-English Version), @eijing:
Publishing House of law, 1989) at242.
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2.3.4. Mental Elements in PDC

In China, not only the misconduct of the defendant but also his or her state of mind are taken

into account when determining the appropriate degree of aggravated punishment. This derives

from the theory of the components of contractual liability in which fault is one of the

components.66

Examples of the mental elements in PDC include:

1) motive of breach, such as profit seeking,67 fraud or cheating, mâY be used as a factor

for aggravated punishment within the amount of PDC;

2) in cases where the contract is voided:

i. the defaulting party in cases of a contract set aside by the Court shall compensate the other

(innocent) party for losses. If both sides are at fault, each party must bear its own

1osses.68 If no fault on either side, they have to share the losses69 (here the

fault means wrongful in the state of minds and/or act.);

ii. property obtained by parties who maliciously conspired to injure the interests of the

state or others through voided contractual activities shall be confiscated by the

66Aft.32(l),theEconomicContractI-aw;Art.L06,I32,theCivilCode(whichisreferred

to as tortious liability but which can be applied into contract cases by analogy).

67 See supra, note 62 & 63, PDC from 5% to 25% , not from lVo to 20% .

6E Art.61, the Civil Code.

6e Art. 132, the Civil Code.
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state.70

3) the state of mind of the individual who is directly responsible for the severe losses caused

by breach shall be taken into consideration in the determination of his or her

personal liabilities.

As the above indicates, in China those who are prompted by illegal motives to breach

contracts,Tl are subject not only to PDC but also to stronger legal sanctions.

The extent or nature of misconduct which is deserving of punishment in Canadian law, has many

descriptions, such as wanton, malicious, shocking, harsh, reprehensible, arrogant, vindictive,

humiliating, insulting, arbitrary, high-handed and violent. I could not exhaust the list of

adjectives.

Some scholars infer, from this extent or nature described by the relevant cases, that mere

negligence is not sufficient to award punitive damages.T2 It does require at least serious or

deliberate recklessness such as wanton, malicious or arrogant disregard of the plaintiff s rights.

The decision in Nasby,73 which awarded punitive damages to punish the defendant's

70 lbid. art.I3z.

tt See e.g. Fouillard, supra, note 6.

72 M.L. Miner, "Notes: The Expanding Availability of Punitive Damages in Contract

Actions" (1975) 8 Indiana L. R. 668 at 669.

13 Supra, note 23.
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negligence, has encountered criticism and been regarded as an anomalous case.14 It seems

to me that if there is a concern about the state of mind of the defendant in Canadian law it only

stresses the outward rather than inward state of mind of the defendant, that is, the effects and

outward manifestation of the defendant's state of mind.

Although some cases for PDC adopted a bad faith test,75 the emphasis is still on what has

been actually done, holding that the motive for the breach or the state of mind of the defendant

itself is immaterial to damages for breach of contract.T6 As an American judge, Holmes, said

"The motive for the breach commonly is immaterial in an action on the conftact".7'l

As a deeper analysis of the issue of PDC is conducted, the further differences between the two

system can be seen.

2.4. Subsequent Differences in Nature and Names

', 
'o D.E.R. Venour, "Punitive Damages in Contract" (1988) 1 Canadian Journal of Law and

, lurisprudence 87 at 92. 
.

:':. 7s Supra,note 30, at256, wilful and malicious breach of a contract for unfair profit seeking. 
i

l

, See also the case of Brown (supra, note 28, at 68) where the defendant did not

. purposely intend to trample on his (plaintiffl legal rights.

76 
Sen, Ad¿ís, supra, note 1,0, at 49L, 492, 495-6; See also Fouillard supra, note 6.

77 Globe Refining Company v. Landa Cotton Oil Company (L903), 190 U.S. 540 at 544.
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2.4.1. The Surface Features of PDC

As has been shown, there is a basic disagreement in Chinese-Canadian law as to whether the

breach itself can entail PDC. Stemming from this basic difference, the further differences of

policy relating to PDC between the Canadian and Chinese views can be summarised as follows:

1) PDC in Chinese law has a collaterat (secondary) nature, that is, it is subject to the validity

of the contract. There is no PDC allowed if there is no breach of contract. Chinese PDC is a

subordinate consequence of the primary debt which itself results from a contract. PDC in

Canada, if any, will be independent of a contract because its availability is justified on the

ground of commitment of a misconduct in tort law or being "independently actionable

wrong".78

2) PDC in China has a predetermined nature which is fixed by law or contract in advance or

before breach in order to deter a future breach. The people will know roughly the consequences

in advance before they breach the contract. PDC in Canada is used to punish the past wrong and

prevent it from recurring.

3) The Chinese statutory PDC is compulsory. The parties to a contract and even the courts must

be bound by it. If there is statutory PDC, the agreed-upon PDC must be consistent with it. In

Canada there is no such PDC because PDC is decided by the courts or juries by the exercise of

78 See e.g. Vorvis, supra, note 33.
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the discretionary power according to the circumstances of the case.

4) The nature of PDC in the Chinese law is double in nature, namely, both punitive and

compensatory. The main and primary nature is punishment, which means that it can be awarded

in the excess of the losses suffered by the injured party, but it will be changed into compensation

when the damages exceed the amount of PDC.79 Lord Atkinson in Addis pointed out that

" damages for breach of contract were in the nature of compensation, not punishment".S0

In other words, in Canada PDC supposedly functions to punish, not compensate. The reality,

however, is somewhat more complex.

2.4.2. The "Real" Nafure of PDC in Canada is compensatory but in China punitive

Punitive damages in Canadian law are not available merely because of a breach itself, unless

there is conduct constituting or accompanying the breach which in and of itself is deserving of

punishment. The majority in Vorvis held that "punitive damages may only be awarded in respect

of conduct which is of such nature as to be deserving of punishment because of its harsh,

7e Art.35, the Economic Contract Law : If the breach of contract has already caused

the other parry to suffer losses that exceed the amount of þunitivel damages, the

breaching party shall make compensation for the amount exceeding the breach of
contract þunitivel damages.

80 Supra, note L0, at 494.
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vindictive, reprehensible and malicious nature."SL

Both the old rule against PDC and its objections, and both the majority and the minority in 
:

Vorvis agree that mere breach itself without such extent or nature cannot give rise to an award

of PDC.

In this sense, compared with its Chinese counterpart, PDC in Canada is still based primarily on

the principle of compensation with punishment a mere side effect, that is, the accent is on

compensatory damages but there is still a punitive function. It is to punish exceptional conduct

which caused certain losses, namely, infringing the victim's interest or legal rights. The ultimate

aim is to compensate a plaintiff fully by overcoming the inadequacy of the damages based on

the pecuniary losses.

In contrast, Chinese law on this point is a penatty because as long as breach of contract exists

PDC is available irrespective of existence of any loss. This point becomes obvious on the issue

of liquidated damages.

2.4.3. The Problem of a Lack of Corresponding Term as PDC and Comprehensive Punitive

Measures in Chinese Law

As has been demonstrated, if the classification of the common law is adopted, the Chinese PDC

8L Supra, note 33, at208.
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can be labelled as a mixture of liquidated damages, pendty, punitive and compensatory damages.

With respect to PDC, there is no exact term with a common or even similar meaning between

Canada and China. In Chinese there is one term so-called "penalty for breach of contract".

There is no counterpart in English. It is converse, in three ways, to the common law

jurisdictions where the law classifies damages basically as general and special ones or PDC.

That is why if you read the English version of Chinese law, you may find it confusing with

many different terms, such as "damages", "compensation", "breach of contract damages", and

you may not find any term for punitive damages although in fact punishment pervades the whole

freld of remedies.

In China, PDC is not limited to damages alone. In fact, Chinese law, as dealt with above, goes

further by adopting other pecuniary punishments and non-pecuniary punishments even non-

contractual punishments, and punishments for mental elements.

In Canada, "Punitive damages are not recoverable for breach of contract unless the conduct

constituting the breach is also a tort for which punitive damages are recoverable.".82 "It will

be rare to f,rnd a contractual breach which would be appropriate for such an award.".83 The

general rule is against PDC and penalty in contract. The general princþle on contractual

remedies is based on the doctrine of compensation.

82 lbid. at2o7.

83 lbid. at 207 .
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In China, what PDC or other punitive measures in law punish is breach of contract itself. PDC

is regulated generally by law, and is very commonly awarded. So in terms of status, effects,

scope, extent and contents of punitive elements in law, the doctrine of punishment can be

regarded as a principle in the field of contractual remedies from the provisions of Chinese

contracfual law.

There are many reasons behind this difference in principle between Canada and China. Let me

start my analysis from the issue of the theoretical basis of PDC.

2.5. The Differences in the Theoretical Basis of PDC

2.5.1. The Basis of an Award of PDC

Why should someone's behaviour or breach of contract be punished or deterred ? Or, why

should punitive damages be awarded? Just because PDC has a punishment or deterrent function?

The Canadian court's answer is that because it is deserving of it. But we will still ask why it is

deserving of it? Let us now consider the basis of an awa¡d of punitive damages.

The answer is obvious. It is because such conduct is against the standards of social justice which

are decided by social values. Such social values are quite different from one society to another,

and even within the same society they are different at different times, although justice, as a value
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view, may be an abstract or universal princþle which has been pursued by generation after

generation. As for this standard, it was called in Vorvis the "princþle of decency".84

Nevertheless, not all such conduct is punishable by law. To be subject to punishment, it must

be sufficiently reprehensible, not only morally, but legally as well. In Paragon Properties Ltd.

v. Magna Investments Ltd.,85 Clement J.4., adopted by the Court in Yorvis, stated:

The basis of such an award is actionable injury to the plaintiff done in such a

manner that it offends the ordinary standards of morality or decent conduct

in the community in such marked degree that censure by way of damages is, in

the opinion of the court, warranted.S6

It is this "nature" that causes differences between Canada and China even between the Canadian

governing rule and its opposition. In China, breach alone generally passes the "reprehendsibility"

test, especially a breach of an economic contract. Critics of the traditional rule in Canada, as

epitomised by the Collins dissent in Addis, attacked its absolute denial of PDC even in cases

which involved malicious or wanton disregard of the plaintiff's rights. They criticize the

traditional rule against PDC as being too rigid in not recognizing malicious or wanton disregard

as being enough to susüain PDC, but by requiring conduct to be an actionable wrong in tort law.

u lbid. at2o9.

85 24 D.L.R. (3d) 156.

86 lbid. at 167 (emphasis added).
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The difference in this "misconduct standard" springs primarily from sharp differences in the

view of breach of contract between the two systems.

2.5.2. The View of Breach of Contract

It has become popular in recent years in the legal community of common law countries to talk

about the theory of eff,rcient breach of contract. This theory alleges that ' a breach of contract,

coupled with an offer to pay just compensation, does no harm to the plaintiff, is not morally

wrong, and may be desirable on the grounds of efficiency".ST

This notion that the freedom to make contracts should also entail some freedom to break them

has been gaining increasing cuûency. The doctrine of "Pacta Sunt Servanda" or "Sanctity of

Contract" has come to disappear silentþ from contract law heavens, at this point eclipsed by the

rising star of "for every injury there is compensation".

In contrast, the doctrine of "Pacta Sunt Servanda" seems to be shining brightly over the realm

of Chinese contract law especially for economic contracts.

I The Economic Contract I-aw in Art.6 provides that " As soon as an economic contract is

li established... , the parties must fully perform their obligations as stipulated in the contract. " The

87 See Waddams, supra, note 5, at 576-577.
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same principle can be seen in other laws.88

Chinese contract law adheres to this doctrine so strictly and thoroughly, even in the field of

termination of contracts, that any breaching party is so shamed that he or she is subject to a

broad range of legal sanctions, from contractual liabilities to criminal punishments.S9

Breach of contract is the condition precedent to award of the remedies including PDC, in other

words, no breach, no remedy. It is this different basis, namely, the view of breach of contract,

that results in a series of differences between Canada and China in respect to contractual

remedies including PDC. It is interesting to see how Canadian law and Chinese law look

identical in their attitude concerning breach in terms of damages. The Chinese and Canadian

laws take pride in treating all breaches alike, without any further analysis of breach itself.

In one sense, we can hardly say whether Canada or China is right or wrong apart from their

social backgrounds. However, in another sense, namely, common sense justice, fairness or

88 The Civil Code, in art.57, states: " A civil juristic act [including making contracts]

shall be legally binding once it is instituted. The actor shall not alter or rescind

his act except in accordance with the law or with the other party's consent."

The Foreign Economic Contract I-a.w, in art.L6, provides: " A contract shall be

legally binding as soon as it is established in accordance with the law. The parties

shall perform their obligations stipulated in the contract. No party shall

unilaterally modify or rescind the contract. "

8e See at p.23-24 of this thesis, breach itself can give rise to an award of PDC.
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reasonableness, they still may be compared with each other.

2.6. Analysis

2.6.L. Whether there is blamelessness in breach of contract

The theory of efficient breach gives us an impression that breach of contract is not itself

morally wrong but is justifiable if coupled with 'Just compensation". Holmes expressed this

obliquely in his article, "The Path of the Law",90 claiming that "The duty to keep a contract

at common law means a prediction that you must pay damages (a compensatory sum) if you do

not keep it, and nothing else". So breach of contract is nothing shameful in itself. According to

the "efficient breach" school in Canada, punishing breach of contract is laying the blame on the

wrong shoulders.

In a Chinese county, the county government breached the contract which had provided the

purchase of garlic from the local peasants. The response to this breach by the peasants was that

they burned down the county government building. This act, although extreme, more or less

reflects the general Chinese attitude to breach of contract. A t)?ical reflection of this in law can

be found in the issue of the formula of an award of PDC in China.

e0 O.W. Holmes, "The Path of the Iåw" (1897) 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457 at 462.
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2.6.1J. Whether a breach of contract is an actionable wrong

-- The Formula of Award of PDC in Chinese law as contrasted with Canadian law

The governing social view concerning a breach of contract is reflected in Chinese law by the

formula for an award of PDC which is different from its Canadian counterpart.

In China any contractual activity is considered a civil legal act which will result in a certain legal

consequence. The formula is: 91

contractual activity -- civil legal act - breach of contract -- violation of the contractual

obligation--civil debt -- civil liability

I It means that a breach of contract, as a contractual activity, is regarded by Chinese law as

, mdogous to torts in the following ways:

, 1) both of them are regulated by the Civil Code;

': 2) both of them a¡e regarded as civil legal acts;

ì

. 
,) both of them will give rise to civil debt;

, 4) both of them will result in civil liability.

A breach of contract, as well as tortious conduct, violates the legal obligations, and will result

in civil debts, and thereby the defaulting party incurs a civil liability. Of course, this does not

necessarily mean that torts and contracts under Chinese law are the same thing. Just as its

el The Civil Code, c.iv, s.1, (Civil Juristic Acts).
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common law counterpart, contracts and torts in Chinese law are different types of obligations.

They are mainly different in how they give rise to the obligation. Contractual obligations arise

out of an agreement between the parties, ffid tortious obligations arise without such an

agreement but out of a kind of duty regulated by tort law. However, in light of the civil law

tradition to which the Chinese civil code refers, contractual obligations and tortious obligations

are combined into one higher level of category, namely, civil law. As far as civil liability is

concerned, and irrespective of how they give rise to liability, the two are combined in Chinese

law into a similar kind of liability, namd, civil liability, in which they are analogous to each

other in terms of liability.

A contract is the law between the parties to it. So breach of contract amounts to a wrong in

(contract) law as well as in civil law. It is an actionable wrong. Therefore, breach itself can

incur punitive damages or other punishments. Some misconduct accompanying breach may be

thought of as having more than one type of wrong, deserving aggravated punishment. To punish

breach of contract is justifiable.

Nevertheless, the viewpoint of the theory of efficient breach has not been adopted by Canadian

law, although it is popular among academics. The case of Vorvis held that the defendant's

conduct " was not considered sufficiently offensive, standing alone, to constitute actionable

wrong".92 The reason for an award of PDC, an "independently actionable wrong" held by

the majority in Vorvis, implies that there is something else wrong in terms of the defendant's

ez Supra, note 33, at209.
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conduct. What is that?

The minority in Addis pointed out that it is " ... an arbitrary and illogical limitation by confrning

it þunitive damagesl to action in form of tort, as though a breach of contract, which of course

is in itself an actionable wrong ...".93 They would have allowed PDC "to punish high-handed,

vindictive or otherlise shocking and reprehensible conduct by the defendant" .94 It does not

make any sense that a tort is an actionable wrong but breach of contract itself is not. It is no

doubt that the injured party can sue the defaulting parfy merely based on the cause of breach of

contract. In South Wales Miner's Federation v. Glamorgan Coal Co. Ltd.,95 Lord Lindley

said that "to break a contract is an unlawful act; or, in the language of LORD \ilATSON in

Allen v. F1ood96, 
^ 

breach of contract is in itself a legal wrong. ... a breach of contract

would not be actionable if nothing legally wrong was involved in the breach. " Is there any

difference between an unlawful act and an illegal wrong? I doubt it.

Additionatly, let us now turn to the issue of nominal damages. "Nominal damages are awarded

if the ptaintiff establishes a breach of contract".97 The meaning of nominal damages is to give

e3 Supra, note 10, at 498.

% Supra, note 33, at224-225.

es 
¡190+-0tl All E.R. Rep. 21t at2l8; [1905] A.C.239 at253.

e6 ¡t898¡ A.c. ar 96.

e See'Waddams, supra, note 5, at 556.
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the plaintiff "a right to the verdict or judgment because (his) legal right has been infringed".98

The obtaining of nominal damages will also, in many cases, entitle a plaintiff to costs.99 This

at least means that breach itself is a wrong not only in morality but also in law, which infringed

the plaintiff s legal right created by the contract and recognized by law. Nominal damages may

be meaningless in respect of the amount of damages, but the ¡eal issue is which litigant is

wrong, that is, whether the defaulting party should be blamed or not. It is really different from

the meaning of real damages which are based on the loss.

Furthermore, in terms of remedies including damages, it is incorrect to say that it is irrelevant

to the question of who is at fault, that is, who violated the obligation, otherwise it is difficult

to explain why the law should provide such remedy to the plaintiff and impose liability on the

defendant instead of discharge of liability.100

Another example, anticipatory breach, in the opinion of Professor Fridman, must be wrongful

or unjustified otherwise it is discharge of the contract with justified excuse.l0l If the

termination of a contract is not wrong, it can only be referred to as a discharge of contract, that

is, the termination of contract with legal excuse, but not breach of contract, namely, the

e8 Mediana t19001 4.C.113 (H.L.); See also íbid. at 556.

ee Supra, note 5, at 557.

lm R.M. Solomon, B.P. Feldthusen & S.J. Mills, Cases arù Materials on the Law of Torts,

2d,. ed. (foronto: Carswell, 1986) at 2 (breach of contract is a civil wrong).

10r G.H.L. Fridman, The Law of Coruract in Canada,2d. ed. (Toronto: Carswell, 1986) at

564.
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termination of contract without any legal excuse. For example, dismissal of an employee is not

breach of contract but discharge if there is legal excuse in conffact itself or law. But if the

dismissal did not follow the manner stipulated by the contract, it is a wrong, namely, wrongful

dismissal, and it is a breach of contract.

2.6.1,.2. \ühether misconduct of a defendant is relevant in contract cases

Whereas in China misconduct that produces breach will be cause for heavier punishment, in

Canada,Ll2 misconduct of the defendant is immaterial to PDC.103

Dube v. Constitution Insurance Co.,104 opposed this idea, allowing PDC on the ground that

the law is always evolving, and that in line with the dissenting opinion given by Clement, J.A.

in Paragon Properties Ltd. v. Magna Investments Ltd.,105 it is the conduct of the defaulting

party, rather than the legal category of the wrong, that determines when PDC will be awarded.

Unlike the objection which emphasizes the wrong in morality or contract (1aw),106 the

1@ Harvey Foods Ltd. v. Reid (I97L), 18 D.L.R. (3d) 90 at 93 (N.B.C.A.).

lot Supra, note 24, at 383-384: but relevant to assessment of damages of mental distress in
this case.

1ø ¡r98t1 r.L.R. 1-1315 (ont.H.c.).

ros Supra, note 85.

rM Supra, note 10, at498 (a breach of contract... of course is in itself an actionable wrong).
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governing rule in Canada focuses on the wrong in tort law, ignoring the nature of misconduct

of breach. So what do they miss? I will deal with this question later.

The aforementioned fallacy ignores the obvious truth that breach of contract is a wrong not only

in morality but also in law, and it springs from the misunderstanding of the following question.

2.6.2. Does freedom of making a contract amount to freedom to breach?

The argument against PDC is that a breaching party is not wrong in respect to breach of contract

because it has the same right to breach the contract as it does enter into it.

In addition, according to the theory of efficient breach, effi.cient breach can be advantageous not

only to the breaching party but also to society, when combined with compensation to the injured

party, to satisfaction of all. It seems a really good deal for all. Thus, PDC should be (generally)

prohibited.

2.6.2.1. Limited application of the theory

The theory of effrcient breach has numerous critics in Canada. They submit that in a large

number of modern contract cases, such as cases of wrongful dismissal and failure of an
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insurance company to pay legitimate claims, this certainty is irrelevant because a breach will not

result in effrciency. In other words, not every breach is an efficient one.

As for those cases involving personal elements, it is unreasonable and irrational to apply this

theory.lO7 As the minority in Addis, Lord Collins proposed that "in cases of wrongful

dismissal "according to previous authorities, it is not beyond the competence of a jury to give

what are called exemplary or vindictive damages."lO8 The human being should not be

treated as goods or commercial stuff. It is wrong to value breach of these kind of contracts

merely by the economic standard, nameþ, effrciency, ignoring the personal elements because

in employment contracts the expectation is actually much more than obtaining damages or

compensation.l0g Therefore it is also wrong to say that for breach of a contract, it is only

responsible to pay the damages.

Furthermore, this efficiency only worls when the transaction costs aÍe zeÍo, which is rare in the

real world. The process of negotiation of contract sometimes costs a large amount of money,

much time and a great deal of energy, especially for a comprehensive contract. The theory

completely ignores pre-contract factors as it does to post-breach factors (as indicated later).

rÚ Supra, note 74, at 98.

ro8 Supra, note 1.0, at 497.

ræ J. Swan, "Punitive, Exemplary and Aggravated Damages", unpublished paper presented

at Manitoba I¿w Society Seminar, L991, at29.
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The Chinese critics of this theory will add that even in some breaches of (non-personal) contracts

there will still be no efficiency at all, for example, breach due to : failure to produce the goods

ordered, delay on delivery, delivery in the wrong manner, lower quality, significant lack of

quantity. These kinds of breach of contract do not bring about a more efficient transaction

between the defaulting parfy and a third party than the original one contracted between the

defaulting party and the injured party. These types of breach of contract do not result from a

another bargain, which may be more efficient than the original one, but from a failure to

perform or an improper performance of the contractual obligation.

2.6.2.2. Disregard of certainty to plaintiff

The theory of effrcient breach merely recognizes the certainty or efficiency in the defendant's

profrting by way of breach of the contract, and simply concludes that this means certainty and

efficiency to society. Moreover, contract law should promote such certainty as to enable the

defendant to compare the cost of a breach with the benefit of entering into a second contract with

someone else. Otherwise, as Lord Atkinson said in Addis, it "would lead to confusion and

uncertainty in commercial affairs". 1 10

It thus allows a defendant to make the calculations necessary to determine if it is economically

beneficial to break contractual promises; but it ignores the plight of the injured parly who is

"innocent" and will sustain the inconveniences plus litigation caused by the defendant's breach

rro Supra, note 10, at 495.
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which may result in more uncertainty to plaintiffs. It is also a concern within Chinese law. In

re¿l life of both Canada and China, it is unlikeþ that the injured party will think the breach of

contract moral even if coupled with damages.

In Rowland's Transport Ltd. v. Nasby Sale and Service Ltd.,111 Kirby, J. vindicated the

promotion of certainty or convenience to a plaintiff. He stated that because of the misconduct

of the defendant, "the plaintiff was placed in a position of uncertainty and was caused

considerable inconvenience. For these reasons I consider the plaintiff entitled to exemplary

damages. " 112

A New Brunswick case113 awarded PDC on the grounds that the acts of the defendant union

showed "an utter lack of responsibility to the employer with whom they had contracted" and a

"calloused lack of regard for the citizens of the province".1L4 This kind of social

consideration for breach, rare in Canada, is precisely what preoccupies Chinese law.

The majority in Vorvis stated that where the defendant has breached the contract, the remedies

open to the plaintiff must arise from that contractual relationship, that is "private law ", which

1r1 Supra, note 23.

tt2 lbid. at 196.

rr3 Supra, note 22.

n+ ¡6¡¿. at376.
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the parties agreed to accept.ll5

If we say a contractual relationship is what the parties agreed to accept, it should mean exactly

that this relationship is what the parties agreæd to establish rather than to breach.

Freedom to contract does not entail freedom to breach at will, but only a qualifred freedom to

breach under certain circumstances. As the formation of a contract must follow certain strict

rules, breach of a contract as well should obey the certain rules. As no rigid doctrine of "Pacta

Sunt Servanda" should be adhered to, nor should the freedom ofbreach be allowed even though

coupled with compensation. So if you want to breach a contract, you should breach it efficiently

and fairþ, that is, following some rules and conditions.

2.6.2.3. Ilarmful effects

There is no doubt that breach of contract might cause many troubles. Some of them cannot be

counted in money. Many breaches have to be settled by litigation which will exhaust the time,

energy, feelings and money of the litigants as well as the courts. This process should not be

encouraged according to the view of social efficiency. The theory of efficient breach fails to take

"post-breach" factors into the consideration, and it may encourage people's sense of ca¡elessness

about their promises and lead to more litigation for breach of contract.

rrs Supra, note 33, at 208.
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From the above, it seems that the law in China favours the plaintiff but in Canada the defendant.

'why?

2.6.3. The difference in purpose between civil law and criminal law

-- Comment on the Objections to PDC

In Canada, there are several arguments against not only PDC but also punitive damages (in tort

law). The major one is based on the distinction between civil law and criminal law. It states that

the purpose of the civil law is compensation,ll6 and suffrciently serious conduct is a matter

for criminal law. Furthermore, punishment in civil law should not be imposed without granting

a defendant the safeguards of criminal law.llT

It is said that the purpose of civil law is compensation, but it does not mean that this is its sole

function. Actually, it is hard to eliminate punishment in civil law including contract law. For

example, "... compensatory damages also have a punitive effect. Obviously the defendant is

punished in a sense when he is forced to pay damages to the plaintiff'.ll8 In addition, an

award of damages for mental distress or other intangible losses and payment of the costs of

litigation, from the view of the actual losses and the standpoint of defendant, is difficult to

116 Supra, note 33, at 220, "the sole purpose of contract damages is to compensate the
plaintiff'.

117 H. Street, Princíple of the Law of Damages (I-ondon: Sweet & Maxwell, L962) at33-35.

118 Supra, note 72, at 668-669.
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isolate absolutely from the nature of punishment.l 19

Furthermore, since breach of contract or the misconduct accompanying it is a wrong not only

in morality but also in law as earlier noted, why should not it be punished if it deserves it?

In fact, this distinction does not support but opposes the rule against PDC because it is not only

against PDC but also punitive damages in tort law which is one branch of civil law.

Let us return to the example given in the [rtroduction. Suppose that when the mother

(defendant) pushed the wife (plaintifÐ into the water intentionally, unexpectedly she also fell into

the water because her action was too forceful, and suppose that the person standing on the bank

of river is neither son nor husband but an impartial third party with strong sense of justice,

namely, a court, it is undoubtedly correct that the innocent party (the wife) should be rescued

first.

Unlike in criminal law, a defendant in civil law will not be sentenced to harsh punishment such

as personal (bodily) punishment but only monetary "punishment", and further, he or she is not

always in the weaker position in a civil law suit, in which he or she cannot compare with a

defendant in a criminal law suit.

The principle of criminal law in favour of a defendant in order to prevent an innocent person

Ile See Waddams, supra, note 2, at 564.
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from being convicted as guilty should not be applied to civil law o¡ contract law. On the

contrary, there is no reason for civil law to ape criminal law's bias towards the defendant rather

than an innocent and injured party (plaintiff¡ as this theory suggests.

Actually, as dealt with earlier, PDC in Canada is aimed not to punish the defendant but to try

to give more just compensation to the plaintiff by overcoming the shortages of "ordinary"

damages which could not compensate the injured plaintiff fully.

2.6.4. Development of the scope of compensation in contractual actions

PDC's Canadian critics will still argue that even if breach of contract is wrong, even if freedom

to contract does not amount to freedom to breach, even if civil law has no duty to be consistent

with criminal law, still PDC cannot be awarded because the payment of damages is the only

liability undertaken by the breaching party.

In Addis, the rule of damages was limited to "what the contract provided", "had the contract

been kept" or "adequate compensation".I2}In other words, in a contract case the plaintiff

could only get what the contract provided, namely, compensation, and no more unless he or she

sues the defendant in an action of tort. Is it just or appropriate compensation which is the

assumption of the theory of effrcient breach?

tzo 5r" supre, note L0, at 496.
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In fact the concept of damages is very abstract and it is always evolving. It is too obvious to

ignore the fact that the law is always evolving, and so is the concept and scope of damages. The

majorify in Addis ruled that the plaintiff "is to be paid adequate compensation in money for the

loss of that which he would have received had his contract been kept, and no more."121

Actually, the damages allowed in Addis were based on the old and narrow concept of damages,

that is, compensation of the pecuniary losses caused by misconduct of defendant only.

This concept becomes more and more unsatisfactory, especially under the examination of the

doctrine of expectation damages and especially in the cases of employment contracts. For

example, contrary to Addis, some subsequent cases allowed damages for mental distress122,

loss of the chance (to earn money)123 and loss of reputationl24 caused by the breach of

contract or misconduct of the defendant. Additionally, Cornell v. Pfizer C.& G. Inc.,125

a case of wrongful dismissal, held that the authority of Addis " has undoubtedly been departed

from in recent decisions of this and other Courts as it is now entirely customary ... to take into

121 lbid. at 496.

122 See Hlon, supra, note 24. See also Jarvis v. Swans Tours Ltd., [L973] 1

Q.B. 233 (C.4.), applied in Eld¿r v. Koppe (1974), 53 D.L.R. (3d) 705
(N.S.S.C.r.D.).

t23 Chaplinv. Hicks, t19111 2 K.B. 786 (C.4.). MuM Malls Inc. v. Tør Mall Properties
Ltd. (t980), 28 (O.R.) 6 (H.C.); affi¡med (1981), 37 O.R. Qd) 133 (C.4.).

124 Tippett v. International þpographícal Union (1976),71 D.L.R. (3d) 146 (B.C.S.C.).
Dunk v. George Waller Ltd., [1970] 2 Q.8.163 (C.4.), a case of an

apprenticeship.

'25 11981¡, 23 c.p.c. 286 (ont. H.c.).
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account the fact that the dismissal of itself makes it more difficult for an employee to obtain

fresh employment", and refused to reverse the trial decision for the awarding of PDC.126

In the case of Brown, the Court went further by awarding PDC on one of the grounds of

infringement of legal rights, that is, if the defendant has been found that he "purposely intended

to trample on his (the plaintiff) legal rights".l27 Fnal|y, in the case of Jennett, PDC was

awarded "based on statutory rights" infringed.128

Is there anything else missed in terms of damages which might be caused by misconduct of the

defendant? I will examine this issue in the following sections.

2.6.5. Cases after Vorvis in Canada

Addis and Vorvis seem to find another way to go around this issue by using a legal and

academic trick, namely, the distinction between tort and contract. Both courts said that

misconduct is only relevant when it is an independently actionable wrong, that is, it must reach

to such an extent as a wrong in tort law. It has the same effect as the doctrine which claims that

misconduct is irrelevant in contract cases, but the difference is that the reason is changed from

assessment of damages into nature of misconduct.

t26 lbid. at 292.

t27 5." supra, note 28 at 68.

t28 Jennetv. Fed. Ins. Co. (1976),72D.L.R. (3d)20at2l (Ont H.C.).
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2.6.5.1. Loop-hole of I'only linkrr

According to the opinions of the majority in Vorvis, in an action based on a breach of contract,

the only link between the parties for the purpose of defining thefu rights and obligations is the

contract itself. The injured plaintiff then "is not entitled to be made whole; he is entitled to have

that which the contract provided for him or compensation for its loss. " 129

Such an "only link", contract relationship, allows the defendant to avoid further liability and

keeps the plaintiff in an unsatisfactory position. Why? Is it because a contract could not create

a legal duty as tort does ? But it still can establish the contractual obligation recognizedby law.

In addition, there are also some other kinds of obligations established directly by law or stâtute

although not tort law which might connect with the contractual relationship.

In this regard, the reasoning of the majority in Vorvis should be inspected more carefully,

because some unsatisfactory points will be found:

1) In some cases, there is something behind "the only link", for example, inequality of

bargaining power in a contractual relationship in which the weaker may be abused

by the more powerful;

2) Such "only link" or "what the contract provided" is hypothetical because the contract has

in fact been broken;

3) Compensation or damages is an abstract concept;

'2e Supra, note 33, at208.
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4) Sometimes, what the contract provided is not always equal to the compensation for its loss.

The contractual link is originally used as a tool to create obligations, but here in the rule against

PDC it is used as a tool to discharge the obligation. In the same way as did the minorify in

Addis, 'Wilson, J. in Vorvis asserted that

Generally, it is peculiar that the law requires a higher standard of conduct from

the tortfeasor, a stranger, than it does from the parties to an established

relationship under a contract. This distortion is particularly troublesome when

dealing with a contract of employment ... virtually absolute power residing in the

employer.130

In light of the authority of Vorvis, previous cases of wrongful dismissal allowing punitive

damages, such as Perkins,l3l Brown,132 Pilato v. Hamilton Place Convention Centre

Inc.,133 would appear to be ovemrled. Did Vorvis end the very uncertrain state of PDC in

Canada and establish an absolute and certain authority for future lawsuits?

Professor Bruce Feldthusen seems to think so, hoping to circumvent the unsatisfactory decision

t3o lbid. note 33, at223.

r31 Supra, note 31.

r32 Supra, note 28.

r33 
11984¡, 7 D.L.R. (4th) 342 (Ont. H.C.), a case of wrongful dismissal awarded PDC at

$25,000.
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of Vorvis by means of the legislative reform and expansion of tort duty by future courts.l34

But Mr. Cherniak concluded differently that

It is clear from the Vorvis case that the Canadian law in this area is in a state of

flux. I doubt that statutory intervention is warranted until we see where the

developing common law takes us. The Ontario l-aw Reform Commission is still

discussing the issue, and I am not sure where we will end up.135

It should be noticed that the majority in Vorvis used its words cautiously instead of absolutely

to establish this general principle, stating, without giving any exception,136 that " This

distinction (between an action in tort and one in contract) will not completely eliminate the

award of punitive damages but it will make it very rare in contract cases". L37

Later, some cases began to challenge this authority or find exceptions to it.138 In Lþpert

t34 B. Feldthusen, "Contracts - Punitive Damages -- Aggravated Damages -- Damages

for Mental Distress in Contract: Vorvis v. Insurance Corporation of British
Columbia" (1990) 69 Canadian Bar Review 1.69 at t76-7.

135 E.A. Cherniak, "Commentary on Professor Feldthusen's Paper on Punitive Damages"
(1990) L6 Canadian Business L.I.28L at284.

136 lbid..

'37 Supra, note 33, at 208.

t38 Moffat v. Carro Pharmacy Ltd. (1990), 30 C.C.8.L.22 (N.B.S.C.), where PDC was

awarded for the way plaintiff was treated.
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v. Barkingside Investment Ltd.,I39 a wrongful dismissal case, the court asserted that "In the

case at Bar, there was no actionable wrong in the manner of dismissal. It was, however, harsh

and reprehensible ... This is one of those rare cases where punitive damages should be

awarded."l,40

In some cases, there are some things that are beyond what the contract provided. In others,

simple compensation cannot provide or is diffrcult to provide a just result without an award of

punitive damages in an action of breach of contract. Furthermore, what the contract provided

is hypothetical because in fact the contract has been broken, and sometimes it is so uncerüain and

controversial that it is hard to reach an agreement between the contracting parties on the question

of what exactly the contract provided.

It is unnecessary to worry that recognition of PDC will lead to increased litigation. In fact, PDC

is usually claimed as an extra item of claim for damages instead of as an independent cause of

an action itself.

Since Canadian law has a good foundation which could avoid the crisis of awarding an excessive

amount of PDC as is the case in the United States, t4I it is improper to refuse PDC due

merely to being afraid of such a crisis and to disregard justice to the injured parfy which should

13e (1990), 29 C.C.B.L.257 (Ont. Dist. Ct.).

140 lbid. at262.

141 
Seæ supra, note 59, at242-246.
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be firmly pursued by law. As the judge pointed out in the case of Brown, it is unwise to tie the

courts to award PDC in the appropriate cases.142

We should also keep in mind that an award of PDC is rare, that is, it is an exception and not

a general ru1e. This exception should be especially and also cautiously defined in the particular

cases.

Are there some other exceptions to this general rule? If so, what are they and where are they?

Now, it is time to think and analyze the nature and effects of breach of contract itself and the

misconduct accompanying it.

2.6.6. Analysis of breach and exceptions to the rule

As can be seen, the theory of efficient breach over-simplifies the analysis of breach of contracts.

As Mr. Justice Holmes wrote, in Globe Refinine Company v. Landa Cotton Oil

Company,l,43 " If a contract is broken, the measure of damages generally is the same,

whatever the cause of the breach ...". The governing rule in Canada refuses to consider the

nature and effect of the b¡each itself and treats all breaches alike unless there is something more

wrong than just breach, namely, a tort. Contract law in common law jurisdictions is only

Seæ supra, note 28, at 65.

(1903), 190 U.S. 540 at 544.

142

r43
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concerned with its consequences of a breach or its effect on the obligation of the party, namely,

fundamental breach, or breach of a condition or warranty. In general, the motivel.44 and

manner of breach of contract are irrelevant in law. Therefore, there is a popular trend in the

common law to ignore the differences in breaches in respect to manner and motive.

As it is wrong to treat all breaches as generally "reprehensible", punishing a defendant too

harshly and over-compensating the plaintiff as the Chinese doctrine does; it is also wrong to deal

with all breaches (even if coupled with compensation) as generally "moral", placing a plaintiff

into an unfair position caused by the so-called "only link" or 'Just compensation".

In order to identify that reprehensible misconduct constituting or accompanying breach of

contract which the law ought to punish, an analysis of breach itself is needed. In real life, breach

of contract is varied and diverse. With reference to the test of the general rule against PDC in

Canada, breach of contract can be divided into three categories, namely:

1) breach itself is neither actionable in tort law nor reprehensible;

2) breach itself constitutes an actionable wrong in tort law as well as in contract law;

3) breach itself is not actionable in tort law, but is still deserving punishment.

2.6.6.L, Breach itself is neither actionable in tort law nor reprehensible

'* E.g. Cunlffi v. Harrison (1851), 6 Ex. 901, L.J. 20F;x.325; Colfax Inc. v. General
Foods Ltd. (1979), 10 B.L.R.l74 at 189 (Onr. H.C.J.).
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This kind of breach can be exemplified as follows:

1) The defendant, as a victim of circumstance or beyond his or her control, finds it difficult

to fulfil a contractual obligation.l45 For instance, unclear or ambiguous

stipulations in a contract caused a misunderstanding for the defaulting party which

led to the breach of contract, or; the breach of contract is due to a third party's

breach or a third party involvement in the breach especially in a chain of

contracts; L46

2) A negligent breach, that is, the defaulting party breached the contract because he or she

made a negligent calculation, judgment or estimate without any malicious

intention;147

ras Churchwardv. it. (1865) L.R. 1 Q.B. 173, (cf. R. v. Demers, [1900] A.C. 109.)
where a contract contained a promise by one parry (the contractor agreed to carry
the mails for the Admiralty) but failed to make it clear exactly what was promised
in return by the other (the agreement did not oblige the Admiralty to employ the
plaintiff: it only obliged him to carry mail if the Admiralty asked him to do so).

146 In China, there is a very serious problem called "triangular debts". One debtor, A,
could not pay the debt to the creditor, B, because second debtor, C , debtor's
debtor, did not pay the debt to A). Administrative interference in contractual
activities is very common which leads to the breach of the contract.

See also Raíneri v. Miles, [198U A.C. 1050, at 1086, where the defendants
delayed to performing their contractual obligation to sell their house to the
plaintiff because of the third parties' delay. The plaintiff sued them for damages.

The defendants defended that thebreach ofcontract arose from the third parties'
breach of contract, which was dismissed. However, there was no PDC only
damages awarded.

ta1 Universal Corp. v. Fíve Ways Properties Ltd., ÍL979] 1 All .E.R. 552, where a
buyer could not pay the price because his expectation of raising a loan had not
been fulfilled; In fact, he was prevented by exchange cont¡ol regulations from
remitting money to the place where he had agreed to pay. The court held that the
contract was not frustrated, so the defendant was still liable for damages of
breach of contract, but no PDC was awarded.
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3) A minor breach of contract in terms of both effects and its manner, such as a minor

defective performance of the contract without reprehensible conduct

involved;148

4) Under the certain situations it becomes obviously unnecessary to fulfil the contract.

For the above types of breach, there must be no lawful excuse but a factual and reasonable

excuse. A failure to perform the contract should not be caused by a lawful excuse such as

frustration, which is not breach of contact but the lawful termination of contract. In this

example, there still is a breach of contract, but there is a factual and reasonable excuse for

breach. Furthermore, in breach itself there is neither the essence of reprehendsibility in law,

such as infringement of the legal rights of the injured party, violation of law, nor an actionable

wrong in tort law. This kind of breach is understandable or forgivable because of some

reasonable, if not lawful, excuses existed. Therefore, such breach is not so reprehensible that

PDC should be awarded. Needless to say, this kind of breach is still breach of contract which

justify damages or other remedies except PDC.

u8 ¡1. Dakin & Co., Ltd. v. Lee, [1916] 1 K.B. 566, where the plaintiff builder has

repaired the defendant's house, but has departed from some minor terms or
specifications of the contract. Rather than incurred PDC, the plaintiff got back the
payment for his service on the ground that he substantially fulfilled the contract.
The work done by him was certainly of benefit to the defendant and not entirely
different from what had been contracted for.

But the decision in this case only refused the defendant's right to rescind the
contract and held that the contract was still valid on the basis that breach of
contract was not fundamental, or it was not breach of a condition, or not breach
of a promissory condition. The plaintiff still was liable for damages caused by
his defective performance or minor breach of the contract, that is, here reduction
of the payment for his service although no PDC was awarded.
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As a general rule, the common law is not concerned with the reason for breach of contract.

However, the doctrine of frustration of contract seems to be an exception. Frustration is

concerned with the reason for breach of contract and even with the fault of the contracting

parties.l49 Under this doctrine, one will ask why a contract was not performed. If it is due

to some matters beyond the defendant's control, the contract might be frustrated. If the contract

was frustrated, the parties have been discharged from their contractual obligations,l50 or

the performance might be excused.15l In fact, frustration amounts to the contract being

terminated lawfully. Failure to perform a contract under such circumstance is not breach of

contract at all, so no liability (for all the future obligation in the contract) will be imposed on

the defendant.

However, there are some gaps between frustration of contract and other circumstances where

a breach of contract or a failure to perform a contract was caused by matters beyond the

defendant's control. The first gap is the one between impossibility of performance and diffrculty

of performance beyond control of the obligee. The second gap is in the doctrine of frustration

of contract itself. The first gap imposes a duty on the obligee to make effort to overcome such

difficulty even though it is not his or her own fault, or is beyond his or her control.152 This

tae Paradine v. Jane (1,647),82 E.R. 519 at 520 (K.8.), 82 E.R. 897.

tso 7V, Frustrated Contract Act, S.M. L949, c.2t, s.4.; The Frustated Contract Act,
R.S.A. 1980, c. F-20, ss. 2(1).

lst Hall v. Wright (1859), 120 E.R. 688 at 6951' citú by Blackburn J. in Taylor v. Caldwell
(1863), t22 E.R. 309 (K.B.).

rsz Supra, note 1,49 at 897.
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doctrine does not suggest that anything frustrating the performance of contract will constitute

frustration in law, namely, lawful excuse for failure of performance. It is because such

frustrating ci¡cumstances, as happened, must be of such a degree or kind that they made the

performance of the contract significantly differently from what was contracted for.153

Breach of contract still could fall into one of those gaps. 'When it does, it is similar to the case

illustrated above. It is due to a relatively forgivable reason, and so close to lawfill termination

or discharge of contract that it almost changes breach of contract into discharge or lawful

termination of contract, and turn "liability" into "non-liability". Only because of some legal

loop-holes or technical reasons, it could not become so. Thus, for this kind of breach of

contract, it is not so reprehensible as to deserve punishment by PDC.

Perhaps, conduct involving the breach is shameful or wrong in morality, but it is obvious that

mere reprehendsibility in morality does not justify punishment in law. In other words, if a

breach of contract neither constitutes nor accompanies a tort, nor constitutes a reprehensible

wrong in law, PDC should not be available.

þ¡amination of the theory of shameful breach in China

This theory, based on social considerations, only worls sometimes in those economic contracts

ts3 Davis Contractors Ltd. v. Farehan Urban District Council, t19561 2 AII E.R. 145, at
160, [1956] A.C. 696, at 729, per Lord Radcliffe.
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which are of significance to the society. What about the individual contracts?

Sometimes, it will be unnecessary to perform a contract. Furthermore, sometimes it will be too

harsh, undue or ridiculous to punish every breach of an economic contract if the performance

of it does not do any good for society and the plaintiff. It is mainly because of the social system

and its planned economy that you will have PDC in socialist China. I will deal with this in the

next chapter. If you want to change this princþle, first you must change the social system; but

this project is obviously outside of the scope of contract law even law as a whole. We had better

leave this question for the politicians to solve.

Exceptions in Chinese law

Nevertheless, Chinese law does not hold the governing rule so stubbornly that every breach

should be punished. Some exceptions to the rule are allowed. The following circumstances are

exceptions to the general rule allowing PDC in China because the breach itself is neither an

actionable nor a reprehensible wrong. They slightly reduce the strong characteristics of

punishment:

(1) Breach of an individual or a foreign economic contract

Since the law stresses the social functions of the economic contract, PDC is pre-negotiated (or

agreed upon) in an individual contract. This means that it is neither enforceable nor compulsory
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by law. Similarly with a foreign economic contract, but for different Íeasons, such as compliance

with international conventions and considerations of the diffrculty in enforcement, PDC is not

compulsory either. For these kinds of contracts, it is totally optional for both parties to a

contract to decide whether PDC will be available to them or not.

Furthermore, it will be unacceptable if the punishment agreed upon is too severe in terms of

amount. Therefore, while it is an option to assess the amount of PDC in the agreement, it is

subject to interventions by law if it is too high or low. The law regulates:

if the contracfually agreed breach of contract damages are far more or far less

than is necessary to compensate for the losses resulting from the breach, the party

concerned may request an arbitration body or a court to reduce or increase them

appropriately.l54

The following standards for judicial adjustment can be seen in Chinese law:

i. The amount of agreed-upon PDC is limited to such an amount, not exceeding the total

value of the contract;

ii. If it exceeds, the parties may apply for judicial intervention which shall adjust the amount

according to the particular circumstances in the case and subject to the above

limitation.155

ts+ 4t1. 20, fhe Foreign Economic Contract Law.

tss J.F. Wang, The Law of Contract, (Chinese Version), @eijing: China Social Science
Press, 1986) c. 20 (Liability for Breach of Contracts).
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Ø There must be no fault on the part of the defendant

No PDC will be awarded unless the defendant is at fault in the breach of a contract in Chinese

law. Therefore, the following circumstances may discharge the liability of the defendant where

there is no fault on the part ofthe defendant:

i. where breach is due to force majeure or natural loss of goods;156

ii. where breach is due to administrative activity of the governmental agency which should

be responsible;L57

iii. where there is contributory negligence between the iûured parfy and injuring party or a

third parry.

2.6.6.2. Breach itself constitutes an actionable wrong in tort law as well as in contract law

One example of this principle is Nantel v. Parisen,l58 where the defendants incurred PDC

because they breached a lease by removing the plaintiff s belongings and demolishing the house,

thereby committing a trespass. Although this kind of b¡each of contract cannot destroy the theory

of eff,rcient breach, one may at least conclude that it is not correct to speak abstractly or

tse 5." art. 34, the Economic Contract I¿w.

ts7 5r" art.33, the Economic Contract I¿w.

158 
11981¡, 18 c.c.L.T.79,22 R.p.R. 1.
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generally that breach coupled with compensation is not wrong or the remedy for breach is only

to pay damages.

In China, some breaches constitute actionable wrongs not only in tort but also concurrently in

administrative law and even in criminal law. In Chapter IV Responsibility for Breach of

Economic Contracts, Art. 32 of the Economic Contract I¿w states that "Those directly

responsible for major accidents or serious losses resulting from negligence, malfeasance or other

illegal acts, shall be liable economically, administratively or even criminally". For example,

according to fut.18 of the Regulation of Loan Contracts, if the borrower squanders the loan

in the process of its expenditure, the lender shall demand the repayment of the loan, and relevant

(governmental) agencies shall investigate the administrative and economic liabilities of the person

who is directly responsible for such an offence.

If the circumstances are serious, judicial authorities shall investigate possible criminal liability.

In most cases, the person who is directly responsible for major accidents or serious losses might

commit two types of crimes, first being a crime of dereliction of duty. The Criminal Law in

Art.187 states that "Any state functionary who, because of neglect of duty, causes public

property or the interests of the state and the people to suffer heavy losses shall be sentenced to

fixed-term imprisonment of not more than five years or criminal detention". The second type

of crime is a crime of engagement in speculation and profiteering. The Criminal Law in arI.IIT

states that "Whoever engages in speculation in violation of the laws and regulations ... on the

administration of industrial and commercial affairs, if the circumstances are serious, shall be
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sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention, or he

or she may concurrently or exclusively be sentenced to a fine or confiscation of

property".159

2.6.6.3. Breach itself is not actionable in tort law, but is stilt deserving of punishment

The minority in Addis pointed out that

... a breach of contract, which of course is in itself an actionable wrong, might

not be committed with accompanying circumstances just as deserving the

reprobation of a jury as those which might accompany the commission of a

trespass.1.60

: The prevailing view in China is that certiain breaches of economic contracts can inflict harms on
,

societv that cannot be remedied bv comoensation. For examole. In New Brunswick Electrical
:

: Power Commission v. I.B.E.W. Local 1733., breach of the contract, a week long strike, nearly

' closed down the supply of electricity to New Brunswick or "came within an inch of bringing the
I

whole economy of the province to a halt".161

15e It should be noticed that the potential for criminal and administrative responsibility in
connection with the non-performance of contracts is not unique to, but is stressed

by China. This can also be found in the common law countries.

160 Supra, note 1,0, at 498.

16r Supra, note 22, at 376.
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The Chinese view is that this sort of breach should be prohibited and prevented at all costs even

though it is not an actionable wrong in tort. Because if the injury had occurred, compensation

would not have worked. On the one hand, the amount of damages may be so large that the

defendant will not be capable of paying them, and full compensation will only result in the

defendant 's bankruptcy. On the other hand, even if the defendant is able to compensate the

personal losses, there are still immeasurable societal losses such as missed opportunities to create

more wealth.

Should this kind of breach be punished? Of course, it truly deserves punishment according to

the value-view of the law of socialism. But why is PDC such that it puts money into the

plaintiff's pocket rather than the social fund since this breach infringes the public interests? In

China, most economic enterprises, which are within the scope of the Economic Contract Law,

are owned by the state or collective. It is obvious that this doctrine is not suitable for Canada

where a free-market economy is in operation.

1) Three old exceptions in the common law jurisdictions

In Addis, three exceptions to the general rule against PDC were illustrated, that is, a banker's

wrongful refusal to pay a trader customer's cheque, breach of promise of marriage and a vendor

of real estate failing to make tttle.l62 They were considered by the majority too exceptional

or peculiar in nature, and "too inveterate to be now altered, even if it were desirable to alter it".

t62 5." supra, note'7, at 491, 495.
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The court was reluctant to allow any other exception.163

2) Extended exceptions

In the above context there is a broader category of exceptions to the rule against punitive

damages than the three old exceptions. It extends by analogy exceptions into cases similar to one

of the three old exceptions such as an insurance company refusal to honour a valid claim for

losses. Dube v. Constitution Insurance Co.164 was a case similar to the three old exceptions

in Addis where the defendant insurance company refused to honour the plaintiff s valid claim

for losses. In the case of Dube, PDC was allowed by the Court.

If the above exceptions can be viewed as cases of abuse of power, then there might be another

: similar exception, for example, public utilities shutting off the supply of the utility without any

.i reason.

1

:,

: 3) Additional modern exceptions

There are also some additional contemporary exceptions in common law jurisdictions which can

be summarised as follows:

t63 5." supra, note 10, at 495,

1ú ¡t98t¡ r.L.R. 1-1315 (ont.H.c.).
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i. Breach itself violates a statutory obligation

In Jennet v. Fed. Ins. Co.,165 the court distinguished the case at bar from the other cases

by allowing PDC on the basis of the statutory provisions. Conduct constituting breach by the

defendant violated the statutory obligation and infringed the statutory rights of the

plaintiff. 166 It is said by some scholars that these kinds of cases may get around the rule of

Vorvis as an exception. L67

Is this true? Should this exception, if it exists at all, be extended to the surrounding elements

of breach such that courts will think them relevant for an award of PDC? Should conduct

accompanying breach of contract or illegal motive for breach of contract be relevant for an

award of PDC? There are cases allowing PDC where the defendant's misconduct accompanying

the breach violated statutory provisions. Can this kind of case constitute another exception?

In N.B.E.P.C. v. I.B.E.W,168 breach of the employment contract by way of strike violated

the relevant statute; in Dube,169 the female plaintiff was wrongfully dismissed because that

t6s (t976),72D.L.R. (3d) 20 (onr. H.c.).

166 lbíd. at2l.
ró7 See supra, note 59, at258.

t68 Supra, notn,22.

r6e Supra, note 164.
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she had demanded pay equity; in Corne11,L70 the defendant insurance company refused to

honour the valid claim for losses which was also violating the statute. None of these breaches

is actionable in tort, but all are wrongs in law. If there is no remedy provided by each respective

statute violated, the common law should take this duty to protect the legal rights or interests of

the plaintiffs by way of awarding a corresponding or appropriate remedy, here that is PDC. As

"(Jbí jus, ibi remedium" (there is no right without a remedy), all unlawful acts should be

condemned unless the¡e is a legal excuse; all losses, injury, harm or suffering of the victims

caused by the defendant's conduct in violation of law should be redressed and deterred.

Furthermore, can Fouilardl7l constitute an exception where the motive for the breach of

contract is illegal? In Chinese law it is a typical case of engaging in speculation and profiteering

through contractual activities which should be punished severely. The common law in this point

seems to adopt the theory of Holmes, which is not concerned with the motive in breach of

contract or the state of mind of the defaulting party, treating them all alike. Generally,

contractual liability is strict, that is, not based on fau1t.I72 Al1 of its concerns is the loss

caused by the breach which is mainly remedied by money, that is, damages supplemented with

specific reliefs. All the reprehensible things accompanying the breach are blanketed by such

monetary curtain, including unlawful motive or other malicious intention. Of course, if law

punishes the state of mind only, it is bad law. But if such ill intention accompanies or is

r7o Supra, note 25.

17r See supra, note 6, and see also page II-L? of this ttresis.

t72 Raineri v. Miles, t198U A.C. 1050 at 1086.
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combined with an act, that is, here a breach of contract which produces a certiain result, and

such ill intention is not only immoral but also unlawful, it is irrational for law to let it escape

from the legal liability or the condemnation of law merely because of law's neglect of the state

of mind of the defaulting party in contract law.

But the opposition will argue that since misconduct of the defendant violates the law why should

the plaintiff receive this benefit by obtaining PDC? There should be something more than this,

that is, the plaintiff s interests or something like this have been infringed as well by illegal acts.

That is what happened in the above cases.

ü. Gaps between tort and contract

This gap can be seen in Vorvis. The defendant's reprehensible conduct, as found by the Trial

judge, can be summarized in part as follows:

(1) "Inquisitorial practices over a substantial period of time;

(2) Persistence in groundless allegations of incompetence up to and including the tria1".173

Such reprehensible conduct does not constitute a tort, but goes beyond the contract and is caused

by the contractual relationship. Such conduct may violate the law and infringe the legal rights

of the plaintiff. It is obvious in this case that the plaintiff is in a weaker position, and that there

is no equal bargaining power with the defendant, a large company. The plaintiff did everything

'73 Supra, note 33, at224-225.
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to tolerate such humiliating treatment because he wanted to keep his job. In the so-called

contractual relationship, there was no room at all for him to bargain with his employer. He had

either to endure the harassment, or be fned and suffer poverty and humility for the rest of his

life. His choices were, if any, merely to suffer a lighter detriment. That was the choice he made.

Even so he was still f,rred after a long painful harassment infLicted by the defendant. If there was

no such contractual relationship, if there was no fear of the dismissal which was caused by the

high rate of unemployment in society, the plaintiff, as a lawyer, would not likely have endured

such humiliation without any reason. It is a common case in the 20th century where, caused by

the contractual relationship, there is inequality between the plaintiff and the defendant, and there

is potential pressure on the weaker plaintiff, that is, there is something behind the contracfual

relationship, the so-called "the only link". In the face of such a case, the classical doctrine of

freedom of contract becomes out-dated, unreasonable and unfair. It merely emphasizes the

surface voluntariness without consideration of real willingness and fairness. That was also

exactly what Vorvis did, by, among other things, totally ignoring such reprehensible conduct by

way of legal loop-holes such as allegations that misconduct occurred before breach of

confiact.l74

So what should be the further considerations governing an award of PDC? What does the rule

in Addis and Vorvis miss? It is that such reprehensible misconduct falling in gaps between

contract and tort or the so-called borderland of confract and tort, still really falls within the

scope of law. It is the duty of law to fill such gaps by expansion of the duty of care into fair

t7a 5." supre, note 33, at205.
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breach in tort law or awa¡d of punitive damages in contract law. This kind of case will lead

courts to ask what the plaintiff would have had, had misconduct of the defendant not been

committed.

Our American colleagues treat these kinds of breach or misconduct as "quasi-independent tofis"

and expand the following duties:

(1) an implied duty of good faith and fair dealing;

(2) duties imposed by the special relationship of the parties such as insurer -insured,

employer-employee, and other fiduciary relationship;

(3) the duty to admit the existence of the confract;

(4) the duty not to breach the contract in contravention of public policy; and

(5) the duty to expeditiously perform a contract.l7S

, Canadian law has not responded the need in such a way, although in Dube, the judge mentioned
l

; this notion of " fair dealing" through stating the argument by the plaintiff. L76 The purpose

: of the expansion of duties as mentioned above is that the notion of fair breach should be
i

a

, encouraged. The theory of efficient breach is at least incomplete and should be supplemented

, Uy the notion of fair breach.

ì

j

17s ¡4. Pennington, "Punitive Damages of Contract: A Core Sample from the Decisions of
the l¿st Ten Years" (1989) 42 Arkansas I¿w Review 3l at 42, 47.

tzo 5." supra, note L64, at 52.
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üi. Abuse of power and others

The other exceptions which come to mind immediately are the cases, as mentioned earlier, of

abuse of power, such as Dube.l77 Tlte further example is the cases of the small claim

accompanying serious misconduct.

As a tort case, Rookes v. BarnardlTS illustrated two categories for availability of punitive

damages. With regard to one of these two categories, namely, abuse of power by government,

the case of Cardinal concluded that it "is clearly limited to tortious acts".t79F;ut why is this

"split-up" so clear?

Unlike Cardinal, the Court in NantelLS0 said: "in proper cases damages should act as a

deterrent to deter the powerful from subjugating the weaker to their business interest. " The 19th

century concept of contract ignored this truth that there is something behind a contractual

relationship, such as bargaining power and social pressure, and stressed the surface voluntariness

and freedom of contract. Its assumption, that all are equal and free when they enter into a

contract, becomes more unsatisfactory in the 20th century where monopolies grow more

widespread. Application of 19th century freedom of contract into today's situation amounts to

rr Supra, note 164.

r78 Supra, note 32.

|'e Supra, note 26, at 578.

r8o Supra, note 158.
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merely one-side freedom for the powerful who may use it to deprive the weaker of freedom or

interests. Why does today's contract law in the field of remedy refuse to follow other frelds of

contract law such as unconscionability to protect the weaker from the abuse by the powerful and

abandon out-of-date 19th century concept of freedom of contract? 'Why does today's law face

such abuse by the powerful and unfairness, still folding its arms and saying that I am sorry, the

law does not concern either with the fairness or justice of the outcome just as the 18th and 19th

century contract law did, and can do nothing to change this injustice but adhere to the so-called

freedom of contract?!

Similar to one of three old exceptions in Addis, is where an insurer claims that a policyholder

can only collect money clearly owed under the insurance contract through bringing an action,

such as in the American case of Rex Insurance Co. v. Baldwin.18l In this kind of case, the

pecuniary damages are small (but the misconduct is serious and flagrant) and thus the litigation

might not otherwise be worthwhile. Factors such as lower probability of litigation in these

situations and unequal contractual relationship would be considered in awarding PDC.

All the breaches illustrated above will bring about losses for which an award of compensatory

damages alone would not provide a just result. And they are not "actionable wrongs" in tort law,

but they are deserving punishment. Therefore, it is reasonable that PDC should be available

here.

18t (1975) 323 N.E. 2d 270 (nd. cr. App.).
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2.6.7. The conditions of the exceptions to the general rule against PDC in Canada

There are two "should-be" requirements for the exception to the general rule against PDC in

Canada.

1) It must apply to such breach of contract or misconduct constituting or accompanying

breach of contract which reaches such an extent that it is not within the scope of

tort law or not tortious conduct but is deserving of punishment according to the

changing standards of social justice. I would like to call such misconduct

reprehensible, which either violates the law and encroaches upon the interests of

the plaintiff, as well as infringes directly on his or her legal rights;

2) It must be applied to such losses as are not able to be properly settled by means of

compensation based on pecuniary losses.

In other words, ifa breach causes injury or losses that cannot be recovered under tort law and

traditional compensation, but ¿Ìre so reprehensible that they should be punished according to the

social justice view which is recognized by law, PDC should be available.

2.6.8. The Functions of PDC
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In order to understand and analyses the issue of PDC, it is inevitable to deal with the question

of why PDC or punishment are needed, namely, their functions and pu{pose.

The main two functions of punitive damages that have been illustrated by the Canadian cases and

the academic worlis 1.82 are punishment and deterrence.

Professor Feldthusen in his article makes a penetrating analysis of these two functions. He

distinguishes them by saying that "Punishment in its pure form looks backward at wrongful

conduct. ... A pure deterrence objective is quite different. Its purpose is to deter similar conduct

in the future, whether by the defendant or others."l83 He concludes that "punishment is the

primary rationale and deterrence is only incidental" in the PDC law of Canada.184

It is quite correct that the function of deterrence should be realized only through punishment.

It means that deterrence should not be applied independently to the determination of an award

of punitive damages, otherwise it is too severe and undue. According to the spirit of deterrence,

a wrongdoer will be punished for the things beyond what he or she has done. This is exactly

what Chinese law does, but the difference is that the primary rationale in Chinese law is

deterrence rather than punishment, that is, punishment is incidental, although Chinese law

tsz 5." Brown, supra, note 28, at 64; See also supra, note 59, at 246-255.

r83 Supra, note 59, at 250,

184 lbid. at250.
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stresses the theory of punishment.

One example is that PDC has a predetermined nature, set by the legislation or a contract in

advance, in which the element of warning or deterrence is much heavier than that of punishment.

If you want to deter someone, you had better establish the certain standa¡ds in advance. Unlike

the conduct constituting or accompanying a breach, a breach itself is clearer and easier to be

regulated and ascertained by law as the standard of an award of PDC in advance. The function

of deterrence is the main focus of Chinese law realized through overuse of punishment. Another

example is that PDC can be converted into compensation when the losses exceed the regulated

amount of PDC,185 which seems to be contrary to the principle of Chinese law.

Actually, all these deviations from the principles result from the purpose of PDC in Chinese law.

What the law punishes and deters differs between Canada and China.

2.6.9. The Purpose of PDC

PDC in Canada is designed to punish the misconduct of the defendant, and thereby deter any

future similar behaviour by the defendant or others as well as to redress the losses caused by

breach of contract. The common law however, as one American scholar has said, aims to

redress breach rather than to prevent breach.186

tss 5o supre, note 79.

tse 5æ supra, note 175, at33.
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The ultimate goal of the Chinese law is to ensure the performance of a contract by means of

punishment. In fact Chinese law prefers preventing a breach to punishing the party in default,

namely, specific performance of contracts rather than PDC. PDC functions as but one tool

among the many designed to ensure performance of contracts. Therefore, what the punitive

measures do is to guarantee the performance of contract, and nothing else. If punishment

becomes so severe that they exceed what the defendant can undertake, they won't work for the

expected purpose. As long as this puqpose can be realized, PDC is useful.

2.6.10. Reasons for the Differences

The further question which may be asked is why breach itself is against the social justice

standard and deserves punishment, in China but not in Canada? All of the above only provide

the theoretical reasons for the difference between the two systems.

2.6.10.1. Historic¿l reasons

Historically, the different treatment, in Canadian law, of punitive damages in contract and tort

has been related to the following development or elements: first, judicial control over verdicts

of damages made by juries; secondly, the rule of non-interference with the verdict decided by

juries; and thirdly, facts of certainty of damages in contract actions.
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It had been not necessary to use the label "punitive damages" in the early history of common

law until the courts required that the damages assessed by the jury should bear a close

relationship to the victim's loss. Since it was easier to ascertain the amount of damages by more

objective standards in contract cases than in tort, the courts more expediently and frequently

limited the jury's discretion in contract cases than in tort. In Sharpe v. Brice,187 De Grey,

C.J.C.P., said:

In contract the measure of damages is generally a matter of account, and the

damages given may be demonstrated to be right or wrong. But in torts a great

latitude is allowed to the jury; and the damages must be excessive and outrageous

to require or warrant a new trial. As a result of such limitation, the difference of

treatment of punitive damages took place, and the rule against punitive damages

in contract was established.lS8

It may be traced back 2,000 years when in the Chinese history there were two major

philosophical schools opposing and interacting with each other in jurisprudence: Confucianism

and Legalist thought. On the issue of whether the state should be governed by "li"(the model

behaviour) 189 or by ufa" (the written law),190 the Legalists started from the premise

that human nature was essentially bad, and stressed the role of punishment by the state.

t87 (Li74),96 E.R. 557.

t88 5." supra, note 72, at 669-670.

rEe A body of the moral rules were created or recommended by the confucianists.

teo It was c¡eated and recommended by the Legalist in the Chinese history.
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Moreover, the coercive means of law was considered as the only valid governing means, and

thus denying a role for education and morality. They went even further, alleging that there be

more punishment and less reward, and that minor misconduct should be punished severely in

order to control the people and govern the state.191 This traditional view represented by

Legalist thought instead of Confucianism (which I will deal with later) seems to be reflected by

the cur¡ent Chinese law.

Additionally, the traditional moral view in China has focused on social harmony, which is

consistent with the doctrine of "Pacta Sunt Servanda", that is, the promise must be kept as soon

as it is established otherwise it is shameful. There were many novels in history to praise these

kinds of heroes. This traditional moral influence helped to bring about the award of PDC in

ordinary contracts.

However, the above factors only answered the development of the Chinese and Canadian law

under the influences of the tradition. They did not answer why the current law still adopts such

tradition without any change, when such change is evident in other fields of law such as the rule

of parol evidence.

The real reasons for the differences of the Chinese and Canadian laws on PDC exist beyond the

law itself, hidden in the actual structure of society. To answer this question I must deal with

ler Hanfeizi, (the book named as the author 2,000 years ago), Xianxue Chapter;
Shangjuruhu, Cuofa Chapter and Shangxing Chapter.
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the question of why performance of contract, the end served by the means of punishment in

China, is emphasized by Chinese law. The next chapter, Priority of Specific Performance v.

Priority of Damages, will give more detailed reason and deeper insights. But here I would like

to state some special reasons in respect to Chinese tort law.

Because of a lack of relevant and overall provisions in Chinese tort law, some misconduct

constituting or accompanying breach cannot be punished according to its tort law even it is

deserving of it. For example, there are no causes of action such as fraud, deceit, conspiracy and

inducing a breach of contract in Chinese tort law. There are large gaps between a breach and

actionable wrong in tort law, so the Canadian rule for grant of PDC, that is, an independently

"actionable wrong", cannot be accepted by Chinese law as a standard of an award of punitive

damages.

Furthermore, there is no significant difference between contract law and tort law in respect to

remedies or undertaking of civil liability in a view of civil law, as mentioned earlier, therefore

it would be ridiculous as well as illogical if someone claims the distinctions between tort and

contract to refuse PDC.

2.6.11.. Summary and remaining questions

This chapter has outlined some of the differences between Canadian law and Chinese law with

respect to the relationship between the principle of compensation and the princþle of
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punishment. The difference between the two systems is relative rather than absolute. In fact,

both compensatory and punitive components can be found in Chinese contract remedies as well

as Canadian contract remedies. Canadian law, as well as Chinese law, incorporates both

compensation and punishment. For example, under the shadow of a general preference for

compensation, PDC can still be found in Canadian law although it is rather rare and limited. In

China, as discussed earlier, PDC has a dual nature, namely, both punitive and compensatory.

China's PDC, by itself, can function both as a compensatory remedy and as a punitive remedy.

Liquidated damages or deposits, in China are used in some cases as a compensation, namely,

as a reasonable attempt to predict the consequences of non-performance, but in some cases they

are used as a punishment to deter and punish the breach of a contract. In Chinese law, the

provisions for remedies in domestic economic contracts are more punitive than the ones for

individual contracts. In dealing with foreign economic contracts, the provisions of remedies are

in favour of compensation rather than punishment, although punitive remedies are still available.

A pure model of punishment or compensation is illusory, and can only exist in a academic world

rather than in a real world. It is ridiculous to imagine that in China only punishment is available

in contract remedies and in Canada only compensation is obtainable. It is true that in China, as

in the common law countries, any loss caused by a breach of contract should be compensated

according to the law of contract remedies. Damages are still available, irrespective of the

punitive provisions in law. Compensation and punishment are not mutually exclusive, but rather

they can co-exist, interplay, cooperate and work together. Compensation combines with

punishment to constitute an integrated remedy system. Neither Canadian law nor Chinese law
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directly state that the princþles of compensation or punishment are to be upheld. Such a

conclusion can be reached only after a deeper analysis has been done. This is a job for the

scholars although sometimes an academic statement may be debatable since it is not an

authoritative statement, and it is not law itself. However, even in the law itself, there are grey

areas.

The difference between China and Canada in the relationship between punishment and

compensation, as illustrated here, is the different emphasis of each. Comparatively speaking, this

conclusion may be backed up as follows:

1) Chinese PDC is generally available simply if the contract has been breached irrespective of

actual losses or damages. It is aimed at deterring and punishing a breach of contracts. In

Canada, contractual remedies are generally related to the losses or damages caused by a breach

of a contract. General punishment for a breach of contract is not accepted by law. This is very

clear on the issue of liquidated damages in common law. PDC is considered to be an exception

which is only available when very reprehensible conduct has occurred. Unlike its Chinese

counterpart, Canadian PDC is not allowed to be used to deter or punish a breach of contracts.

2) In Chinese law, punitive contractual remedies are usually applied first and compensatory

remedies are secondary. To deal with a breach of cont¡act, Chinese courts will grant PC first,

no matter whether there are losses or not. If there are losses caused by a breach of the contract,

then damages or compensation will also be available. In Canadian law, to deal with breach of

contract, Canadian courts will first consider the losses caused in order to award damages. If a
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breach of contract does not cause any losses, generally courts will not provide any remedies

except nominal damages. PDC is not automatically or initially available unless very

reprehensible conduct by the defaulting party can been found.

3) The availability of punitive contractual remedies in China is common and easy to get without

many limitations. There is no such easy requirement for the granting of PDC as in Canada --

there must be reprehensible conduct. As long as the contract has been broken, the courts will

generally grant PDC in China and the provisions of Chinese law will support them. The

availability of PDC in Canada is regarded as a rare and unusual exception with strict limitations.

Canadian courts are generally unwilling to grant PDC. If they grant PDC this is very rare and

controversial. There must be very reprehensible conduct by the defendant. PDC in Canada, as

analyzeÃ previously, is also connected to the spirit of compensation, that is, it is used as a

remedy for the legal or social rights or interests which have been infringed. This may be viewed

as a legal or social loss to the individual victim. In Canada, the most common remedy for a

breach of contract is damages. For a breach of contract, the defaulting party is generally

responsible for the losses caused. He or she should not be punished for the reason that the

contract was breached. The remedy of damages is the golden rule in common law contractual

remedies.

From the above, it may be concluded that, comparatively speaking, Chinese law is more willing

to grant punitive contract remedies, while Canadian law is less willing or reluctant to allow

punitive contract remedies. Chinese law provides a broad scope of application of punitive
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contractual remedies while Canadian law tries to narrow it and provides a broad scope of the

availability of compensatory remedies. Chinese law tries to ease the conditions for granting PDC

and adopts some va¡ious forms of punitive contractual remedies while Canadian law tries to ease

the conditions for the availability of damages and restrains the application of punitive contract

remedies. Chinese law gives priority to punishment while Canadian law gives priority to

compensation. In this sense, it may be inferred that there is a principal difference between China

and Canada in the field of contractual remedies, that is, the principle of punishment versus the

principle of compensation.

Until now, the difference between the two systems in the relationship of compensation and

punishment has been illustrated, and a preliminary analysis has been conducted. However, there

are still some questions which have been raised by the analysis and need to be clarified. These

questions have a strong connection with the issue of the following chapter, namely, the priority

of specifrc performance v. the priority of damages. These questions can only be fully explained

when they are discussed with the issue of the next chapter. The following questions are

outstanding.

The theory of efficient breach ignores the certainty to a plaintiff who is innocent in the case,

over-emphasizes the certainty to a defendant, and generally speala of morality of breach with

compensation, and in practice it will have bad effects. This theory is only popular in the

academic community but not adopted directly by the Canadian courts without modification, even

though the courts seems to agree to the assumption of this ft*ry, namely, damages or
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compensation, to deny PDC.

The theory is based on the assumption that just compensation is a cure-all which will redress the

injured plaintiff justly. The majority in Vorvis seemed to use the term of compensation as a

synonym of "what the contract provided", sâying that " In an action based on a breach of

contract ... The injured plaintiff...is entitled to have that which the contract provided for him

or compensation for its loss. ". 1.92 Is this true?

Of course, just compensation does not amount to full compensation which is limited by the rules

such as foreseeability and remoteness. But is it correct to say that what the contract provided,

is full compensation, or just compensation?

The rule against PDC admitted that a plaintiff is not entitled to be made whole in actions of

breach of a contract. In Addis, if the plaintiff elects to seek redress in the form of an action for

breach of contract, " he is to be paid adequate compensation in money for the loss of that which

he would have received had his contract been kept, and no more."193 The majority of the

Supreme Court of Canada in Vorvis held that " fn an action based on a breach of contract

The injured plaintiff then is not entitled to be made whole ".I94 Why not?!

rez Supra, note 33, at208.

re3 Supra, note 1.0, at 496.

rea Supra, note 33, at208.
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It seems in the eyes of the common law and the theory of efficient breach that damages or

compensation are a kind of form of remedy which is a cure-all? Is compensation or damages

almighty? Do damages or compensations fall short of full redress? Are they always adequate

forms of remedies?

In the meanwhile, does PDC or penalty in Chinese law put a plaintiff in a better position than

he or she would have occupied on performance of the contract?L95 Is the principle of

punishment supreme in Chinese law? Does it always work for the goal it serves?

Now let us turn on the next chapter to answer these remaining questions.

3. (Part IID

Priority of Specifïc Performance v. Priority of Damages

Unlike PDC, it seems that specifrc performance (hereinafter "SP") in Chinese law carries the

same meaning as in the common law. However, the use of the same term does not mean that

Chinese law will apply SP in the same manner as Canadian law. Significant divergences still

res Chapterhouse Leasíng Corp. Ltd. v. Sanmac Holdings Ltd. (1966), 58 D.L.R. (2d) 656

(Alta.S.C.). See also supra, note 5, at 528.
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exist between the two system.

3.1. The Principal Divergence in the Chinese and Canadian Laws

3.1.1. Priority of Application

The general rule in the Anglo-Canadian law is that SP is only available when damages are

inadequate.l96 The aggrieved party can be compelled to resof to an action for damages

without resorting to an action of SP if damages are adequate compensation. The order of

application among the primary forms of remedies is for damages to be applied first, and SP to

supplement damages as a secondary remedy. Generally, the law gives priority to damages rather

than SP if they are adequate.

As in Civil Law, Scottish law and Vienna International Conventton,l97 in Chinese law the

aggrieved party "cannot be compelled to resort to the alternative of an action of damages unless

the availability of SP is shown to be impossible" 198 or improper. Chinese law states that if

1e6 R.J. Sha4re, Injunctions and Specific Performance (loronto: Canada Law Book Ltd.,
1983) at 269-273. See also supra, note 2, at 508-513.

E.g. Flíntv. Brandon (1803), 8 Ves. Jun. 159, 32 E.R.314.
Stewan v. Kennedey (1890), 15 App. Cas. 75 at 102 (H.L.).

te1 Afi.46 8L 47 , 1980 Uníted Nations Convention on Contracts for the Internntional Sale of
Goods.

Les Stewart v. Kenncdy, supra, note 196.
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a party to a contract fails to perform (or performs defectively) his or her obligations, the other

party shall have the right to demand specific performance of the contractual obligations, other

remedial measures such as other specific reliefs or modified SP, and damages.199 In reality

some Chinese cases go further than Civil Law, Scottish law and Vienna International

Convention. The aggrieved party can be compelled to resort to an action of SP without the

alternative of an action of damages if SP is possible or necessary.

A typical example in the planned economy of China is if a contract carries out the state plan,

it is not open for the contracting parties to discharge, rescind or modify the contract at will

without the prior approval or conf,rmation by the relevant governmental agency.20O This

amounts to a general rule that the contracting parties have no choice but to perform such a

contract. By analogy from the field of contractual remedies, if the performance of the contract

is still required by the state plan or a governmental agency, the aggrieved party is not allowed

to choose damages in lieu of SP. The law itself does not state so directly, and it merely provides

that in case of breach of contract, if the injured parÍy demands SP, the injuring party shall

continue to perform his or her contractual obligation.2Ol Because there is usually a

tee 4rt.111, the Civil Code.

2æ Art.27 (1) & 29, the Economic Contract Law.

201 4rt.111, the Civil Code, states: " If aparty fails to fulfillits contractual
obligations or violates the terms of a contract while fulfilling the obligations, the
other party shall have right to demand fulfillment to the taking of remedial
measures and claim compensation for its losses. "

Art.35, the Economic Confact Law, provides: "If a party breaches an economic
contract, it shall pay damages for the breach to the other party. If the breach of
contract has already caused the other party to suffer losses that exceed the amount
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subordinate relationship between the injured party and the relevant governmental agencies, if the

state plan requires performance of the contract, the injured party has to apply to the court for

SP. It is not allowed to substitute damages for SP if SP is adequate.

In 1981 a textile factory entered into a contract to supply 500 tents to a retail company. Because

there was a poor market for tents, and the textile factory shipped lower quality tents than

described in the contract, the company refused to take delivery of 116 tents that were supplied.

The Administration Bureau of Industry and Commerce of l¿nzhou City tried this case. It held

that in this dispute replacement of SP by damages was not allowed. The company was bound

to purchase the tent and in return the factory was responsible for replacement of the lower

quality tents with higher quality ones.202

In Chinese law the spirit of commerce does not include "the notion that money is an equivalent

of everything".2O3 Monetary remedies are not all-purpose. Damages cannot be substituted

for SP as much as they are in the common law jurisdictions. A¡t. 35, the Economic Contract

Law states that when one parÍy is in breach of the economic contract, .... (after he paid PDC

and damages,) if the other party demands continued performance of the contract, the breaching

of the damages, the breaching party shall make compensation for the amount

exceeding the breach of contract damages. If the other party demands continued

performance of the contract, the breaching party shall continue to perform. "

2@ See X.N. Wang, "A Comparative Study on Contractual Liabilit¡/", an unpublished thesis

for Master of Laws, (Chinese version), @eijing: Beijing University, 1986) at 46.

,0, 

". 
ary, A Tieatise on the Specífic Performance of Contracts,6th ed. (London: Stevens

& Sons, Ltd., l92l) at 4-5.
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parfy shall continue to perform. This means that the party in default cannot discharge his or her

contracfual obligations merely by paying damages.2O4

Chinese law stresses SP as the primary form of remedies and gives priority to SP instead of

damages if it is possible or necessary.2O5 Application of damages is secondary. In some

cases damages cannot be substituted for SP even when the parties to the contract are willing to

choose damages for the sake of their own interests.

3.1,.2. Scope of Application of SP

In the common law, the rule of inadequacy of damages is abstract and vagte206 and needs

to be clarified by a more specific legal notion. So the concept of uniqueness came to clarify the

abstract rule and to show how damages are not adequate in real life. "The uniqueness concept

is only an expression of the adequacy of damages test in another guise".207

In the common law SP may be allowed if the subject matter of the contract is unique.2O8

,, '* See Jones, supra, note 50, at 150-151.

" 
20s See Jones, supra, note 50, at I5L-L52.

i:, 206 R.J. Sharpe, Injunctíons and Specific Performance (Toronto: Canada Law Book Ltd.,
1983) at1.

' 2Ú J. Berryman, "specific Performance, Uniqueness and Investment Contracts, A Canadian

, Perspective" (1984) 48 Conveyancer and Property l-awyer L30 at 134.

208 See supra, note206, at280-281.
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The most common application of this uniqueness concept is the sale of land,209 but it also

applies to unique chattels such as family heirlooms,2L0 antiques,211 paintings,2l2

and rare china jas.2L3 The Manitoba Sale of Goods Act allows SP in sale of specific or

ascerüained goods.2l4

The concept of uniqueness may be divided into two categories : subjective uniqueness and

objective uniqueness. Subjective uniqueness is when "the value of the item in question to the

plaintiff is not aptly measured by market value because the plaintiff attaches to it some special

subjective or emotional value which exceeds its market va1ue".2\5 The latter means that the

item in question is not physically identical to anything else, for example, no two pieces of land

are identical. Uniqueness here implies that it is impossible or difficult to find a similar kind of

item to substitute, such as antiques. Thus, it is also impossible or inadequate to measure the item

by market value or monetary value. These two categories are different, but sometimes overlap

2Ú Kloepfer Wolesale Hardware &. Automobile Co. Ltd. v. Roy, ll952l 2 S.C.R. 465 at
472.

210 I\ßey v. Pusey (1684), 23F,.R. 465.

2" Somerset v. Coolcson (L735),24 E.R. LLL4.

212 Lowtherv. Lowther (1806), 13 Ves. fun 95, 33 E.R. 230.

213 Falcke v. Gray (1859), 4 Drew. 651 at 658.

2t4 The Sale of Goods z{cr, R.S.M.1970, c. S10, as amended C-6, s.53.

2rs Supra, note 206, at 33L. See also Behnke v. Bede Shípping Co. Ltd., Í19271 1 K.B. 649
at 66L.
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and mix with each other. The latter category of uniqueness in the common law expanded by

formulating the other rules for an award of SP, for example, when it is difficult to find a

substitute in the market,2L6 or where there is difficulty in assessing the 1oss.217 This is

why SP is awarded in the cases of the sale of sha¡es.218

The test of uniqueness clarifies the academic notion of inadequacy of damages, but meanwhile

it also restricts the scope of the availability of SP. If the subject matter of the contract is not

unique, such as commercial items, generally no SP is allowed. A good example is if a piece of

land is sold as a commodity or for the purpose of profit by way of resale, common law courts

are reluctant to award SP but will award damages.2l9

Chinese law itself does not adopt this test of uniqueness to limit the scope of the application of

SP. On the contrary, its scope of application of SP is much broader than the Canadian

t'u E.g. Simmons & McBride Ltd. v. Kirkpatrick, Í194514 D.L.R. 13a (B.C.S.C.);
Sþ Petroleum Ltd. v. V.LP. Petolewn Ltd.,ll974l 1 A1l E.R. 954;
Marquest Industries Ltd. v. Willows Poultry Fatms Ltd. (\967), 63 D.L.R. (2d)
753 (B.C.S.C.); revd. on the other grounds 1 D.L.R. (3d) 513 (B.C.C.A.).

2t7 Chaulkv. Fairview Construction Ltd. (1977),14 Nfld. & P.E.I.R . 13 at21 (Nfld. C.A.).

"r E.g. Eqnsor v. Eansor, U9461S.C.R. 54, U94612 D.L.R. 781;
Reardon v. Fraklin (1917),35 D.L.R. 380 (N.S.S.C.), affd. 55 S.C.R. 61.3, 39
D.L.R. 176.

"' E.g. Heron Bøy Invesûnents Ltd. v. Peel-Elder Developments Ltd. (L976),2 C.P.C.338
at339 (Ont. H.C.J.) where land was purchased merely as an investment... any
loss of profit can be compensated for in damages, therefore no SP was allowed
in this case.

See also supra, noteZIT, at21.; Mcnabb v. Smith (1981), 124 D.L.R. (3d) 547
(B.C.S.C.), affd 132 D.L.R. (3d) 523n @.C.C.A.).
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counterpart's. SP will be available no matter whether the subject matter of contract is unique or

non-unique (like tents as in the case mentioned above), or no matter whether there is non-

performance or defective performance of the contract. Actually, there are no specific provisions

concerning specific conditions for the availability of SP in Chinese law. Generally, SP may be

applied to any kind of case.

3.1.3. Limit¿tion of AppHcation of SP

SP in the Anglo-Canadian law is "not a matter of legal right but a purely equitable remedy

[within the discretion of the courtf",220 "which the Court can withhold when there are

suff,rcient reasons of conscience or expediency against it".22l As a remedy for breach of

contract, damages are expressed "as of right" but SP (as an equitable remedy) is expressed "as

of course", namely, as a discretionary remeÅy.222 This discretion of the court seems

unfriendly to SP. Courts will establish many grounds for denial of an award of SP such as

mistake, laches, misrepresentation, unfairness and hardship, want of mutuality, willingness and

readiness, uncertainty, personal freedom and supervision.223

Chinese law concerning application of SP leaves no room for the discretion of the court. As

220 E. Axelrod, "Specific Performance of Contracts for Sales of Goods: Expansion
or Retrenchment in the 1980's" (1982) 7 Vermont I¿w Review 249 at 251.

22r Supra, note L98, at L02.

2n Redlan¿ Bríclcs Ltd. v. Monís, t19701 A.C. 652 at 664.

2ß G. Jones & V/. Goodhart, Specific Performance, (I-ondon: Buttterworths, 1986) c.2-3.
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mentioned earlier, it is the legal right of the plaintiff to choose or demand SP. This right is only

subject to the two general conditions in law : possibility and necesslty.zz4 Actually, these

two limitations on the availability of SP are in their nature neither legal limitations, nor judicial

discretion,butfactua1feasonSfordenia1ofanawardofSPwhichhavemere1ybeenrecognized

by law. The above discretionary grounds for denial of an award of SP in common law

jurisdictions are never found in Chinese law. Chinese law itself appears to favour SP without

any specific limitation.

3.L.4. Extended or Modifïed SP

In common law jurisdictions the expression "specifrc performance" may be explained with

reference to description by Maitland in his lecture on Equity:

In granting a decree of specific performance ... the Court in effect says to the

defendant, you must perform specifically the contract into which you entered --

that is to say you must do the very thing that you promised to do on pain of going

to prison.225

SP in the common law means that the defendant is required by the Court to perform exactly

224 These conditions can be drawn as an analogy from the regulations in the contract
law concerning alteration and termination of contract. In art.27, the Economic
Contract Law states that Economic contracts a¡e permitted to be amended or
terminated in any of the following circumstances: ... e) where the breach of
contract by one party makes it unnecessary to perform the contract.

225 F.Vy'. Maitland, Equity - A Course of Lectures (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,
1936) at 301.
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what was promised in the contract.

In Chinese law jurisdictions, SP may become so loose as to amount to performance in kind and

extends to modified specific relief, rather than performance of the contract in accordance with

what was specifrcally promised in the contract. Performance of the contract with deviation from

what the contract provided is allowed. For example, Art.39(L)a, the Economic Contract Law,

concerning "Liability of the Contractor" states that if, due to the inferior quality of survey and

design work or because survey and design documents are not submitted in time, the work period

is prolonged and losses are caused thereby, the survey and design unit shall continue to complete

the designs and shall reduce or forfeit its survey and design fees and shall even make

compensation for the loss. This kind of modified SP in Chinese law can be illustrated in the

following: repair without charge,226 work to be done over agun,227 re-delivery,ZZ9

reduction of payment for late performance,229 supplement without charge,230 and re-

226 Aft.44(1)a & 40(1)b, the Economic Contract Law states:
Liability for breach of a processing contract.
(1) Liability of the contracting party:

b. If the quality or quantity of work delivered to the ordering party does not
conform to the prescriptions of the contract, it shall, without charge, undertake
to make repairs, or supplement the quantity or, depending on the
circumstances, reduce remuneration. If the results of the work have a serious
defect, it shall also be liable for making compensation.

227 5u art. 39(1)b, the Economic Contract Law.

228 See art.38(1)b, the Economic Contract I-aw.

22e Art.40, the Economic Contract I¿w.

230 5." art.40(1)b &, 44(2)c, the Economic Contract Law.
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transportation.2St

From these examples of specific relief, it can be seen that in Chinese law a decree of

performance of a contract does not compel the defaulting party to perform exactly what was

promised in the contract, but allows performance of the contract in kind, namely with

modif,rcation. The case illustrated on page 95 is an example where the Bureau required the

aggrieved party to replace the lower quality tents with higher quality ones. "The performance

decreed varies in some way from the literal terms of the agreement between the parties, or is

made subject to terms or conditions imposed by the court".232 The law favours entitling the

plaintiff to ask for performance in kind rather than damages in lieu of SP.

SP in Chinese law has double meanings or connotations. The first meaning is a narrow meaning,

and it means the same as it does in common law jurisdictions, that is, to perform what was

exactly contracted for;233 the second one is the broad one including modif,red SP,234 or

æ1 See Art.41(1)b &,44(L)d, the Economic Contract Law.

232 Supra, note 206, at 406.

ts3 Supra, note 206, at 4L5-419, which shows that partial performance is a controversial
issue in Canadian law.

See Fordv. Stuan (1852), Beav. 493 at501, 51 E.R. 629: "... a contract cannot
be specifically performed in part; it must be wholly performed, or not at a11...".

The opposition alleged that if the portion of the defendant's obligation which is
appropriate for specific relief can be seen as independent of, and severable and
separate from that portion of the obligation which cannot, then specifi.c relief can
be ordered (Sen supra, note 206, at 4L6).
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more accurately, by specif,rc forms of relief. Actually, priority of SP in Chinese law also

includes preference of modifred SP or other specifrc forms of relief over damages, or in other

words, priority of SP in Chinese law would better be called primacy of specifrc relief or

performance of contract in lieu of damages.

3.1.5. SP assisted by the Plaintiff

Chinese law also differs from the common law in the application of SP at the point of who will

render the performance. Unlike Canadian law, in terms of the enforcement of SP, Chinese law

not only imposes obligations undertaken by the defendant, it may also impose the obligation on

the plaintiff to assist the defendant in performing the contract if required.z3s 
^ 

decree of

SP may impose bilateral obligations on both the defendant and the plaintiff. This obligation on

the plaintiff to assist SP seems to be close to the rule of readiness and willingness in the common

law system, but in fact is quite different in the following respects:

i. it does not function as the determination of whether SP will be awarded but rather how to

enforce a decree of SP;

ii. it requires the plaintiff not only to be ready or willing to accept the performance by

234 Modified performance also can be seen in Canadian law jurisdiction.
E.g. Raaber v. Coll-In-Wood Farms Ltd. (1970), t4 D.L.R. (3d) 234 (AIIa.
S.C.App. Div.), affd Íl97II S.C.R. v, 22 D.L.R. (3d) 128n where the court is
satisfied that an order (of modified performance) can be fashioned which will
result in substantial compliance with the spirit of the agreement.

23s See I. Xu, Fundamental Principles of th¿ Law of Economic Contract, @eijing: Law
Publishing House, 1986), at 82.
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the defendant, but also to do some positive acts to assist the performance if

required.

This rule of assistance by the plaintiff cannot be found directly from the provisions of the

Chinese law. Actually, it is a type of legal convention and princþle which the courts are always

bound to follow. However, an analogy may be drawn from the rule of faulØ36 where if the

plaintiff fails to perform his or her obligation to assist, then he or she will be found responsible

for his or her own failure to enforce the decree of SP.

3.1.6. Summary

fust as the test of inadequacy of damages is abstract, the expression of "primary remedy" is also

abstract. It may be understood in at least two ways, namely, theoretical (doctrinal) sense or

pragmatic (statistical) sense. Obviously, here the former is adopted.

As legal policy or principle, in Chinese law SP is to be applied first and damages are secondary.

SP is applied broadly without many legal restraints, and the spirit of SP is adhered to so highly

that it even extends to modifred perfonnance or performance in kind, and even by way of

imposing the assistance obligation upon the plaintiff. Therefore, it is concluded that Chinese law

236 Art.32, the Economic Contractlaw, states that where the fault of one party renders it
impossible to perform the economic contract entirely or partially, the defaulting
party is liable for breach of contract.
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emphasizes SP as the primary remedy rather than damages.

On the contrary, Canadian law generally holds that damages should be applied first if they are

adequate and SP is secondary. SP is usually limited in application to contracts in which the

subject matter is unique.237 Additiondy, it is, as a discretionary remedy, not awarded on

many grounds in law itself. Generally speaking, the injured parry is entitled "as of right" to

damages rather than SP. SP as well as other specific reliefs, in the sense of policy preference

and general availability, is disfavoured by law while damages are favoured as the primary

remedy.

Canadian contract law seems so jealous of SP that it endeavours to limit it as much as possible,

so hostile to penalty or punishment as to try to preclude them from contract law, and so

enamoured of damages as to strive to apply them as much as it can. On the other hand, Chinese

contract law seems to prefer SP, sanction punishment and neglect damages. 'Why?

3.2. Reasons for the Differences between the two systems

Chinese law may sound contradictory for my Canadian colleagues on the point that emphasis on

SP comes along with emphasis on PDC as well. It is because, according to the tradition of

237 ,A.r defined above at the page L02-104.
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Anglo-Canadian law, the spirit of remedy of SP stands in contrast to punishment.23S

Traditionally, SP was an equitable relief in Anglo-Canadian law jurisdictions, and came out of

the chancellor's conscience for justice and morality which took a hostile attitude towards

penalties and forfeitures, and defred the thought of punishment and hardship.239

Actually, PDC and SP a¡e not contradictory but similar and even identical when their

justifrcations are viewed. Both of them could be justified from a wider perspective on social

policy, namely, social value, such as fairness and justice based on a social value view. Apart

from such social consideration or justification, it is hard to explain why they should exist in law.

If breach of contract only results in infringement of the individual value, such as the losses and

injuries of individual interests, rather than infringement of the social value, such as violation of

social justice, legal rights, monetary remedies, damages or compensation can adequately redress

such individual value infringement. There is no justification for an award of punishment or SP

fo¡ the infringement of the individual value. As for an award of PDC and SP which are based

on the social value and precludes the availability of damages, there must be something more than

the pecuniary or other physical losses of individuals, that is something contrary to the social

justice value. In China, due to its social system, a contract, especially an economic contract, is

often used as the administration dictates, rather than as agreements which have been fully arrived

zr8 5"" 'Waddams, supre, note 5, at 522.

æe See P.S. Atiyah, The Ríse and FalI of Freedom of Contract, (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1979) at 4I4-4L6. See also supra, note206, at367.
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forat.240 This means that the social or collective value is naturally considered as justification

the availability of PDC and SP.

Furthermore, PDC may serve the same purpose as awards of SP in appropriate cases. PDC can

be used in much the same instances of inequality of bargaining power as those where SP is

applied as a tool to deter the exploitation of that position of dominance. With regard to serving

such a pu{pose, the difference is just that PDC has the advantage. PDC may be used more

easily, which can overcome some of the obstacles to SP, such as those which arise from a lack

of enforcement of personal service obligations. Moreover, it might be permitted broader scope

where SP would not, for example, the case where it is too late to order SP.241

As mentioned in the last chapter, PDC is used as a tool to guarantee performance of contracts

in China. In this sense, awa¡ds of PDC serve the same pu{pose as awards of SP do. They are,

in fact, not contradictory but consistent with each other. This consistent relationship between

PDC and SP depends upon the relationship between them and Chinese State Planning system,

which will be explained in a greater detail in a subsequent section of this thesis, especially in

Section 3.2.9.5. Therefore, in Chinese law jurisdictions, SP may be awarded by the courts

along with a grant of PDC in a case of breach of contnct.2L2

u0 The detailed discussion can be found in the subsequent sections of this thesis, especially
in sections 3.2.5,3.2.6,3.2.7 and 3.2.8.

zat g. Collins, The Lqw of Contract (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1986) at 198-L99.

%2 See supra, note 201.
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So what are factors which make Chinese law so different from Canadian's? The key issue is why

there is such a difference in emphasis between SP and damages in the Chinese and Canadian

laws. Let us look at the history first.

3.2.L. Historic¿l Reasons

The framework of rules determining the availability of SP in common law jurisdictions has been

shaped largely by historical factors. In the history of common law jurisdictions, there was a

dual-court system, namely, common law court and Court of Chancery. Such historical division

between these two courts was historically responsible for the rule concerning availability of SP.

As for the common law court's authority, generally speaking,243 the common form of

contracfual remedies was monetary compensation, namely, damages. Chancery, as a more

powerful judicial institution which got authority from the King or exercised its power in the

name of King,244 provided an alternative to the monetary remedies in the form of SP.

In all early Chancery jurisdiction, the function of its subpoena in all instances was to compel

conscientious behaviour. Equity was closer to conscience than to law. Equity was gloss on the

law. "Equity had come not to destroy the law, but to fulfil it. Every jot and every tittle of the

%3 For some contrary cases, sæ supra, note 206, at 269 (footnote 2).

M J.H. Baker, An Introduction to Englßh Legal History,3d ed. (London: Butterworths,
1990) atLr6-117.
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law was to be obeyed, but when all this had been done something might yet be needful,

something that equity would require."245

The Courts of Chancery refused to provide relief for every contractual dispute, limiting their

intervention to cases in which they considered it necessary because of the serious imperfections

of common law.246 This was because not only was the Court of Chancery so self-controlled,

as said in the above mCIrim, but also the resistance came from the common law community

which has still remained in modern contract law.

All of these are the origins of the prima facie rule that damages, the remedy awarded by

common law courts, rather than SP awarded by Court of Chancery, constitute the primary

remedy for breach of contract. Therefore, the test of inadequacy of damages constitutes the

governing rule for availability of SP in common law jurisdictions. SP is only available if

damages are inadequate.

In Chinese history there was no such dual court structure. Needless to say, the historical reason

for Anglo-Canadian law in regard to the relationship between SP and damages was not the

reason for Chinese law.

%s Supra, note223, at l7-I9.

%6 L.J . Romero, "Specific Performance of Contracts in Comparative l-aw: Some Preliminary
Observations" (1986) 27 Les Cahiers De Droit 785 at799.
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Actually, it is far-fetched to use historical factors to explain the present Chinese rule of the

priority of SP. In Chinese history and tradition, only some elements of the priority of SP such

as the sanctity of a promise could be found. For example, there was a popular old saying in

China that meant a promise must be kept.247 In Chinese ancient law there was a provision

stating that the defaulting party for breach of contract shall be whþed.2a8

Nevertheless, Chinese ancient law never developed any legal category equivalent to the current

rule concerning the priority of the availability of SP. In contrast to the Anglo-Canadian law

where SP was a remedy created and developed in a pragmatic manner by the English Courts of

Chancery over a long period of history, SP and priority of SP have been legal and political

concepts first developed in Chinese socialist law under the dominant influence of Marxism and

Leninism.

Merely tracing Chinese history, one could not find a satisfactory explanation but only some

references to the current law where SP and punishment are preferred. Do the Anglo-Canadian

u7 Conûacts generally were not subject to the public law rules of the Chinese imperial
codes, but rather were subject to guild and clan rules. There is no doubt that
there are some connections between public codified law, and the guild and clan
rules. However, because these guild and clan rules are different and even
inconsistent from one place to another, and due to the limit of materials on hands
and spaces of this thesis, the further discussion on this matter would be difficult
and inexhaustible.

%8 ln the Tang (Yonghui) Code, ( about the 7th century) one article stated that for sales of
slaves, horses, cows, camels etc., if they were unhealthy, the seller would be
punished by forty whips (See Wang, supra, note 155, at 28). For other acient
punishment for breach of contract in China, see Jones, supra, note 50, at 139.
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historical factors give a satisfactory explanation?

After all, the above historical factors merely showed the long past. An Australian judge

challenged the historical factor in the common law jurisdictions as the supporting basis for the

rule concerning the availability of SP. He said,

(T)here is no reason today for limiting by particular categories, rather than by

general principle, the cases in which orders for specif,rc performance will be

made. The days are long past when the common law courts looked with jealousy

upon what they thought was a usurpation by the Chancery Court of their

jurisdiction.249

Nowadays, law and equity have been fused and a single court administers both. Why does

today's common law still remain jealous of SP since the threat to its power no longer exists?

Why does it sti1l close its eyes for the sake of turf battle which no longer exists, refusing to

identify the advantages and even the disadvantages of SP and simply saying no general

availability of SP. Why does Canadian law inherit, without any modification, such a rule that

comes from a historical relationship between common law and Equity which was a particular

English invention? Why doesn't Canadian law erase the imprint of history instead of remaining

in the old age, admiring the rule based on the conditions of more than several hundreds years

ago and more than thousands of miles away? Why does the law in this area, unlike others, refuse

%e Beswickv Beswick, t1968] A.C. 58 at 91 (H.L.), per Lord Pea¡ce, quoting with approval
Coulls v. Bagot's Executor and Trwtee Co. Ltd. (1967), ll9 C.L.R. 460 at 503
(Aust. H.C.), per Windeyer, J.
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to evolve?

Just as the Chinese historical factor could not give us a full and satisfactory reason to explain

its current law, neither does the Anglo-Canadian historical factor. There must be some reasons

behind history itself. Is there any reason that can really explain why today's law is the way it

is?

The theory of efficient breach seems to give a modern explanation to this. Does it give a

satisfactory answer?

3.2.2. Re-consideration of the respective theory of breach of contract

, I-et us look at the example proposed by Professor Posner, a theorist of efficient breach, to find
..

: out what the different views of breach of contract will be between the two legal systems.
.l

1

I

' 
The example given by Professor Posner:250

,.

' A signed a contract to deliver 100,000 widgets at $.10 apiece to B. After A has delivered

:

; 10,000, C comes to A and offers A $.15 apiece for the 25,000 widgets saying that he really
,1

:

, needs these otherwise he will be forced to close his factory at great cost. A sells C the widgets

2s0 p. Posner, Economic Annlysis of Law @oston: Little, Brown, 1972) at 57.
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fromand as a result, does not complete timely delivery to B, who susûains $1000 in damages

A's breach. Having obtained an additional profit of $1250 on the sale to C, A is better off even

after reimbursing B for his loss. Society is also better off. Since C was willing to pay A $.15

per widget, it must mean that each widget was worth at least $.15 to him . But it was only worth

$.14 to B -- $.10 what he paid, plus $.04 ($IOOO divided by 25,000), his expected profit. Thus

the breach resulted in a transfer of the 25,000 widgets from a lower valued use to a higher

valued use.

It seems that the theory of effrcient breach is concerned with efficient use of resources or the

wealth of society, and the avoidance of a waste of resources. The way these theorists analyze

breach of contract is the way economists do. The standard or basis for judgment of this is profit

or money and nothing else.

The common law courts order actual performance of the defaulting party's obligation in a very

narrow range of cases. As Fry put it, "the same spirit of commerce which led to the enforcement

of contracts, also brought in the notion that money (damages) is an equivalent of everything",

and as a practical matter, common law remedies are virtuatly confined to damages.251 The

major criterion here is money or profrt.

Faced with this example, Chinese contract theorists including judges would argue as follows:

ãr See Sharpe, supra, note 206, at 269-270.
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1) Settlement of the breach by this example results only in a transfer of goods from one

owner to another. Actually, it is not a transfer from a lower value use to a higher

value use but one from lower prof,rt to higher profit which has been put into the

defendant's pocket instead of society's.

2) Furthermore, it is a typical case of breach of a contract by attempting to calculate proht

as mentioned in Rookes v. Barnard.252 In China this is the case of

engagement in speculation and profiteering which should necessitate not only

punishment but also aggravating punishment in the eyes of Chinese law.

3) Only the defendant is better off in this case. Society is not better off.

The Chinese theory disagrees with the use of money as the sole standard for remedies for breach

of contract, adhering to the social benefit view as a standard as well. It prefers creation of

wealth to the transfer or distribution of wealth, considering that breach of contract will result

in social losses which can never be recovered no matter how much compensation is given by the

defendant.

Why does Chinese contractual theory, when faced with the same case, reach a totally contrary

conclusion? Why does Chinese law prefer SP to damages? Why does it adhere to a social view

in contract law which is regarded as private law by Canadian law? Why does it favour

2s2 Supra, note 32.
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punishment rather than compensation?

Furthermore, why has the test of inadequacy of damages been adopted by common law rather

than Chinese law? What are the factors which allow damages to remain the primary form of

remedy in Anglo-Canadian law? Why can damages be applied primarily and broadly in common

law jurisdictions but not in the Chinese law jurisdiction? Why does Canadian law adhere to

contract law as a private law and take a hostile attitude towards punishment and favour

compensation?

As for Chinese and Canadian differences in the relationships between SP and damages and

between punishment and compensation, there must be some reasons behind the law itself. The

only way to give a satisfactory and conclusive explanation of the differences is to explain them

from all relevant aspects, such as the law itself, ideology including philosophy, political theory

and the society including social structure and social conditions. Iæt us sûart from the beginning,

from the divergence in the legal forms concerning remedies for breach of contract.

3.2.3. Relationship between tort law and contract law

In China both a contractual activity and a tort are considered a civil (legal) act which will result

in a cerüain legal consequence,ZÍ3 namely, debt254 or civil liabilities.255 There is

2s3 5." Jones, supra, note 50, at L96. See also Folsom, supra, note 3, at 554-5, 583-4.
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no major difference between tort law and contract law in the area of liability and

remedies.256 Of course, this does not mean that torts and contracts under Chinese law are

one and the same. Like its common law counterpart, as said earlier, contracts and torts in

Chinese law are different types of obligations. They are mainly different in how they give rise

to the obligation.2íT Conftaclual obligations arise from an agreement between the parties,

and tortious obligations arise without such an agreement, but out of a kind of duty regulated by

tort law.

The similarity between torts and contracts in Chinese law only makes sense when liability or

2s4 In art. 84, the Civil Code, a debt is defined as a relationship of rights and obligations
est¿blished between the two parties concerned arising either from the terms of
a contract or from the law.

255 Aft. 106, the Civil Code, states that contractual liability and tortious liability are
combined to constitute civil liability.

256 Aft.134, the Civil Code, merges all the forms of remedies for civil liability
including contractual remedies and tortious remedy into one provision without any
distinction. It states that the major remedies for incurring civil liability shall be:

1,. cessation of infringement; (tort)
2. removal of obstruction; (tort)
3. elimination of danger; (tort)
4. restitution of property;
5. restoration to the original state;
6. repair, reworking or replacement; (SP, or modified SP)
7. compensation for losses; (damages)
8. payment of breach of contract; þenalty, or PDC)
9. elimination of effects and restoration of reputation;
10. apology.

The above remedies for incurring civil liability may be applied exclusively or
concurrently.

2s7 For other differences, see fones, supra, note 50, at 46-47.
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remedies are considered. It only makes sense as far as the treatment in law is concerned. It only

makes sense if a view of "comprehensive" civil law is taken. In the light of civil law tradition

to which the Chinese civil code belongs, the two are combined into one higher level of category,

namely, civil law. Both of them are regulated by a single code, namely, the civil code. Both

contractual activities and torts are regarded as civil acts which may bring about certain legal

consequences in civil law. As far as civil liability is concerned, and irrespective of how they

give rise to liability, contractual liability and tortious liability are combined in Chinese law into

the same kind of liability, namely, civil liability, in which they are treated alike by civil law.

The concept of civil liability combines tortious liability with a contractual one. Tortious liability

and contractual liability are unified into a higher and broader category, that is, civil liability.

This reduces the distinction between tort and contract especially with respect to liability,

although it does not change the distinction between contract and tort in how they give rise to

obligations.

The above mentioned may be also considered as a difference between civil law and common law

in the relationship between contracts and tort. In the common law, contracts and torts are

regulated respectively by different types of law, namely, contract law and tort law. There is no

single code to deal with both of them. The distinction between the two in the common law is

shaper, both in content and in what gives rise to liability than they are in civil law. Civil liability

does not effectively combine the two into one, except on paper or in the sense of an academic

concept.
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Both tort law and contract law are regarded as one branch of civil law. Both are regulated by

the Civil Code in an integral or (mixed) combined way. This is partty because Chinese law

followed the Soviet model in the 1950's soon after the socialist China was founded, and partly

because it referred to the model of civil law countries 258 to establish its own civil law

system.

Like law of Civil Law countries, Chinese civil law is the so-called "comprehensive civil law".

It includes all the branches of civil law such as contract, totrs, real estate, propetry, intellectual

property and other commercial activities such as banking, investment and companying. The Civil

Code regulates all civil activities comprehensively as well as generally and simply. This

comprehensive civil law makes all kinds of "civil juristic acts" look the same, and treats them

alike. Additionally, over-simplification and over-generalization of the provisions in Chinese civil

law259 deepens similarities between torts and contractual activities. They seem to be mixed with

each other especially in the area of remedies or liability. Any effort to specify and divide

different forms of remedies in order to apply them to different categories of actions is similar

to splitting hairs in the eyes of Chinese law. There is no specific rule dealing with such

classification of remedies for corresponding categories of actions. Unlike Canadian law, the

zsï The Kuomintang Government in the 1920's observed the model of civil law countries
especially German to establish its own legal system. Although this attempt was
intemrpted in 1949 by the founding of socialist China which abolished all of laws
of the Koumintang Government, the influence of this attempt is clearly evident
on the later society.

ãe See M.f. Moser, Foreign Trade, Investment, and the Law in the People's Republic of
Chìna (Oxford: Oxford University Press, L987), at 326.
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different categories of action such as tort and contract are never used as grounds to deny an

award of a remedy.

A breach of contract amounts to the violation of duty imposed by a contract, which is analogous

to the commitment of a ßrt.260lt will cause a debt. There is a civil liability imposed by law

through the courts for such debt. All kinds of remedies for civil actions including contract and

tort are treated alike by the Civil Code.261,

Such a merger of tort and contract in Chinese law leads to the following consequences in the

area of contractual remedies:

(1) The manner of the breach of contract and the state of mind of the defaulting party are

relevant. Law is concerned with not only what the parties intended, promised or

expected, as contract law does, but also what the parties do, as tort law does.

Iaw supports good faith and honest dealing with the result that Chinese courts

might regard a failure to carry out a promise as equivalent to bad faith or the

commitment of a tort. Contractual liability is not strict liability but is based on

fault;

(2) The obligation under a contract is imposed not only by an agreement or volunta¡ily, that

is, not self-constraint, but also by law or legally. Therefore, a breach of contract

is not only judged by individual values or standards, such as damages to the

2eo 5." Jones, supra, note 50, at 42-44.

zot 5." supra, note 255 SL 256.
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individual or pecuniary losses, but also on the social or collective values or

standards, such as socialjustice and the social effects ofthe defendant's conduct

or breach;

Law is designed to serve both the individual and society's ends. Hence, it provides

machinery not only for redress or settlement of disputes by means of money to

satisfy the individual injured parties, but also for deterring misconduct, such as

a reprehensible breach of contract or the breach itself (if it can be viewed as

reprehensible), in order to realize social justice. Unlike common law countries,

there is no split between public law and private law.

Any punishment in law should be justified on the basis of fault or blame which inevitably

involves social values. SP, in some sense, amounts to a coercion of performance of the

defaulting party's obligation in contract, which should be also justified by social values.

Otherwise, there is no basis for such blameworthiness. The above merger of contract and tort

in Chinese law provides the justification for the availability of punishment, PDC and SP. It

makes punishment and severe punishment for breach of contract and general preference of SP

possible. If social interest requires it, such a possibility will become a reality.

In common law jurisdictions, many lawyers and theorists intuitively feel hostile to the merger

of tort law and contract law. They continue to insist that contract law is based on an agreement

or voluntarily incuned obligations, while tort law is based on legally (externally or socially)

imposed obligations. They uphold such a traditional and academic separation between tort and
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contract as if they were upholding the keystone of common law, the principle of stare decisis.

Generally, the use of collective values to impose solutions on the parties in the case of contract

is illegitimate, especially under the influence of classical contract thæry.262 In the

meantime, developed and comprehensive content of both tort law and contract law make the

division between them mo¡e clear and distinct, which increases the obstacles to the merging of

tort and contract.

As a good example, common law judges do not develop contract law as freely as they develop

tort law, although some of them try to do so, because they are happier with the fluidity of tort

techniques than they are with the perceived rigidity and inadequacy of contract law.263

As a general rule, contractual liability is strict. This means that the motive, the state of mind of

the defaulting party and the misconduct or conduct of the defendant are irrelevant to contract law

in terms of the remeÃy.264 Contract law is merely concerned with what the contracting

parties intended or promised rather than what the parties did. Generally, there is no blame in

contract cases.

In general, no application of social values to a solution for breach of contract is allowed.

262 See P.S. Atiyah, Essays on Contract (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986) at 8-9. See also,
R.M. Solomon, Cases and Marcrtak on the Law of Torts, 3d ed. (foronto:
Carswell, l99l) at 2.

263 Atiyah, ibid, at9.

2ø Raineri v. Miles, U9811 A.C. 1050 at 1086.
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Therefore, penalty and PDC which are justified by social values are generally denied by Anglo-

Canadian law, as is the emphasis on SP which disallows the substitution of damages, and

amounts to coercion of performance of contract. The common law courts take a negative view

toward PDC, are hostile to penalty or punishment in contract cases and seldom award SP.

From the different attitudes towards the merger of contract and tort between Chinese law and

Canadian law, a value conflict can be dimly seen. This is the conflict between collectivism and

individualism.

3.2.4. The Purpose of Contract Law

The dimness of the above value conflict in the Chinese and Canadian laws becomes brighter

when looking at the purpose of contract law.

The Economic Contract Law of China openly admits that collectivism is one of the purposes

pursued by the law. Art.l of the above law states the purpose of the economic contract law,

saying:

This Law is formulated with a view to protecting the lawful rights and interests

of the parties to economic contracts, maintaining the economic order of society,

increasing economic effectiveness, ensuring fulfilment of state plans and

promoting the development of socialist modernization.
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Faced with contractual disputes, Chinese courts do not only protect the rights or interests of the

individual parties to a contract, by way of interpreting the contract merely from what the

contracting parties intended or the contract implied, but also maintain the social or collective

interests, by way of conveying social values into the interpretation of the contract. Collectivism,

such as maintaining the economic order of society, can be seen everywhere in Chinese contract

law where the purpose of protecting the interests of the individuals is also mentioned.

In order to ensure the realization of such social expectations in contract law, emphasis on SP

rather than damages and favouring punishment as a tool to realize such social expectations may

become necessary if there is such a social need.

In common law jurisdictions, especially in classic contract theory, the purpose of contract law

was viewed as the creation of a facility for individuals to pursue their voluntary choices. The

major concerns of the law of contractual remedies are to compensate the individual victim and

to protect the rights and interests of the individual parties to a contract, that is, to compensate

the injured party by awarding damages. The princþal purpose of the law of contracts is to

protect reasonable expectations engendered by promises.265 The law is concerned mainly

with losses suffered by the individual contracting parties instead of with social losses. A good

example is the golden rule for a contractual remedy like damages, that the general intention of

the law in giving damages for breach of contract is that the injured party should be placed in

zc5 5t" Waddams, supre, note 2, at
Holdings & Developments Ltd.
H.C.), per Grange, f.

109. See also Brooklin Heights Homes Ltd. v. Major
(1977),80 D.L.R. (3d) 563 at 569-570 (Ont.
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exactly the same position as he or she would have been if the contract had been

performed.266

Common law judges are reluctant to evaluate a breach of contract on the basis of social losses

as their Chinese counterparts do. Generally, there is no such task imposed on contract law which

is regarded as private law, to protect social values in a solution for breach of contract.

Contract cases a.re conside¡ed within the realm of individuals. Therefore, the common law takes

a hostile attitude towards punishment, which also extends to PDC. It endorses a principle of

compensation which can be maximized to achieve such individualism and avoid the interference

on the basis of consideration of social factors. It also takes a negative attitude towards SP which

should be secondary to damages, because of SP's coercion and social nature.

3.2.5. Relationship between Pub[c Law and Private Law

The socialist contract theory sounds ridiculous to the Canadian legal community because in

Canada a contract falls mainly within the realm of individuals, namely, within private law,

having nothing directly to do with the social benefits in a contract itself. The doctrine of privity

of contract in common law reflects, in some sense, this spirit.

26 SaUy'Wenheim v. Chícoutími Pulp Co., ll91.1l A.C. 301 at 397 (P.C.), per Lord
Atkinson.
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The above merger of contract and tort and the social purpose of contract law in socialist law are

rooted in the issue of the relationship between private law and public law.

Socialism transfers private ownership into public ownership, and in doing so socializes almost

everything including what is within the realm of individualism or privacy in Western countries.

It also socializes contracts and contract law. Privacy is alien to socialism. Lenin made a rema¡k

which gives a theoretical and authoritative basis for such collectivism, saying that: " Vy'e never

recognize private law. In our view, all laws in the economic field are public laws, not private

ones."267 Based on this dominant creed, the distinction between private laws and public laws

was denied in socialist countries especially in the field of economic or commercial affairs. No

kind of law can be divorced from the social factors in the eyes of socialists.26S It is analogous

to the ancient feudal law where nothing could be separated from the king's authority or power.

The autonomy of individuals as well as other private rights in the V/est is unfamiliar to the

Chinese. If you breach the contract, it will be regarded as not only injuring the interests of the

individual plaintiff but as harming society. Breach of contract will be assessed not only on the

2n V. Lenin, People's Publishing House, eÁ., The Collected Worl<s of Lenin, Vo1.36
(Chinese Version) @eijing: People's Publishing House, 1963) at 587.

2óE This view represents the classical socialist contract theory in the 1950's which is
modelled after the former Soviet Union model. This old creed is challenged by
the current socialist contract theory which asserts that contracts especially
individual contracts and foreign contracts should be considered private law
relationships. However, this current Chinese contract theory still considers that
economic contract relationships should be regarded as the part of the public law.
A more detailed discussion about this change can be found in sections 3.3.1 and
3.3.2.
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losses to the individual contracting parties, but also on the social losses. In socialist theory, these

two kinds of losses cannot be separated even in a case of individual contract. From the view of

Chinese contractual theory, they are always connected and so tightly that in the case of breach

of contract the remedy awarded must üake these two factors into consideration.

As a result of such ft*ty, all branches of private law in China including civil law, contract law

and tort law are very simple and general, and are mixed with each other and even with public

law. In fact, the Economic Contract Law is in the nafure of administrative law, namely, public

law, rather than private law. Typically, many torts in China are regulated by public law and

deålt with by the police.269 Such over-simplification of civil law produces a great ambiguity

in civil law itself, and leaves a great deal of room for the public law's involvement.

Such "trespass" or over-extension by public law into private law leads up to the neglect of

individual factors,27Ù such as the losses of individual parties, and the over-emphasis of social

factors, such as social losses, in the freld of contractual remedy. Private law is underestimated

and ignored. This is also the reason why in Chinese contract law a breach of contract will be

judged by social values. As to breach of contract, punishment and even severe and

comprehensive punishment, such as administrative, tortious or criminal punishment based on

2óe For example, many torts such as those of negligence, trespass to person and properfy,
libel and nuisance are regulated principally not by civil law but by the public law,
that is, art.22, Regulation on Security Administration and Punishment, P.R. China
(1e86).

zzo 5." V.H. Li, ú., Law and Poilirtcs in China's Foreign Tra¿e, (Seattle: the University
of Washington Press, L977), at 338.
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other public law, may be awa¡ded. It also makes sense that SP will be superior to damages if

the public good requires it.

Based on the principle of the autonomy of an individual's rights, the distinction between private

law and public law is preserved firmly by the common law. It recognizes that contract law is

in the nature of private law where the autonomy of private parties to make their own decisions

is the golden rule. The idea that a contract is a vehicle for giving effect to the will of the parties

has a profound effect on the very functions of contract law as it is perceived by the common law

Courts. The primary function of the common law comes to be seen as pure facilitation, and the

function of a common law Court is merely to resolve a dispute by working out the implications

of what the parties have already chosen to do.

In a classic passage a Victorian judge affirmed such view, saying:

if there is one thing more than another which public policy requires, it is that men

of full age and competent understanding shall have the utmost liberty of

contracting and that their contracts, when entered into freely and voluntarily, shall

be held sacred and shall be held enforced by courts of justice.27l

The ide¿ that the Court had an independent role to play as a forum for the imposition of its own

or social values into a solution for an individual dispute, is plainly or hypothetically inconsistent

with the dominant belief, that is, autonomy of private law in common law jurisdictions.

nr Supra, note 17.
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Such a doctrine of autonomy of private law in Anglo-Canadian law gives rise to some obstacles

in the sphere of private law adopting punitive remedies and specific relief which may be mainly

justified by the social values.

3.2.6. Collectivism v. Individualism in Yiew of Contracfual Intention and Contractual

Remedies

After all, a contract is entered into directly by the individual parties, not by society or the state

itself. Inevitably, it embodies more or less the will of the contracting parties no matter how

much the will of the individuals has been squeezed by the public factors.

Faced with this truth, namely, the private essence of contractual activities, Chinese contract law

tries in another way to rationalize its social view of contractual remedy pretending to follow

contractual principles.

It adopts a test of intention which alleges that the law must strictly observe and protect the real

intention of the parties to a contract when it deals with the issue of a contractual remeÅy.272

What the parties to a contract really or originally intended is not a contract itself, not a promise,

but realization of a contract or promise, its outcome, namely, performance of 1t.273 Tltts

leads to the following conclusions:

zzz 5." Jones, supra, note 50, at 151.

'3 See supra, note 39, at 44.
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Breach of contract is shameful because it is the breach of contract that makes such an

intention impossible to be realized;

SP should be superior to damages. When the contracting parties enter into a contract,

they never intend an outcome of failure to perform the contract, that is, they

never intend compensation or damages. In order to meet the real or original

intention of the contracting parties as close as possible, it is more appropriate to

grant SP than to award damages in terms of a remedy when the contract fails to

be performed due to a breach. Damages are not the better way to satisff the real

intention of the contracting parties.

This view mixes up the social intent with the individual's. Actually, it does it on purpose. It is

not so much adherence to the individual's intent as devotion to the social or state intent. It

simply and absurdly calls the social intent an individual one. In fact what Chinese theory calls

the intention of the contracting parties is not the intention but the expectation of the contracting

parties. It changes the concept here. Damages or monetary compensation can ultimately satisfy

or even change the intention (expectation) of the contracting parties especially for commercial

contracts if the amount of money for compensation is large enough. Therefore, it is untenable

to say that it is merely for the sake of the individual parties to adhere to the original intention

of the contracting parties so strictly that it extends to prefer SP to damages.

The real motive behind this is that it prefers the social benefit to the individual one, because in

China the performance of contract benefits the sociefy as well, whereas damages are only of
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benefit to the individual parties to a contract ¡ather than to society.

The social intention is ultimate, and the individual's is incidental or secondary. Collectivism is

superior to individualism which may be sacrificed for collectivism. Actually, in Chinese contract

law social benefits or factors, such as fulfillment of the state plan and maintenance of the

economic order of society, outweigh private or individual factors such as the protection of the

parties' rights and interests. Social consideration can be said to be the superior goal pursued by

Chinese contractual remedy law.

The Civil Code in Chapter I, "Fundamental Principles", states that Civil acts (including

contractual activities) shall respect social ethics and shall not harm the public interest, undermine

state economic plans or disrupt social economic oúer.274 This implies that individual

activities must be subordinate to the public good. Another example is that an economic contract

is subject to the state plan, which will be dealt with later.

The comments above reflect one of the reasons why Chinese law prefers performance in kind

to SP. The priority of SP expands to priority of performance in nature. The law does not really

adhere to the real intention or will of the contracting parties, that is, SP which means that the

contract should be performed exactly according to the contractual terms. It is only concerned

with the performance of the contract where the va¡iation from the contract is allowed as long

as the social intent, namely, performance of contract, is met.

u4 See art. '7, the Civil Code.
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It explains as well that the ultimate aim of punishment for breach of contract in China is based

on the social consideration. It is used as a tool for the social interest to deter a failure to perform

the contract. The ultimate aim is neither to punish the defaultingparty, nor redress the injured

parties for the sake of the individuals. It means that the principle of punishment serves the

priority of SP. In Chinese law the principle of priority of SP is more important than the principle

of punishment. The former can be said to be the latter's purpose. Furthermore, the law of

remedy is not mainly concerned with how to remedy adequately the individual injured parties

to a contract but how to protect social interests. As long as the latter is met, the former, namely,

the individual interests, may be ignored or given up. That is why penalty or PDC in China may

become damages if the amount of damages exceeds that of PDC fixed by contract or law. It is

because the ultimate goal of the law, that is, the social function of deterrent by penalty, is met

in the case where the defaulting party is forced to pay a considerably larger amount of damages.

Too severe a punishment will only result in the defendant's insolvency which is not good for the

performance of contract, the goal of punishment.

The common law also pays attention to the intention of the contracting partres.2lí But the

difference with Chinese law is that the common law deals with such issues in compliance with

the principle of individualism. The concept of the intention of the contracting parties is mainly

ns Confiary to Chinese contract law which, like the Civil Law system, has taken
as a touchstone of the legal enforcement of promises the concept of intention, the
common law has historically required consideration and paid less attention to the
concept of intention. See C. Boyle & D. R. Percy, eÅ., Contracts: Coses and
Commentaries, 4th ed., (Toronto: Carswell, 1989) at I27. See also Waddams,
supra, note 2, at 109.
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used by common law in following two aspects:

(1) Intention to create legal relations -- "An agreement, though supported by consideration,

is not binding as a contract if it was made without any intention of creating legal

relattons;276

(2) Proof of contractual intention -- As one of fact, the courts use it to explain the contract,

to find out the implication of the contract and to discover what the contract

intendeÅ.277

Although the common law courts use an objective test to explain the intention of the

parties,21\ they never mix up the difference between a social intention and an individual

intention. They never call a social intention an individual intention, and never use the doctrine

of the intention of the contracting parties as a tool to reach a conclusion that SP should be

favoured. The intention of the contracting parties is never confused with the expectation.

Liability for breach of contract is mainly to pay damages no matter whether damages are named

as expectation damages or reliance ones.

Chinese collectivism at this point might be regarded as a slavery theory in the eyes of common

law individualism. Because in Chinese ú*ry, the contracting parties seem to be slaves of their

original intention. Once an intention is arrived at or a contract is entered into, you must obey

276 G.H.TreItel, The Law of Contract, Sth ed., (London: Sweet & Maxwell, l99l) at 149.
See also Balþur v. Balfour, [1919] 2 K.B. 571 (C.4.).

n7 Sen Treitel, ibid. at 157-1,60. See also V/addams, supre, note 2, at I09-1,L3.

278 Smithv. Hughes (1871), L.R.6 Q.8.597 at607.
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it so strictþ that no modifi.cations or amendments are allowed. It does not matter how the

circumstances have changed and even if there is a new mutual intention between the contracting

parties to modify the original contract.

The key issue of the conflict between the collectivism and individualism may be the relationship

between individual freedom and the public good.

In the mid-18th century, what I-ord Mansfreld said reflected a typical attitude of the common

law to the issue of the relationship between individualism and collectivism. To deal with a

question concerning whether individual freedom, namely, freedom to borrow, and the right to

use private property should be exercised in accordance with the public good arose in Chesterfield

v. Janssen.2l9 He expressly favoured the former in this particular case, which showed his

individualism and liberal view against the collective view in respect to contractual remedies.

Actually, some elements of collectivism are still found in common law jurisdictions, such as the

relationship between contracts and policy or legality. But the common law fundamentally differs

from Chinese socialist law in the following aspects:

(1) If the individual interest is legal, or if it is an individual right, as a general rule one

is not allowed to use the excuse of the public good to restrict such an individual

interest arbitrarily;

Q) The above elements are seldom used in the field of contractual remedies where

ne (t750),26 E.R. 191.
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individualism retains a dominant position.

Modern common law seems to be very concerned with individual rights and interests. In the

f,reld of private law, individualism seems to be favoured even more. All individuals should be

protected by the law because they are in a weaker position than the public agencies, the

government, or the state. The law tries its best to legitimatize every individual right as much as

possible. There is a huge scope of rights and interests of individuals recognized by law. So

collectivism in law has many limitations. If the individual right is legal, it must be protected.

One is not allowed to use the public good to deprive the individuals of rights and interests as

arbitrarily as socialist countries do. The law should maximize the liberty of individual citizens,

encourage self-reliance, and adopt a more or less neutral stance with regard to permissible

patterns of social life. Individualism can be said to be the keystone of modern contract law in

common law countries. This individualism reflected in law results in SP, punishment or PDC

being disfavoured because those forms of remedies are in the nature of coe¡cion backed by a

collective value rather than an individual value.

As mentioned earlier, Chinese contract theory replaces an individual intention with a social one,

saying that the real intention of contract is the performance of contract, rather than damages.

What does this social intention mean? Why does Chinese law favour the performance of a

conftact so much? In fact, such Chinese theory of social intention is justified by the socialist

contractual and political theory.
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Chinese contract theory contends that the law of remedies should encourage the parties to create

the wealth for society through performance of the economic contracts, rather than encourage the

parties to sue each other for damages, because the latter only results in the transfer of the

existing capital from one owner to another, namely, compensation. Only the former not the latter

is beneficial to society.280

Why does it regard performance of a contract as equivalent to the creation of wealth? One of

the reasons is in the relationship between the (economic) contract and the state plan.

3.2.7. Different Functions of Contract -- The Relationship between Contract and the State

Plan in China

The function of contracts in China is different from the function of contracts in Canada. Unlike

contracts in Canada which are the business of the contracting parties, Chinese economic

contracts usually carry a social function as well. Actually, performance of economic contracts

in China, in most cases, amounts to implementing the state plan rather than merely the

realization of an individual promise. Usually, in socialist countries, an economic contract is

considered a vehicle to realize the state plan.

As well, Chinese economic contract law is also designed to serve and protect the state plan by

ræ,lizing the performance of the economic contracts. The Economic Contract Law, Art. L, states

z8o 5." Wang, supra, note 155.
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one of the purposes of the economic contract law: "This I-aw is formulated with a view to ...

ensuring fulfillment of state plans and promoting the development of socialist modernization."

Therefore, it is correct to say that the emphasis on SP or the favouring of punishment for a

breach of contract stems from the emphasis on implementing the state plan. Such principle of

compliance with the state plan can be observed as the foundation of the Chinese economic

contract law, but it is completely alien to common law counfies like Canada.

In Chinese contract law, the princþle of compliance with the state plan deals with the

relationship between the state plan and contract. Such a relationship can be summarized in one

sentence, namely, the state plan is above the contract, and a contract (economic one) must be

subject to it. In a detailed analysis, it may be illustrated as follows:

(1) "Economic contracts must be made ... in conformity with the requirements of state ...

plans." 28L

(2) It seems that there is a state plan obligation imposed by law and state policy on the

contracting parties to an economic contract which is relating to the state plan.

Art.16 of the Chinese Constitution states that state enterprises must fulfrl all their

obligations under the state plan. Art. t7 of the same law states that collective

economic organizations must accept the guidance of the state plan.

281 Ar1.4, the Economic Contract Law.
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(3) Contracts in violation of the state plan are null and void.282

(4) Any contractual activities in violation of the state plan are prohibited. "No units or

individuals are allowed to use contracts... (to) undermine the state plan

..."283 Chinese laws strictly prohibit any behaviour in violation of the state

plan. The 1982 constitution in Art.15 states that ... Disturbance of the orderly

functioning of the social economy or disruption of the state economic plan by any

organization or individual is prohibited.

(5) The state plan can change a contract. If the state plan on which the formation of an

economic contract is based has been revised or cancelled, one will be allowed to

amend or terminate the economic contract accordingly.284 Furthermore, the

amendment or termination of the economic contract by the agreement of the both

parties to the contract is also subject to the condition that it will not affect the

implementation of the state plan.285

If the alteration or termination of an economic contract involves products or items

covered by the state mandatory plan, it shall be reported to the relevant

282 5r" afi.7(a), the Economic Contract I¿w.

283 Afi.4, the Economic Contract Law.

2e See art.27þ), the Fæonomic Contract l-aw.

zts 5." afi.27(a), the Economic Contract Law.
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governmental department handing down the plan for approval before the signing

of the agreement.286

Chinese contract theory creates a theory of "creation of wea1th287 to support the idea that

contracts should be performed, that is, the state plan should be implemented. Such a theory is

based on socialist theory. According to Marrism, the ultimate goal of social production for a

socialist country is to create more resources or wealth in order to satisfy the increasing demand

of the people. Such a view can also be seen in Art.L4, 1982 Chinese Constitution: "The state

continuously raises labour productivity, improves economic results and develops the productive

forces ...". Based on the assumption that the demand of the people is always increasing,

irrespective of what it is, it believes that the more products or wealth, the better. The state plan

is the major means for the state to organize, direct, design, control and supervise social

production and the economy. Except for direct involvement by the state by way of issuing some

orders or rules, most of the state plan relies on the economic contracts.

So the breach of an economic contract which is carrying out the function of implementing the

state plan amounts to a failure to implement the state plan.288 It is not only a problem for

individuals, relating to the losses of the individual contracting parties, but also a social problem,

286 See art.29, the Economic Contract I¿w.

287 5." Xu, supra, note235, at 80-83.

288 In one of the Communist party's documents n 1978, entitled "Decision concerning some
questions how to speed up Deveþment of Industry"(draft), it expressly states
that breach of contract of supply by public enterprises is breach of the state plan.
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relating to the social losses. Emphasizing such a social nature of economic contracts, Chinese

law refuses to consider economic contract law as private law, and refuses to consider (economic)

contractual activities as individual ones. It grants contractual remedies on the social

consideration.

According to the above theory of "creation of wealth", compensation cannot redress the actual

(social) losses caused by a breach of an (economic) contract. Because the contract was never

performed, it amounts to a failure to implement the state plan, and thereby the wealth was never

created. It is regarded as the immeasurable loss for society no matter how much money the

defendant has paid in compensation. Society is better off merely by creation of wealth, by way

of performance of a (economic) contract.

Breach of an economic contract may destroy the blueprint designed by the state plan and the

socialists. It might be regarded as destruction of social economic construction.2Sg

Therefore, it is a general rule that a breach of (economic) contract should be punished, even by

public law, that is, punished severely. Furthermore, for this kind of case, one is not allowed to

replace SP with damages even if both of the contracting parties agree. It must be decided by the

requirements or the needs of the state plan or the public good. Additionally, in order to realize

the purpose of implementing the state plan, the law requires not only the defendant to continue

performance of contract (SP), but also the plaintiff to assist in doing so. The law does not care

zar 5r" Wang, supra, note 155, at 494-495.
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if performance is not exactly as the contract provided, nameþ, SP, but performance can be in

kind or modified SP as long as the state plan can be guaranteed to be implemented. As long as

the purpose of the performance of the contract, implementing the state plan, can be realized, any

variation from or modification of the contract is allowed and even encouraged.

Usually, in China an economic contract is entered into in a "triangular" way, that is, the

contracting parties do not deal with each other directly, but through a higher level of authorify

which has the decisive power.290 It is this governmental authority that is in charge of the

relevant item of the state plan to which the contract is relating.

Where is freedom of contract? Contractual obligation is not only self-imposed but compulsory.

In the contractual relationship itself, the state plan plays such a vital role that the agreement of

the parties becomes dependent on it. It becomes doubtful whether such a relationship between

the contracting parties can be called contractual. This is not a problem of monopoly but a

problem of state autocracy.

3.2.8. Freedom of contract and Manism reaction

Freedom of contract, like other kinds of freedoms, can be said to be one of the most important

principles or creeds in the field of morality, politics, philosophy and law for the 'Western

zro 5o Moser, supra, note 259, at 330.
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countries. The above-mentioned philosophies upheld by common law princþles, such as

individualism,29l the autonomy of private rights and economics in the contract sphere, have

led to and been merged into a definite and pragmatic doctrine, that is, freedom of contract.

In today's common law, the conceptual apparatus which still dominates legal thinking on this

issue is the conceptual apparatus of the 18th-19th century. The reason might be that the period

of t770-L870 was the age of the emergence of the general principles of contract law.292 For

example, the will theories in the freld of contract law arose in 19th century because "a gospel

of freedom was preached by both metaphysical and political philosophers in the latter half of the

18th century".293

The philosophers of that time were emphasizing the ego and the individual human will as the

basic facts of life. Such philosophy of individualism tends to favour individual freedom with

respect to contract, namely, freedom of contract. In the meantime, economists such as Smith,

Ricardo, Bentham, and Mill provided support for freedom of contract in an economic

perspective, insisting that freedom of bargaining is the fundamental and indispensable requisite

of progress.294 Such a liberal doctrine of laissez-foire in history has made a great

contribution to the development of the economy of the V/estern countries. It rewarded enterprise,

2e1 See Atiyah, supra, note 239, c. 10, "The Role of the Individuat, L770-I870".

2n Ãttyah, ibid, at 398.

2e3 Supra, note 239 at 233.

2% J. GordIey, The Philosophical Origins of Modern Contract Doctrine (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, L99L) at 214.
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initiative and success. In the meantime, the industrial and commercial situations in the 18th-19th

century where competition was relatively free did provide the possibility for the application of

such a liberal doctrine.

Freedom of contract functioned not only as a value but also as a social mechanism. Such

philosophy of freedom of contract had a great influence on the common law. Generally, contract

law is largely a negative one, that is, "The motto or watchword of (the court) ... ought to be --

Be Quiet."295 Its major object is to enable people torealize their will. The typical example

is the opinion expressed by Sir George fessel in Printing & Numerical Registering Co. v.

Sampson,296 as indicated above.

This doctrine of freedom of contract presupposes that everyone is capable of being master of

himself and believes in the creed of freedom of property, that every man's house is his

cast1e.297 Naturally, it stresses the desirability of self-reliance and individual free choice.

It is also hostile to interference of the courts on the basis of collective values. The law is

reluctant to limit the power of the contracting parties or to interfere in the transactions between

the contracting parties on the basis of the public good. It merely assists one of them when the

other breaks the rules of the game and defaults in the performance of his or her contractual

obligations.

2es 5"" Atiyah, supra, note239, at325.

2e6 Supra, note 17.

2e7 Non-gender language cannot be used here because of the historical contexts.
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Such an emphasis on freedom of contract leads to the following two results:

(1) Common law courts go further to a retreat from interest in substantive justice or fairness

by reason of an emphasis on noninterference in the transactions within which

individuals bargained with each other.298 "Common lawyers hardly

recognised the principle of fair dealing as one that needed independent support.

For them free dealing was fair dealing".299 The common law is generally not

concerned with fairness in contract cases. If there is any such concern, it is only

with procedural fairness not substantial fairness which is left to the individual

parties to a contract who are supposed to be capable enough to handle his or her

own business.

The sanctity of contract in respect to the performance of contract declines so as to lead

to a certain amount of freedom for breach of contract. It is as exactly as the

theory of efficient breach alleges, that is, breach of contract is not wrong at all

if it is coupled with compensation. It might also be the reason for Holmes'

imagination about the duty to perform a contract. It seemed to him that "the duty

to perform a contract is imaginary, and the right to the other party's performance

is even more imaginary. A contracting party has a choice -- to perform or to pay

damages for not performing."3O0 However, whether the common law does

go so far as Holmes did is still debatable. But its low view of breach of contract

2eE See Atiyah, supra, note262, (Section) 1,1 "Contract and Fair Exchange", at329-354.

2ee Devlin, The Enforcement of Morals (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1965) at 47.

3m See Atiyah, supra, note 262, at 58.
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and disfavour of SP is hard to isolate from the infLuence of such a philosophy of

freedom.

"An alternative explanation [for the restricted availability of SP] may also be found in the respect

for individual freedom which has been such a striking feature of the development of English law.

the courts of equity have normally restricted the remedy for specific performance to those

contracts which involved the transfer of property, and have refused to extend it to contracts,

such as contracts of service, which would have involved the application of measures of

constraint, limiting personal freedom, for extended periods (e.g. a contract of apprenticeship as

in De Franceso v. Barnum30l)"302

Freedom of contract amounts to a cerüain amount of freedom to breach a contract without very

much social shame. It makes punitive remedies and emphasis on SP look ridiculous or untenable.

From the very beginning, Marxism is hostile to freedom of contract in the Western countries,

labelling it as the phoney freedom which can only be enjoyed by bourgeoisie or capitalists. It

claims that it is only freedom for the powerful, namely, the capitalist class, to exploit the poor,

namely, proletariat or working class,303 although it admits its historical contributions to the

development of the'Western economy.

301 
¡1886-901 All E.R. Rep. 414.

3@ G.'W. Keeton & L.A. Sheridan, Equity,Q-ondon: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons Ltd., L969)
at 492.

ror 5r" Jones, supra, note 50, at 2I.
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Under such influence of dominant political theory, the concept of freedom of contract in the

West was never accepted by the Chinese socialist law. Freedom of contract in Chinese contract

law is a so-called socialist one. In fact, such individual freedom, if any, must be secondary to

the law, state policy, social interests. It has many strict limitations so that it becomes a very

limited freedom.

The Constitution expressly states that "The exercise by citizens .... of their freedoms and rights

shall not infringe upon the interests of the state, of society and of the collective, ..."304

The Economic Contract law regulates the same principle, stating:

economic contracts must be made in accordance with state laws and in conformity

with the requirements of the state policies and the state plan. No units or

individuals are allowed to use contracts to ... disrupt economic order ... or

damage the interests of the state or the public interest...305

In fact, the principle of legitimacy of contract is preserved as a supreme principle.306

Furthermore, other principles relating to social factors, such as compliance with the state

304 AÍ.51, the 1982 Constitution.

305 Art.4, the Economic Contract Law. The Civil Code has similar regulations, such as Art.6
&.7.

3ffi Rrt.Z11¡, the Economic Contract law, states that contracts violating the law, state policies
and the state plan shall be void.
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plan307 and social policy, are also superior to the principle of freedom of contract.308

Freedom of contract is under the control or guidance of the law, social policy and state plan.

Under such limited freedom of contract in the Chinese society, there is no possibility that a

certain amount of freedom to breach a contract is allowed. It is possible and tenable that a

breach of contract is valued not only from a contractual perspective, such as losses of the

individual contracting parties, pecuniary losses, monetary compensation or damages, but also

from social views, such as social losses, social economic order, legitimacy or social justice

standards. Therefore, punitive legal measures and the preference of SP, which are justified on

the social values, are favoured by law.

3.2.9. Conflicts in Political and Economic systems and Differences in Actual Conditions of

Society

All of the above-mentioned reasons are in the nature of the conceptual apparatus or social

ideology. They merely give some theoretical or rational explanations for the divergence between

Chinese law and Canadian law. These reasons are not conclusive, for they themselves still need

to be explained. Why does the common law rather than Chinese law adopt freedom of contract,

3Ø See fones, supra, note 50, at20-2L.

aos 5." H.X. Liang, "Oil Planned Principle and the Principle of Freedom of Contract in the
I-egal System of Contract Law of China" (1982) 4 Faxue Yanjiu (Studies in law)
44 at 44, 45, 46 &, 47.
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autonomy of private law and individualism as its fundamental principles which lead to the

divergence in the law of contractual remedies? In fact, they merely provide a possibility for the

divergence in law. What are the factors which make the divergence in law necessary?

Definitions of legal concepts are today somewhat unfashionable in common law jurisdictions

which are more concerned with pragmatic issues than academic ones. But there are in fact some

very important issues latent in our conception of contracts. Lawyers have a strong tendency to

assume there is one paradigm of contract, the rules of which are therefore assumed to be

generally applicable to all cases which fall within the scope of contract law. It is too simple or

meaningless to answer that the paradigm of contract is about a contract. It must be something

outside the law, and the law merely regulates some pre-existing phenomena. What are these

phenomena behind contract law in Anglo-Canadian law? rilhy does Professor Posner use the

notion of economic efficiency to value a breach of contract? To answer these questions, let us

go back to the history again.

The mid-l8th century was the turning point from a primarily agricultural economy to an

industrial and commercial one. Mansfield was a towering figure who dominated the legal scene

at that time.309 In 1750 he answered the two questions that a¡ose in Chesterfield v.

Janssen.3l0 These two questions represented a typical medieval viewpoint on conhact and

were similar to the socialist theory. The first one is that "No man has a right in his own

3æ See Atiyah, supra, note 239, at L20-L25.

310 (1750), 26 E.R. 191.
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property beyond the limits of conscience; men are bound to use their own property, so as not

to hurt or prejudice another." The second one is that "a mants freedom to bomow should be

timited by the public good".311

In response to first question, he proffered the language of Adam Smith and Bentham years

before they produced it themselves:

A notion prevailed for many years, that it was not lawful to take any hire for

money; this was adopted from the cannon law, and even prevails today in many

Catholic countries. It is astonishing how prejudice should have kept common

sense so long out of the world! Why is not money a commodity, as well as

anything else?312

In answer to the second one, he replied:

Then what is this public good, this rule they so much insisted on, that no man

shall spend above his annual income? How can that be prevented? Is it in human

nature? He will spend it; men of the best sense have done it; where will be the

public utility? Where is the encouragement to industry? Will the court consider

every man as a lunatic who exceeds his income? Another end, perhaps to lock up

propefy for another age; is that desirable? IVill it procure money on easier

31r See art.51, the 1982 Constitution of China, supra, note286, which is very similar to this
medieval viewpoint.

atz 5.. Atiyah, supra, note239, at2lt.
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terms? It is directly to the contrary ...313

What Manf,reld's words reflect are the ideas of free trade, free choice and freedom of contract.

Obviously, behind his viewpoint of individualism and liberalism with respect to contractual

remedies, there were social values and the social policy of the modern society supporting it. This

policy seems to mean that commercial transactions of individuals should be encouraged. As for

such a social policy, it is impossible to be explained without dealing with the reality of the

society of the common law countries.

As other categories of law, contract law, as a social product, regulates and thereby reflects a

certain scope of a human being's activities or social relationships. It deals mainly with the

relationship of the exchange of commodities or services in a society, namely, circulation of

goods, property or other wealth, so it is based on the infrastructure of the commercial exchange

and the production of the society. To explain the law itself, it is absolutely necessary to look into

society where the law was born and grew up. It is impossible to explain the legal divergence

satisfactorily without dealing with the social system, social conditions and the society where the

divergence arises.

A stream has its source; a tree has its root. I-et us deal with the roots of the divergence between

Canada and China.

313 Atiyah, ibíd. at2L4.
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3.2.9.I. Origin of Modern Individualism and Doctrine of Freedom of Contract

Every society creates an order of wealth and power, and deveþs a certain model for circulation

of goods or property in order to realize an order for distribution or redistribution of resources

of the society. The economy of society grows this way, that is, circulation of the resources of

the society. Contract law deals with such an order of wealth and power, and inevitably reflects

it.

The degree of such circulation depends upon the level of productive forces of a society. In the

under-developed productive forces of the medieval society, there were not many surplus products

for exchange. The major pattern of production at that time was self-sufficiency, that is, simple

reproduction. Therefore, the proprietorship was of major concern to the people at that time. As

a result, property law or the law concerning the proprietorship of property was the core of the

civil law at that time. The Industrial Revolution promoted the social productive forces and led

to plentiful surplus products produced.3l4 Exchange of commodities became more and more

active and important for the society, and subsequently, the major pattern of social production

was changed from simple reproduction to expanded reproduction. Finally, the latecomers

surpassed the old-timers, namely, contract law, as a law to regulate the relationship for the

exchange of commodities, replaced the property law in playing a key role in the system of civil

314 Fot example, the 70,000 tons of iron produced in 1790 had become 400,000 tons by
1820; the 5 million lbs. of cotton being processed n 1771. had by 1818 become
164 million lbs. See W.R.Cornish & G.de N. Clark, Law arù, Society ín England
1750-1950, (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1989) at 5.
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law. The law concerning debt surpassed the law concerning proprietorship in the property law

system.

Under the new economic conditions of society, such a significant increase in the activities of

exchanging commodities led to the result that the function of market and money became more

and more influential. Evenfually, two revolutionary changes resulted, that is, market economy

and "almighty" money. All exchanges of commodities took place in the market, and were

conducted under the direction of the market by means of profit or money. The market, where

there was an abundant surplus of products available, furned money into an omnipresent measure

or means. The purpose of expanded reproduction was never just to meet self-satisfaction but for

profrt, namely, money. Money became so powerful that it appeared to be a universal

measurement for everything.

But traditional feudal forces were not willing to surrender to these revolutionary changes. They

still strived to use old and existing factors, such as power, privilege, hierarchy and social

relationship, to restrain the increase of the above exchange of commodities by controlling and

limiting the functions of market and money in order to protect their own existing interests. They

wanted to retain the ruling status, by way of reserving the model of the feudal economy and

restraining the increase of the market economy.

In order to prompt the process of exchange of commodities, the market economy model

inevitably required a free market without any non-market interference to ensure free competition,
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which can stimulate the growth of the economy. That is why the market economy is also called

the free-market economy which is opposed to a regulated economy or a feudal economy.

Therefore, in Locke's time, the belief in freedom was initially used as a tool to fight against the

arbitrary power of the Crown,315 the feudal monopolies, social privilege system and social

stratum system. It tried to free or open the market from the feudal restrictions, to liberate money

from the non-monetary or feudal constraints, to free the labour force to choose or to be chosen,

to provide a freedom to compete with each other and a freedom to do business. What he and

other liberal thinkers in his age did was, in effect, to maximize the functions of the market and

money by way of upholding individual freedom, liberalism and individualism.

Following this theory and the movement which compelled an economic and political reckoning,

there emerged a new economic order, that is, market economy and the philosophy of laissez-

faire, all of which was also aimed at smashing any restraint on the new model of the economy.

The difference between the philosophy of laissez-faire and the philosophy of liberalism in

Locke's time is that the former's task was to fight against the restraints or interferences from

the feudal or medieval forces, but the latter's one was against the interferences and constraints

from the government, including the courts of the time.

The new market economy required an open and free competition to stimulate its growth, and

315 Coke also asserted the same political freedom from the arbitrary power of the Crown.
See Atiyah, supra, note239, at 113.
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such free competition needed the corresponding freedoms. Therefore, liberalism and

individualismincludingthephilosophy of laissez-faire,fre*Ãomof contract, autonomyof private

law and autonomy of private rights emerged and boomed as required.

Moreover, such individualism and liberalism were also deeply rooted in the system adopted by

the modern society of the Western countries. The result is the system of a market economy

itself.

3.2.9.2. Free-market Economy

In Canada, as in other modern Western societies, a modified free-market economy is in

operation. This model of the economy has two princþal features: (1) private ownership as the

foundation or infrastructure of its operation; and (2) the ma¡ket as the adjuster or lever of its

operation.

This model of the economy is based on a private ownership system. The economic productions

and transactions a¡e run mainly by private enterprises. The government or other social

authorities are not directly involved in the process of production and transactions, except in some

policy or administrative interventions such as in making law and promulgating some rules to

govern such activities. How to run a business or how to deal with other business people is within

the realm of an individual's affairs. The whole social economy is realized, developed and

promoted by such an operation of an individual's business.
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Thus, individualism, as a value, has traditionally been held in highest regard in Western

countries since the Industrial Revolution, or in England since the Glorious Revolution in 1688.

Adam Smith, in his well known book, Wealth of Natíons, stated that in general, if any branch

of trade, or any division of labour be advantageous to the public, the freer and more general the

competition, it will always be the more so. He held that the national effort of every individual

to better his own condition when suffered to exert itself with freedom and security, is so

powerful a princþle, that alone and without any assistance, it is not only capable of carrying on

the society to wealth and prosperity, but of surmounting a hundred impertinent obstructions with

which the folly of human laws too often incumbers its operations.3L6

The social function of contract, if it exists at all in modern Western countries, is to realize,

guarantee and protect the business or transactions of individuals. People use contract as a means

to conduct their business transactions or exchanges with other people. Therefore, the above

view-point of individualism and liberalism which is based on the social system is destined to be

reflected and met by contract law and its theory. From such a view-point, freedom of contract

is derived which is upheld as a dominant principle and constitutes the foundation of contract law.

Generally speaking, economic or commercial activities, including contractual activities, fall

within the realm of private autonomy, that is, governed by private law. Contractual activities

316 A.H. Manchester, Modern Legal History of England and, Wales 1750-1950 (London:
Butterworths, 1980) at 6-7.
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are regarded as the essence of individual activities not collective ones. Such individual activities

are highly regarded because they constitute the foundation of the economic life of society. The

function of contract law comes to be seen as merely giving effect to such a private autonomy

of the contracting parties. Therefore, the general rule is that no collective value is allowed to

be taken into consideration when a contractual remedy is awarded. This is the real social reason

why Canadian law adheres to the principle of compensation and refuses or is hostile to

punishment, and is jealous of SP since both punishment, including PDC, and SP are justifred

by the collective values which are contrary to the spirit of individualism and liberalism.

In addition, under this model of the modern western economy, market transactions play a central

role in establishing the order of wealth and power.

All the individual transactions take place in the market and thereby are adjusted spontaneously

by the market according to the market rules. The ma¡ket is the major lever for such economic

adjustment of individual's economic activities. The wealth of nations is normally created under

the guidance of market by means of profit. It is also distributed through the ma¡ket activities

such as buying and selling, hiring and lending.

The standard or measure for such adjustment or distribution of wealth is money. This means that

an individual's commercial activity is recognized by the market if he or she has earned money

or obtained a benefit. The market functions on the individual's economic activities, by using

money as a dominant means to stimulate and direct the economy. The lure of money leads
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business people to certain prof,rtable areas or directions, decides how to do business, where the

money is or where the business goes. The aim of modern expanded production is never to

produce the products merely for the manufacturer's demand. Profit, in another words, money,

is the only and final goal that most of individual's businesses pursue in a modern society.

Money is a universal symbol of wealth, a universal means to exchange any kind of commodity,

and a universal payment of any kind of debt. With the development of social productive forces

in a modern society, the capacity to produce more and more surplus products has been improved

significantly. In the market commodities are abundant. Usually, there is no trouble in using

money to buy any kind of commodity. In the meantime, the development of the market

economy has expanded the scope of commodities. A typical example is the judicial attitude

towards land. Land in the 19th century was still the same land as in the 18th century, but the

Court's attitude to it had changed to some extent, for example, by trying to treat it as a

commodity rather than something with a special value which deserves SP.317 It was because

land in the 18th century had been the foundation of social position and political power under the

feudal economy, which was relatively static and primarily agricuttural, and it became, in the

19th century, a commodity under the ma¡ket economy, just like any other commodity. AIl of

these increased the function of money which had already been powerful.

The almighty dollar is everything, and everything is for money. IVhat does it reflect in contract

law? The ma¡ket places a monetary value on every conceivable contractual obligation. It leads

tt' E.g. Noblev. Hwards (1877),5 Ch.D. 378.
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common law courts to be able to award damages regularly as a suitable form of remedy for

breach of contract, namely, the primary one. In reality, due to the magical function of money,

the injured party is usually willing to accept it in lieu of SP.

In the field of contractual remedies, damages are primary and a general cure-all. The binding

of a contractual obligation is, in princþle, a matter of pecuniary calculation. E¿ch party is

merely bound to such an extent that he or she must therefore perform, or pay damages for a

failure to perform. It is a law suited to the free market, in which the subject of matter of the

contract is usually immaterial. Only money is material. That is the real social reason why

Canadian law prefers damages to SP.

Money is too tempting, but to earn money is tough. The golden rule for earning money in a

market where competition is open and cruel, is the rule of efficiency. Free competition in a free

market tends to move commodities, services and capital toward those persons who value them

the most and who can exploit these factors of productions efficiently. In such a competitive

market, the penalty for failure is as severe as the rewa¡ds for success are high. The law of the

jungle or the law of efficiency prevails.

As a result, the loss of money is a serious punishment. To pay damages amounts to a serious

penalty to the individual enterprises, which might make them become insolvent or lose their

competent capability to survive in the jungle of commercial society. This might be another social

reason why common law courts are reluctant to adopt a penalty in contractual cases which might
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"over-punish" the defaulting party.

Furthermore, the market economy just relies heavily on the exchange of commodities. If there

is no exchange of commodities then there is no market economy. The market economy needs

to quicken the process of such an exchange and remove any obstacle to such a process in order

to ensure the growth of the economy. This may be the real intention of the theory of efficient

breach. Breach of contract may be good if it leads to a result that keeps the exchange of

commodities or other transactions going well and fast. It might be regarded as efficient. If there

is the public good, or social policy for the market economy system in the field of contractual

remedy, that is to keep transactions or business, exchanges of commodities continuing, the faster

and smoother the better. In other words, the more efficient, the better. Therefore, SP and

punishment for breach of contract might not be considered good for such a process of exchange

of commodities, or good for the growth of the economy because they force the contracting

parties to stick to the original transaction, which might not be good for the economy. The

measures, such as SP or punishment for breach of contract, to force the contracting parties to

be tied to the contract is contrary to the spirit of the social policy in a market economy which

endorses a quick and smooth process of economic activities.

3.2.9.3. Planned economy and its social background

China is a socialist country. As the Constitution states, the socialist system is the basic system
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of the People's Republic of China.318 The basis of the socialist economic system of the

People's Republic of China is a socialist pubtc ownership of the means of production.3l9

The socialist system has a close and inseparable link with feudal system. The history indicates

that all socialist countries had been in a feudal system without the experience of capitalism

before they entered into a socialist system. So the socialist countries are similar in many aspects

to the feudal system of the medieval society before the mid-l8th century in Western countries.

It includes the following aspects:

(1) Those countries are relatively poor countries where the market economy is under-

deveþed, social productive forces are very low, surplus products are limited,

and the activities of commodity exchanges and commercial transactions are inert

and simple.

(2) The operation of the economy is conducted on the infrastructure of state or public

ownership. Public economy is in a dominant position while the private economy

is controlled and squeezed by it.

(3) Non-economic factors, such as power, privilege, social strata and relationship, remain in

a dominant position in the economy. The market sustains frequent interference

and control by the these non-economic factors. It is not free and open at all.

ate 5." d.1, the 1982 Constitution.

rts 5." art.6, the 1982 Constitution.
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Business competition, if any, is not conducted on the open and equal base.

(4) The Development of the eÆonomy is under the control of the government. The economy

is regulated, controlled or planned by the state. The state sometimes gets involved

in the economic activities directly. The market function of the adjustment to

economic activities has many artifrcial limitations and controls.

3.2.9.4. The Historical Background of China

China has over a2,000 year history of a feudal system where the agricultural economy was in

an overwhelmingly dominant position. The emperor's power was absolutely supreme. The

political system was autocratic. Commercial activities including the exchange of commodities

were underdeveloped. Therefore, contracts, as the means for such an exchange of commodities,

were conf,rned to be used in a very n¿urow scope, mainly applicable to the sale of land.

Contracts played a very limited role in social economic activities. Even such a limited function

of contract still could not escape the control by the emperor's absolute authority. These historical

factors caused the following results:

Contract law was under-developed and very simple, and mixed with other public law

such as criminal law. There was plenty of blank space which was filled by the

emperor's will, sûate policy, traditional rites and judicial opinions.

(1)
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Contractual activities were never regarded as merely acts of individuals, but as relating

to the social interest, and the order of the state. Contract law was not considered

or treated as private law.

(3) The sense of contract or the concept of contract was very undeveloped in the minds of

people. Consciousness of free trade, free choice and freedom of contract which

was widespread in modern Western countries was unfamiliar to the Chinese.

These liberal or individualistic doctrines were never recognized by feudal law.

(4) The scope of the application of contracts was very narrow and limited. Many transactions

between individuals which were within the contractual field according to modern

Vy'estern law, were not labelled as commercial or contractual activities in

China.320 This also reflected the Chinese tradition of the scorn of commerce.

Personal relationships or a business trust or relationship played a more important

role than contract.

All of these are different from the modern 'Western countries where capitalism has been

rzo 4t a continuation of such a tradition, employment in today's China is mainly outside
the contractual field but in the freld of administration or state policy, that is why
there is no basis for comparison of wrongful dismissal cases between China and
Canada. In history, something such as the marriage relationship and everyday
deals between individuals such as selling, renting or hiring, were not regarded as

a contractual relationship, and there was no law but morality or rites to govern
these kinds of transactions.
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developed for a considerably long ttme.32t Chinese socialism claims that socialism is

fundamentally different from the feudal system, but in fact this socialist country was founded

in the place where the feudal system had a long history and an unavoidabte influence.

Furthermore, as mentioned above, the two systems have many similarities in terms of

government. These factors can be said to be the real historical reasons for the position of the

current Chinese law, such as collectivism and the principle of punishment, in the area of

contractual remedies.

3.2.9.5. Reality of Planned Economy

Before the founding of the socialist China in L949, China was a poor country with a semi-feudal

and semi-colonial system. A long history of the feudal system put China's economy far behind

western countries'. The continuing civil war and foreign invasions worsened already poor

economic situations in China.

32t 1¡" concept of a contract was deeply rooted in the western society where commerce is
highly developed. It was given a very wide scope, so that the social contractarians
saw the very existence of the State as being the result of an implied agreement,
and Blackstone saw the obligation to obey the law generally as being the result
of an implied agreement (See Atiyah, supra, note 239, at 36-60).

The traditional concept of a contract was very broad, and the modern contract law
even goes beyond its frontier in some cases such as husband and wife
relationships and cohabitation relationships without marriage.
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When the Communist Party took over power in L949, it faced a ruined economy. They believed

that only socialism could save China from the desperately poor life. From 1951 to 1953, the

Chinese Communist Party launched a movement to socialize all the means of production, that

is, to confiscate all private means of production and transfer them to the state, and to transform

the private ownership of the means of production into public ownership. This socializatton

movement was aimed at providing a basis for a planned economy. While this movement was still

under the way n 1952, the planned economy was completely established. Since that year, China

has adopted successive five-year plans to direct the economy as much as possible and to

maximize the use of resources and capital accumulations.

Public ownership is the foundation of the socialist system. Public factors play a vital and

dominant role in the real life of the nation. They are so mighty that they become omnipresent.

It is hard for almost anything to be viewed apaf from the social nature. It will be judged

primarily on the collective value rather than the individual value. Privacy is limited to almost

nothing. Public law is so powerful that it squeezes out the private law. Contract law is never

thought of as private law. Breach of contract, like other activities, will be valued by the social

standard as well.

In the socialist system of China, the popular creed is that "socialist public property is sacred and

inviolable.'322 Individualism suffers many restraints, and collectivism is supreme. Under

such reality, people are not, nor are they thought to be, free to do what they choose. If there

322 

^rt. 
L2, the 1982 Constitution.
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is individual freedom, it must be exercised in such a way that it is consistent with one's duty to

others and the state. Individual freedom must be secondary to the public good.323 The public

good can surpass, sacrifice or substifute an individual's interest and even rights without any

further reason than that it represents the so-called public good. Such a public good is assessed

by the social values and the state will which are regulated by law. Collectivism is preferred to

individualism. The regulated economy is dominant over the market economy which in today's

China is regarded as a supplement of or secondary to the planned economy.

Therefore, what these factors reflect in contract law is that courts are allowed to transform social

values or intentions to individuals. When Courts try contract cases, their roles are active. They

do not only give effect to the will of the contracting parties, but also try to use a social standard

to review it. The rule which they follow on this point is that the social interest is generally

superior to the individual's. That is why they prefer a remedy based on social values to redress

the individuals' losses, prefer punishment to compensation and prefer SP to damages.

Under this model of the economy, the economic activities are planned by the state, or more

accurately speaking, by a so-called Planning Commission under the control of the State Council

(the highest organ of state administration in China).

As Art.15 of the 1982 Constitution states:

the state practises economic planning on the basis of socialist public ownership.

323 5.r Art.51, the L982 Constitution.
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It ensures the proportionate and co-ordinate growth of the national economy

through overall balancing by economic planning and the supplementary role of

regulation by the market.

So all the economic activities including contractual activities are regarded as relating closely to

the social factors, such as social economy and people's livelihood, which should be under the

control of the state.324 The state involves the economic activities directly, considering that

it is its duty to design, arrange and direct the social economic activities under the planned

economy.

Historically, China has usually adopted an administrative means to force the enterprises to

implement the state plan. Since the 1978 reform, it has tried to use an economic means to do

so. This economic means is economic contract. Now the planned national economy is relying

largely on a system of contracts to carry it forward.

In China, the term "economic contracts" refers to a broad range of business-related agreements

such as construction projects, transportation, supplying electricity, money-borrowing, property

insurance, purchases and sales of industry or agricultural products and technical cooperation.

Economic contracts are contracts between state owned enterprises and collective owned

enterprises. They do not cover contracts between individuals (so-called individuat contracts in

China), but do cover contracts between the state or collective owned enterprises and individuals

'u See Li supra, îote 270 at 339-340. See also Moser, supra, note 259 at 14-22.
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or private enterprises. 325

Economic contracts deal with such vital areas of commercial society that most of them fatt

within the scope of the state plan. Usually, they are used as a vehicle to re.a1irze the state plan.

A breach of an economic contract in China means that the state plan failed to be performed. A

failure to perform the state plan amounts to a failure to create wealth which is supposed to be

created for the society. It destroys the plan or design for the development of the social economy.

Therefore, it is regarded as generally harmful to the economy of the society. Furthermore, if

someone breaches an economic contract, it might impair an entire chain of production planned

in advance by the state. Therefore, such a breach should be punished or deterred and the use of

SP should be emphasizeÅ if it is necessary.

A market, under the model of socialism, incurs various artifrcial limitations. Social production

does not mainly follow the market situation but an artificial plan. The fluctuation of the market,

which adjusts the economy, is blamed by socialist theory as blind forces which will finatly result

in an economic crisis. Therefore, socialists believe that an artifrcial plan can avoid such

spontaneous and blind elements of the market and direct the economy to the right course of

development.

32s Art.z, the Economic Contract l-aw, states its scope of application, that is, economic
contracts. "Economic contracts Íue agreements between legal persons for the
purpose of realizing certain economic goals and clarifying each other's rights and
obligations." According to art.36, the Civil Code, a legal person shall be an
organization [excluding an individual or a natural person].
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Social production does not function merely for profi.t or money, but for the ultimate goal to

complete the assignment designed by the state plan. Profit or money is not used as the major or

sole standard to value the operation of a business. The accomplishment of the task assigned by

the state plan or so-called creation of wealth is the predominant standard. Thus, the standard for

assessing a business, the rule of efhciency of operation of business, is subject to the requirement

of the accomplishment of the state plan. Therefore, the standard to evaluate a breach is not the

concept of money or profit as the market economy always does. Performance of the contract,

amounting to creation of wealth, becomes popular in the law of contractual remedy. SP is

preferred, and damages are secondary. The enterprises which have accomplished the task of the

state plan are so honourable that they merit a reward, and others which failed to do so are so

shameful that they deserve punishment.

As an example, in Canada if a defendant breaches the contract in an attempt to increase profi.t,

but this is without other reprehensible conduct, he or she should not be punished by PDC. Why

does such misconduct not reach to the extent of punishment? This can really be explained in the

following way: in the market economy system competition is so fierce and the ultimate purpose

of transactions between individuals is profi.t or money. Therefore, a breach of a commercial

contract merely for profit is not so shameful that it should be punished by law.

However, the same conduct in a planned economy system of China will fall within the case of

engagement in speculation and profiteering which will be not only punished but punished

severely according to Chinese law. The law states that "no unit or individuals a¡e allowed to use
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contracts ... to disrupt economic order, undermine state plans, or damage national and social

public interest to seek illegal income."326 If something has a fixed price according to the

state plan which has been recognized by law, how is it legitimate to buy at one price and sell

at a higher one? Actually, a planned economy system makes it understandable where the ultimate

purpose of transactions is to perform contracts, that is, to implement the state plan, not to earn

money. Such a breach of contract, like a violation of public law, or the commitment of a tort

which results in an encroachment of social values recognized by law, will lead courts to take the

manner and motive of the contracting parties into consideration for the purpose of punishment.

Just as the function of the market is strictly limited, so is the function of money. Consequently,

pecuniary compensation or damages in China could not be as powerful and popular as in

V/estern countries like Canada. This will become obvious in the following section of this thesis.

3.2.10. Actual Reasons rooted in the Society

I-et us look at the another side of the relationship between damages and SP, namely, from the

standpoint of the injured parry not just from society's view. As mentioned earlier, Chinese law

uses a test of the intention of the parties to a contract to support the priority of SP. It is actually

accepted by the injured party who is also unsatisfied with the primary remedy as stated by the

common law, namely, monetary compensation. It is because damages or monetary compensation

326 Art.4, the Economic Contract I¿w.
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are generally inadequate in China in terms of just compensation. Why? The reasons are hidden

in the actual situation of society.

The planned economy in China produces two direct outcomes alien to Canada where the market

economy is in operation:

(1) There are two types of prices in existence, the planned price and the market price. The

latter represents the worth of goods according to actual demand. The former is

the offrcial one fixed by the government, and it is the standard price for the

courts to measure damages. The state fixes the price in order to stabilize the

market and bring all economic activities into the line with the state plan. Because

of the low productive forces which commonly results in a shortage of goods, in

most cases the planned price fixed by the state is lower, sometimes much lower,

than the market price. For example, the planned price per widget is $.10, but the

ma¡ket price maybe $.15. So the injured party only can recover damages

according to the planned price, namely $.10 per widget.

In the Detailed Rules of Storage and Maínteru¿nce Contract,327 Art.26 states

that if damages occurred due to improper storage, the owner of the storage shall

pay damages according to state mandatory price, namely, the planned price. It is

3T L985, approved by the State Council, promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce of P.R.
China.
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inaccurate to assess the actual losses.

Supply, production or even consumption of some important goods or materials, such as

materials used for production, are regulated by the government according to the

state plan. On numerous occasions even if with enough money in one's pocket,

one still has to worry about whether the needed goods or materials can be

obtained. The functions of the Chinese cuffency are timited by circumstance

which does not have the same powerful effect as the Canadian's or other western

countries' currencies do. Low productivity which results in a shortage of goods

worsens the inadequacy of money. Goods are not always freely available under

the Chinese socialist system. It is also very difficult to find a substitute for the

subject-matter of contract in a market short of supplies and a planned economy

where the distribution of the wealth is planned or controlled. It is not a problem

of monopoly, but autocracy by the state.

The Chinese planned price does not fully reflect or represent the real value of goods in the

market. To an individual, a planned economy makes no real and just basis for a judgment or

assessment of the losses. Generally speaking, damages or monetary compensations are always

inadequate in a socialist system of a planned economy. The assessment for damages for breach

of contract according to the planned price is usually inadequate. The planned economy puts a

monetary remedy, like damages, in a position of inadequacy. Therefore, the injured party prefers

the performance of the contract rather than the compensation which cannot compensate him or
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her properly or accurately in China.

The planned economy also limits the use of monetary remedies. In a planned economy, regulated

allocation of all products and ¡esources increases the rarity of goods or the subject-matter of

contract by way of increasing its scarcity. Quite a large proportion of goods contracted for are

rare, and some may be even unique. The rarity of goods or the subjects of contract becomes a

universal circumstance.

A planned economy creates a kind of market where the relation of dependence is intensified. The

chance of substitution is very limited, and the transaction is costly and uncertain. The degree of

rarity of the subject matter of contract is significantly increased. A party in the weaker position

may become heavily dependent upon the other for the proper performance of the contract.

For example, a retailer of petrol under a franchise agreement may be closely tied to one oil

company because he is bound to satisfy all his requirements from it. If the oil company breaches

the contract, the retailer has to make a difficult choice between either going out of business or

terminating the contract and seeking a new franchise and source of supply, which may not be

readily available and may appear unreliable.32S

An undeveþed market worsens uncertainty of future commercial activities. All of these deepen

the difficulty of the assessment of losses, and make the losses unproven or difficult to be proven,

328 5"" Sþ Petroleum Ltd. v. V.LP. Petroleurn Ltd.,lL974l 1 A11E.R. 954.
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like a case of sales of shares where the common law courts are likely to award SP based on the

diffrculty of assessing losses.

Money in China is not as almighty or omnipotent as it is in Canada. It cannot be said to be an

universal symbol of wealth, a universal means to exchange any kind of commodity, or a

universal payment of any kind of debt. Because control by the state plan for the exchange of

commodities restrains the function of money, and low social productivity, which results in the

market shortage of commodities in socialist China, decreases the function of money even further.

The universal inadequacy of pecuniary compensation, the universal rarity of goods, an uncertiain

market, and a heavy dependent relationship in the market, all of these militate against the

moneta4r remedy, damages or compensation being the primary form of remedies. These factors

make the injured party also prefer SP to damages, prefer punishment to compensation in order

to prevent breach of contract. Because in a case of breach of contract if the availability of SP

becomes impossible or unnecessary, the injured party only can get damages which are generally

inadequate due to the social conditions. So it is more fair to grant SP than merely award

damages in China.

Me¿nwhile, the universal rarity of goods also results in a greater temptation for the defendant

to breach a contract to attempt to achieve unusual economic profit. The defendant may be willing

to pay damages and breach the contract from which he or she can get profit that cannot be

rcalizeÅ through performance of the contract. So punishment for the breach and forcing the
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defaulting party to perform the contractual obligation both become extremely necessary.

3.2.1I. Summary

The reasons for the divergence between Canada and China may be concluded as follows:

In China, public ownership and the planned economy, founded under the traditional influence

of the feudal system, lead to a result that collectivism prevails over individualism in contract

law. As another result, public law prevails over, and even abrogates private law. Every branch

of civil law is mixed with each other, even with administrative law and criminal law, on the

basis of public consideration. Contract law is not considered as private law. Breach of contract,

mainly breach of an economic contract, amounts to a failure to perform the state plan. Because

of these factors, plus the traditional feudal doctrine of state supremacy, a remedy for breach of

contract is not decided merely on the standard of individual values or considerations, but mainly

on the standard of collective values or the social values.

Therefore, two factors, which are ignored by Canadian courts, a¡e taken into consideration by

Chinese courts when they deal with the remedy for breach of contract. The first factor is the

conduct of the defaulting pffiy, including manner, motive and reason for the breach of contract.

The second factor is social losses caused by the breach of contract, such as the effects on

implementing the state plan, the effects to the social production and the economic order, and
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social justice. Therefore, in the law of contractual remedies the princþle of punishment and the

priority of SP become possible and necessary in view of the government and society, and the

pecuniary remedy in contract law falls to a secondary position. Low social productivity and a

regulated economy system limit the functions of both market and money. The under-developed

free market, the shortage of goods and limited transferable nature of the market, all make many

kinds of goods somewhat rare, and lead to the idea that money is not "almighty". It is more

difficult or expensive for the injured party to use money to look for and get the substitute goods.

Therefore, the inadequacy of money or monetary compensation and the rarity of goods become

so common that usually the injured party is also unsatisfred with compensation, namely,

damages. If satisfied, that may mean that the defendant has to undertake a very heavy burden

of compensation. Compensation or damages, a pecuniary remedy, cannot justly reimburse what

the contract provided, so the injured party prefers SP and penalty to damages and compensation.

In Canada a modified free market economy is in operation which is established on the basis of

private ownership. Consequently, individualism and liberalism are favoured in contract law.

Freedom of contract is observed so strictly that the freedom of making contracts leads to a

certain amount of freedom to breach. Contract law emphasizes the private nature of contracts

according to the created distinction between private law and public law. The common law

restricts judicial interference based on a broad social consideration. The major concern in terms

of a contractual remedy is to compensate for the losses suffered by the individual party to a

contract. The market economy leads to money being so powerful that it is almighty and all-

pulpose. It provides the possibility of the dominant application of compensation or damages.
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Adequacy of monetary compensation is so common that usually damages are able to be a

substitute for performance of the contract. All of these lead to the common law courts taking a

hostile attitude toward penalty spreading to PC and a "jealous" attitude toward SP which is seen

in the nature of coercion in eyes of the common law. Therefore, the law in the area of

contractual remedies is that the principle of compensation and the priority of damages are

upheld.

3.3. Changes and l)evelopment in the Chinese and Canadian Laws

3.3.1. New Conditions of China since 1978 and the Decline of Collectivism

The year 1978 was a landmark for Chinese Reform. This reform aimed at improving socialist

institutions by way of overcoming defects of the socialist system and learning from other

countries especially from western countries. It started in an attempt to encourage growth of the

economy. Drawing from past experiences, Chinese socialists had to admit the function of the

market in the economy and conclude that the socialist economy is still an economy of

commodities which should follow the market rules. Although they still insisted that the planned

economy and the role of state planning should remain dominant, they recognizeÅ the role of the

market as supplementary to the economy.329 Due to this reform, the following changes in

the Chinese society took place:

32e See art.15, the 1982 Constitution.
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the role of the market in the economy has been recognized and expanded while the

artificial role, namely, the state plan, has been weakened and confined. A good

example is the price system. By 1982, only eighteen goods were governed by the

state regulated price. All others were free of a regulated price, that is, market

prices were available. It is generally accepted that the state plan has to reflect

market situations or market rules. The intervention of the government is confined

to a relatively limited area. The division between the function of the

administration of the economy by the government and the function of business

operation by enterprise is preserved by the Reform. A sort of laissez-faire

doctrine has become popular;

i.

Individual elements of the economy have been increased signifrcantly. This can be

summarized as follows:

Individual enterprises have been allowed and encouraged to do their own business since

the reform. Elements of a private economy have emerged and expanded and have

been recognizeÅ by law;330

ü. Investments by foreign enterprises are needed by the Chinese economy and therefore are

330 Art.ll, the 1982 Constitution, süates: "The individual economy ... is a complement to
the socialist public economy. The state protects the lawful rights and interests of
the individual economy. ... The statepermits the existence and growth of private
economy within the limit prescribed by law."

(2)
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encouraged and protected by law;331

iii. Individual elements have emerged and been admitted to the public economy. Public or

collective enterprises have been given a certain amount of decision-making

power in the operation of their businesses on the condition that they meet state

requirements such as the state plan.332

(3) The economy has improved substantially, and social productivity has risen. Commercial

activities have become more active and varied, and exchanges of commodities

play a more important role in economic life.

All these things have brought about some revolutionary changes in Chinese politics and legal

life. Collectivism has been reduced while individualism has emerged. Freedom of contract has

been recognizeÅ as a principle of contract law although this principle is secondary to the planned

princþ1e.333 The shame for a breach of contract and a breach of the state plan has been

eased. A shortage of goods and the universal rarity of the subject matter of contracts have been

diminished. A seller's market has changed to a buyer's one. The past heavily dependent

relationship between the two contracting parties has been reduced. Profit becomes the goal for

enterprises, especially for private enterprises. In today's socialist China, money has become

3t 5"" art.L8, the 1982 Constitution.

raz 5r" art.16 &. 17 , the 1982 Constitution.

rrr 5r" Liang, supra, note 308, at 45.
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more and more tempting. It can buy almost anything in the market except a few items which are

under the control of the state plan. Even goods under the control of the state plan can be

procured if a higher price is paid. As a result, more contracting parties are willing to accept

damages as a substitute for the performance of the contract in contract cases.

Faced with such changes, the classical socialist theory of contract, which was formulated in the

1950's in China and followed the model of the former Soviet Union, appears to be outdated. The

' classical socialist contract theory reveals its defects in the following aspects:

. 1) with regard to the relationship between the planned economy and the market economy, it

, ouersüates the role of the state plan and denies the role of market;

', 2) with regard to the relationship between the state plan and contract, it exaggerates the function

, of the plan and ignores the fi¡nction of contract;

, 3) with regard to the relationship between public law and private law, it maximizes artificially
:

, the scope of public law and minimizes arbitrarily the range of private law;
a

: 4) with regard to the relationship between collectivism and individualism, it over-stresses the
'|

' former and disregards the latter;
,

i 5) with regard to the relationships between compensation and punishment, and between damages

I and SP, it over-emphasizes punishment and SP and minimizes compensation and damages.

These assertions by the old socialist contract theory could be easily found in the pre-1978

Chinese legislations and administrative ru1es.334 Even in the post-1978 Chinese law, as

334 5." The Decision on the Issue of Careful Entrance and Strict Performance of Contracrts,
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illustrated earlier in this thesis, the shadow of the tradition is still there. In current Chinese

cont¡act law, the planned principle is still superior to the principle of freedom of contract. SP,

rather than damages, is still preferred. Punishment is still the favourite form of contract

remedies. In this sense, the two principles of Chinese law enunciated in the above two chapters,

namely, the principle of punishment and the priority of SP, in which nearly all its analysis is

based on post-1978 materials, may be said to be the reflection or the legacy of the Chinese

classical contract theory in current Chinese contract law. However, there is a signifi.cant change

between current Chinese law and past Chinese law. The change is that it turns an absolute model

in which collectivism, the planned principle and preference of SP and punishment is absolute,

into a mixed model in which dominant collectivism allows the conditional existence of

individualism. The ruling principle of the planned economy leaves limited room for theprinciple

of freedom of contract. The primary forms of contract remedies, such as SP and punishment,

stand with their "popular" supplementary forms, damages and compensation.

Anyway, in present China, just as it is ridiculous to say that all economic activities are not

divorced from public factors, it is ridiculous to treat all contractual activities as public ones. It

appears unsuitable to treat contract law as administrative law or public law rather than private

1950 issued by Trade Mininstry of Central People's Government; An Order of
Immplementation of Planned Purchase of Cotton, 1954 issued by the State
Council; and Provisional Regulations Concerning Basic Terms of Contracts for
Industrial and Mineral Products, 1963 issued by The National Economic
Commission.
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1aw,335 to over-emphasize SP and to insist on punishment for every breach of contract.

Collectivism in contract theory has gradually lost its popularify. A new approach and a new

theory for contractual remedies are required under the new conditions of China. This new

contract theory must challenge the classical socialist contract theory although it is impossible for

this new theory to be totally free of the powerful influence of the classical contract theory.

3.3.2. Chinese Law's Response and Development

In response to the changes of conditions in China, Chinese law, first, narrows the scope of the

availability of SP and the penalty for breach of contract, by drawing three dividing lines:

(1) the line between economic contracts and non-economic contracts;

(2) the line between domestic economic contracts and foreign economic contracts;

(3) the line between economic contracts involved in the implementation of the state plan and

ones not involved in the state plan.

This means that generally, the princþle of punishment and the priority of SP are now available

only if the contract breached is a domestic economic contract which involves the implementation

335 In the 1980's, there was quite a heated debate in China during the drafting of the Civil
Code, regarding whether contracts should be considered private or public law
relationships. This reflected a conflict between the classical socialist conúact
theory and the current socialist contract theory. The former is based upon the
social conditions of the 1950's and is influenced by the former Soviet Union
model, and the latter is based upon the situations after the 1978 reform. As a
result, three dividing lines have been drawn in order to treat contracts differently
and these will be discussed in greater detail in the next section. The private law
proponents can be found more in the a¡eas of individual and foreign contracts
than in the areas of economic contracts. By contrast, economic contracts have a
more public law character.
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of the state plan. As for individual contracts, non-economic contracts, foreign economic

contracts and economic contracts which do not involve the implementation of the state plan, the

old features of Chinese law may disappear, so that there is no longer strict insistence on the

princþle of punishment or on the priority of SP. Provisions of SP and penalty are quite flexible,

and this leaves an option to the contracting parties. This area of flexibility, which can be said

to include exceptions or options to the principles in Chinese contract law, is very vast. In this

sense, the two princþles, punishment and priority of SP, may be said to be a part of figureheads

even though in the sense of policy they remain dominant as before.

Secondly, the division and divergence between public law and private law, between

administrative law and civil law have become more apparent and recognizable. Growth in the

contractual activities of individuals has inevitably led to a great increase in the chances in

relationships between the contracting parties being governed by private or civil law rather than

by public or administrative law. At the present time, contracfual relationships are more of a

market or private character than of a public character. The traditional means of using public law

o¡ administrative law to govern almost all of the contractual relationships has become more or

less unacceptable.336 Now, to value every conEact or every breach of contract by social or

collective values is regarded as absurd and furational. The market or individual's value is of

necessity recognized by law to deal with the new conhactual relationships. It is thought to be

of importance to distinguish contract cases which should be governed by public law principles

from those which should be governed by private law principles. Therefore, the different

rr 5"" Jones, supra, note 50, at 8-9.
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treatment between economic contracts and non-economic contracts, as indicated above, has been

established.

Thirdly, a certiain amount of freedom of contract has been rcæogttrzú by law. In the area of

contractual remedies, the law seems to give the conffacting parties an option for the form of

remedy. It is up to them to stipulate a penalty clause for breach of contract, and it is up to the

injured party to claim damages or SP.337 The availability of the form of remedies seems to

be governed by a principle of choice.

Fourthly, as for the availability of SP, the economic contract law states some exceptions to the

general rule in favour of SP. They are the "unnecessary" rule and the "impossibility" rule. If

the performance of a contract becomes unnecessary or impossible, no SP will be awarded. As

mentioned earlier, these limitations on SP are based not so much in law as in fact. However,

while they give priority to the state plan, which will decide whether the contract is necessary,

they also confer a discretionary power on the courts as well as an option to the injured party

who may claim damages on the ground that SP is unnecessary or impossible.

Do these new conditions of Chinese society dig a grave for the traditional socialist theory of

contract? Is the traditional collectivism for contracts dead? Before dealing with these questions,

let us look at the new conditions of the Anglo-Canadian law jurisdictions.

rrz 5." Jones, supra, note 50, at 1,52.
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3.3.3. Conditions of the Common Law Jurisdictions after 1870

"In 1870 British industry was s':11 widely fragmented and highly competitive. Most business

were still in the hands of individual entrepreneurs".33S With the development of the

economy and business competition after L870, one thing has taken place which has turned

modern western countries into significantly different countries from what they were in 1870, that

is the emergence of monopolies or the growth of the corporate society. During the long period

of free competition under the laissez-faire doctrine, small or inefficient enterprises were

eliminated by bigger or more effrcient ones. "A wave of mergers and amalgamation began which

led gradually to larger and yet larger corporations."339 Such a wave has never really been

stopped by anti-trust 1aw.340

Under such a new model of the monopoly economy, monopolistic corporations could regulate

the price of goods, control the supply and restrain the participation of businesses. Free

competition has become true more in theory than in practice. Economic inequality in the

relationship between big corporations and small businesses or individual consumers has become

very common and very appar€nt. It has led to a result that the assumption relied upon by the

classic theory of freedom of contract, that everyone is e{lud, seems absurd. Since people are not

actually e{lud, freedom of contract in the traditional sense, which supposes that everyone is

338 Atiyah, supra, note239, at596.

33e Atiyah, ibid. at 597.

3co 5." Atiyah, ibíd. at 597.
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eeud, could be exercised by the powerful to abuse the weak. George Bernard Shaw pointed out

in an essay on The New Radicalism written in 1887:

Nothing indeed is more stimulating to the ironic sense than the preposterous

appeals to free contract, free competition, free trade and laissez-faire in support

of this outrageous protection allowed to the monopoly of industrial organization

by private proprietors against the people organized by the state.34l

Freedom and equality could not co-exist under such a condition of economic inequality.

Pure freedom of contract, free trade, free competition and laissez-faire have lost their popularity

under this new condition. The post-1870's era saw the decline of traditional individualism and

liberalism including freedom of contract as a political s1ogan.342

State intervention has been demanded by the people and small businesses to override individual

coercion through a monopoly. "The right of the State to intervene to protect the poor, the weak

and the underprivileged has been placed on an equal footing with the general desirability of

maintaining the rule of free contract".343In the meantime, the two world wars and the Great

Depression gave the government the chance to control the economy directly. Additionally,

international competition necessitated national protectionism which also required involvement

by the State. Therefore, a second fundamental change has taken place. The function of the

341 G.B. Shaw, The Road to Equality @oston: Beacon Press, l97L) at 33.

a2 See Atiyah, supra, note 239, at 587.

343 Atiyah, ibid. at585.
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government has changed from a negative one to a positive one.

Governmental intervention in the economy has been substituted for its t¡aditional laissez-faire

practice. A firm and t¡aditional belief in the virtues of competition and in the role of the market

as a sufficient instrument for allocation of resources has been replaced by a modern conviction

in the virtues of planning, State monopoly, or the allocation of resources by Government

fiat.344 Governments have organized, reorganized and nationalized industries, boards,

commissions, authorities and agencies. All a¡e brought into existence and given powers of

control and regulation over the economic activities of the individuals and the lives of the

citizens.

As a result of the above two changes, the market's role in the economy has been signif,rcantly

reduced. A "mixed economy", a union of private enterprise and public control, has been

substituted for the traditional (pure) market economy. The role of the market has been restrained

while human control on the economy has been increased. The State and monopolies respectively

control the externality and internality of the operation of businesses. Under such a new model

of the economy, traditional or classical freedom of contract is dead. Freedom of contract has

declined and been limited. With whom to contract, what to contract for, how to contract,

namely, the procedures of the formation of contract, all have had many restrictions imposed on

them by legislation. For example, people have lost, in some way, the freedom to decide a

s For example, J.M. Keynes was a towering figure pronouncing the ideas against
the laíssez-faire belief. See his works, The End of Laissez-Faíre (l-ondon: L. &
Virginia Woolf, 1926).
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contract price due to the regulated price by the State or monopolies.

Under these new social conditions, the classical contract model has revealed its defects. Over-

emphasis on pure freedom of contract, and over-stress on the pure private nature of contract,

neglect of the realify of economic inequality between the powerful monopolies and the weak,

"ignorance of consumers",345 all led to the classical contract theory being outdated.

The times require a new kind of law. It should be concerned with not only procedural fairness

but also with substantive justice, not only with what the contracting parties promised but also

with what they did, and not only with the internal contract factors but also with the external

contract factors. It should not only protect free competition and free trade, but also prevent the

powerful monopolies from an abuse of power and an abuse of the above freedom by infringing

the rights and interest of the poor, the weak and the underprivileged. It should not artif,rcially

isolate contractual issues from the public factors. It should advance beyond the traditional limits

for contract law, that is, a shift from private law into public law. It should value the contractual

relationships and activities not only by the individual values or individual interests but also by

social values or public interests.

3.3.4. The Common Law's Response and Development

The common law is usually late and slow to respond to the needs of the time because common

a+s 5." Atiyah, supra, note 239 at 621.
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law judges are wedded to the principle of Stare decisis, and dwell on traditional ideas or

"ptecedents" with great relish. In the latter part of the 19th century, common law judges

continued to use the model of classical contract theory which was still enshrined in textbooks

long after it had been weakened and departed from in a wide variety of modern

situations.346

A quick and prompt response to the changes of the time usually comes out of the Statute Law

which tried to meet the needs of the new conditions of society in the 1870's. Legislation

concerning sale of goods, factors, consumer protection, landlord and tenant, competition, anti-

trust, employment, labour, minimum wage, misrepresenüations and corporations (companies)

have all been drafted on the basis of the modern theory.

This modern theory abandons the classical theory. It is concerned not only with the internality

of a contractual relationship, such as the consideration of the contract or the intention to create

the contractual obligation, but also with the externality of a contractual relationship, such as an

inequality of bargaining power. It tries to protect the weak, the poor and the underprivileged,

and to prevent an abuse of power by the powerful monopolies. It does not regard contractual

relationships or activities as of a merely private nature. The autonomy of private law has been

abandoned in some kinds of contracts. Some areas which traditionally were within the realm of

contract law and private law are now within the dominion of administrative law or public law.

The Statute I¿w in Anglo-Canadian law jurisdictions has become more willing to value

346 5." Atiyah, ibíd. at 686 S¿ 698-700.
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contractual activities not only by individual values but also by collective values. The law is now

more concerned with what the contracting parties are really doing. There is no doubt that the

concept of fairness of substance is a key concern of Statute Law.

It is unfair to say that the common law has never responded to the above social changes. The

common law has made an attempt to depart from the traditional contract theory. For example,

by the 1960s, the Court in Esso Petroleum Co. Ltd. v. Mardon.347 did consider the

elements of unequal bargaining power.348 In other areas of contract law such as

misrepresentation, exemption clauses, duress, unconscionability and liabilities within the

"common callings", the common law reacted to the new social conditions requiring that the weak

should be protected and that the social justice view should prevail. However, such a departure

from the classical contract theory by the common law was late, slow, hard and reiterative.

3.3.5. An Identical Trend between Canadian Law and Chinese Law

In the 20th century Anglo-Canadian law and Chinese Law, although starting from different

extremes, seem to have moved towards the same destination. A mixed model of contract law has

taken place as a result of a mixed economy where some elements of a market economy are

347 
¡19261 q.n.

s8 See also.,4..

at 623.

801, [1976] 1 All E.R. 5 (C.A.).

Schroeder Music Publishing Co. Ltd. v. Macaulay, U97413 All R.R. 616
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incorporated with some elements of a planned economy. Under such a mixed model, collectivism

co-exists with individualism, and each reacts to, interrelates with and supplements the other.

They are no more "incompatible than fire and water". Pure collectivism or pure individualism

is dead. That is why some scholars have pronounced the death of freedom of contract. Actually,

the classical contract theories on both sides of the common law and Chinese law are not dead

but have just declined or weakened, or more accurately, changed or developed into new mixed

ones which lessen the differences between Anglo-Canadian law and Chinese law. With regard

to the deveþment of the Chinese and Canadian laws, there is a trend towards an identical

destination. As the result of such a trend, Anglo-Canadian law and Chinese law are same on the

surface.

However, in such a new mixed model, the elements of each classical theory still have a primary

status. In China, because the planned economy is still regarded as superior to the market

economy, the state plan is still alive and determines some vital areas of economic activities.

Private enterprises are a smaller proportion, and pubüc owned enterprises are still a much larger

proportion.349 Collectivism is still dominant, and the influence of classical contract theory

is still powerful. In Canada, the major form of the economy is still the market economy. Private

ownership remain dominant. Therefore, individualism is still regarded as a keystone of society,

although it is weakened by the majority rule.350 Individualism co-exists with democracy,

3ae 5." Liang, supra, note 308.

aso 5." Atiyah, supra, note 239 at 332. The rights of the individual were subject to those
of the majority. Individualism gave way to collectivism. Majority rule was, in the
long run, to prevail.
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and both of them are needed by the modern society.

Nevertheless, current conditions, both in Canada and China, are significantly different from the

ones of the pre-1870s or pre-L978. Classical theories of contract law have become markedly

unacceptable. In the field of contractual remedies, over-emphasis on SP and punishment or over-

exaggeration of compensation and damages does not work with the new social conditions. They

need to be modif,red and developed. If they still stay in their original positions without any

modification or development, they will be buried in a tomb. In this sense, original or purely

classical contract theories both in China and Canada are dead.

It is intolerable that the 19th century rules still govern today's Canada from their graves and

outmoded classical socialist theory governs present China from its mausoleum.3sl It is high

time to reconsider the law of contractual remedies, the law dealing with the relationship of

damages and SP.

3.4. Reconsideration of damages and SP

3.4.1. A Fault of Holmes' Belief -- Damages as a Sole Contractual Liability

In this chapter, it has been seen that the almighty nature of damages or monetary remedies,

3st 5"" Atiyah, supra, note 239 at 682.
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which has been admired by the classical contract theory, Holmes and the theorists of the effrcient

breach, discloses its weaknesses. The creed that the contractual liability underüaken by the

defaulting parfy is merely to pay damages and nothing else becomes untenable since there are

some circumstances where he or she will be forced to perform those obligations prescribed by

the contract; SP will be granted by a court.

There is a trend of recent decisions, indicating that the common law courts have become more

and more reluctant to recognize such a notion of the power of damages revered by the classical

contract theory.

In Evans Marshall & Co. Ltd. v. Bertola 5.4.,352 Sachs L.f. made the following statement

to support a grant of injunctions restraining the defendant company, Spanish producers of sherry

wine, from selling sherry in the United Kingdom other than through the plaintiffs' agency:

The grant of these injunctions would be in conformity with the trend of recent

decisions that the court, in using its discretion, is disposed to set its face against

those who seek abruptly to break contracts in circumstances such as obtain in this

case. That trend works in the interests of justice and also in the interest of the

proper conduct of commercial relations.353

3sz 
¡197371 w.L.R. 349 (c.A.).

3s3 lbid. at382 [the emphasis added].
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Lord Pearce, in Beswick v. Beswick,354 clteÅ with approval sections of Windeyer I's

judgment in Coulls v. Bagot's Executor and Trustee Co.355,

It is ... a faulty analysis of legal obligations to say that the law treats the

promisor as having a right to elect either to perform his promise or to pay

damages. Rather, ... the promisee has a legal right to the performance of the

contract.

In an old tort case,356 Jessel M.R. refused the appeal by the defendant to replace a

mandatory injunction with damages, considering that it would enable the rich man to buy the

poor man's property without his consent.357 In effent, the classical contract theory, alleging

that one can breach a contract at will if he or she is willing to pay damages, will enable the

defaulting party to buy the injured party's contractual right without consent. This amounts to a

"privilege" enjoyed by the defaulting pafry which can be used to deprive the injured parties of

their contractual rights or interests.

Modern courts make efforts to abandon classical contract th*ry, by using public values or social

standards, such as the interests of justice, in order to realize substantial justice. The notion of

the power of damages has been challenged by a notion of "justice".

3s4 
¡t96712 At E.R. 1197 (H.L.).

3ss 40 A.L.J.R. 471.

3s6 Krehl v. Burrell (1878), 7 Ch. D. 551.

3s7 lbid. at 554.
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The theory of effrcient breach remedies the defects of Holmes, saying that the defaulting party

is not only asked to pay damages but "just" ones. Can this so-called just compensation or

damages remedy the injured party adequately? Now it is necessary to discuss briefly the law of

damages itself in common law jurisdictions.

3.4.2. Inadequacy of Dqm¿ges

Unlike the law in the area of PDC where damages are said to be almighty, the law in the area

of SP admits overtly that damages are not adequate in some cases, such as when the subject

matter of the contract is unique or hard to be substituted for, or where it is diff,rcult to assess

or estimate the losses. In this kind of case, compensation by money does not work in terms of

remedying appropriately the promisee's injured contractual interests. Thus, damages are at least

not so almighty as to be applied everywhere. The power of damages still has some limitations.

As the operation of the law of damages is further examined, its inadequacy becomes more

evident.

The golden rule for a damage award in a contract action in the common law is to place an

innocent party in the position that he or she would have occupied had the contract been

performed.358 As Vorvis said, the injured parfy is only entitled to obtain what the contract

3sB Robinson v. Harman (1,848),1 Exch. 850 at 855. See aJso Wer-theim v. Chicoutimi Putp
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provided or promised. It is a so-called just principle.359 In fact, this rule is only just in a

hypothetical sense. Since the contract has already been breached, what the contract promised or

"had the contract been performed" is a hypothesis which can never be assessed accurately. A

damage award relying on such a hypothetical basis can be seen as inadequate from the very

beginning.

Furthermore, the law of damages in the common law establishes quite a few limitations on an

award of damages. The injured party in an action of a contract cannot recover all the loss caused

by the injuring party. The court must decide what kind of damage is recoverable. According to

the rule of remoteness, a party at default is not liable for losses which are so remote that he or

she could not reasonably have contemplated them at the time of contracting.360 As the extent

of liability for the breach of contract is reduced by human limitations,361 the injured party

cannot obtain a full compensation in an action for damages. Additionally, the injured parfy can

only recover the proven losses. If the injured party cannot prove the losses, then he or she

cannot obtain any damages except nominal ones.362 This will lead to a result that it is

difficult to claim damages in the cases of a new business or the loss of chance. Moreover, in an

Co.,lI9lll A.C. 301 at307.

3se lbid.

360 Hadley v. Baxendale (L854),9 Exch. 341 (H.L.).

3ó1 In a case like SIcy Petroleum Ltd. v. WP Petrolewn Ltd. (supra, note 307), a substantial
part of the plaintiffls loss would not have been recoverable in damages because
of the remoteness rule. Damages for the consequential losses of resale profits
would not have been recoverable as being too remote.

362 Kinkel v. Hyman, t19391 S.C.R. 364.
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action of contract, some fypes of damages, such as mental distress, injury to reputation and

injury to feelings, are difficult to recover.363

The law of damages not only disregards full compensation, but also imposes some

inconveniences on the injured party. In an action for damages, the aggrieved party not only has

to bear the expense, diffrculty and uncertainty of proving damages in court, as mentioned above,

but must also undertake the obligation to mitigate his or her losses. The above obligations

undertaken by the injured party are beyond what the contract provided or beyond the contractual

expectation, that is, they are non- or extra- contractual obligations. Had the contract not been

breached, the injured party would never have been required to undertake these obligations.

Although the cost for the performance of the above obligations may be recoverable, they are still

in the nature of inconveniences from the standpoint of the injured party.

The law of damages in a contract action is only concerned with the losses suffered by the injured

party. It is not concerned with the enrichment that the defaulting party has obtained from the

breach. This amounts to depriving the promisee of the chance to be enriched by the

performance of the contract and giving a privilege to the defaulting party to retain the benefit

obtained by breaching a contract.

The inadequacy of damages can be clearly seen in the cases which deal with the relationship of

tut E.g. in the Adiis case, the House of l-ords ruled that damages for non-financial losses
were not recoverable in a contract action (supra, note 10).
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damages and SP. In Beswick v. Beswick, the majority felt that the estate of the deceased [the

plaintiff s husbandl had not suffered any damages, so the administratrix [the plaintiffl could not

recover more than nominal damages against the defendant. An award of damages in this kind

of case would be odd and unfair since it will lead to a result that " a man [ike the defendant]

can take the whole benefit of his contract and then snap his fingers when asked to perform his

part of it."364 From Beswick, it can be infened that damages are plainly inadequate if only

nominal damages can be recovered in a case where the contract for the benefrt of a third party

was breached. The decision of this case shows that it is hard to depart from the policy of the

protection of contractual expectations.

In other aspects, another inadequacy of damages has been revealed, that damages are inadequate

if the recovery involves a multiplicity of actions.365 In some cases366 in order to

recover damages in an action at law on a continuing obligation, such as an instalment of an

annuity, it may be necessary to bring a series of actions, which would be less appropriate and

more cost1y.367 In Chaulk v. Fairview Construction Ltd.,368 by refusing SP but

awarding damages, the court forced the respondent to breach three contracts which they had

already entered into with third parties.

3e U9661Ch. D. 538 at 545 (C.4.).

36s lbid. at 560.

366 See supre, note207 at I32.

3û See supra, note 354 at 1207, per Lord Hodson.

368 Supra, îote 2t7.
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In addition, a remedy of damages is not adequate in cases where the contractor had a unique or

subjective expectation of the enjoyment of complete performance. A remedy of damages is

usually inadequate to protect the specially contractual interests which ¿Ìre non-pecuniary. It does

not attempt to do justice by granting total, as opposed to reasonable, compensation. In other

wotds, it refuses to provide a full protection for the plaintiff s contracfual rights. In addition,

it even places the burden of uncertainty and risk of under-compensation on the "innocent" party.

It does not follow the lines of rigorous adherence to the maxim pacta sunt servanda. It is not

a satisfactory remedy for the recovery of contractual expectations. The so-called just

compensation or the golden rule for a damage award is established on a hypothetical basis.

Sometimes, a damages remedy will lead to a plain injustice to the injured party and a waste of

time and money. Damages are neither an "almighty" cure-all nor generally adequate.

Mr. Arnie Herschorn pointed out that as Fry suggests, the common law view of damages,

although true for the most part, is not universally true.369 The principle of damages in

common law jurisdictions should not be overstated as Holmes and the theory of efficient breach

do. The contractual liability is not and should not be merely to pay damages, which will give

a rich or powerful defaulting party an advantage to deprive poor or weak injured parties of their

contractual interests or rights. Some other forms of remedies like SP should be encouraged to

develop in order to overcome the inadequacies of damages.

3oe 4. Herschorn, "Specific Performance of Agreements for the Purchase and Sale of Land"
(1990) L2The Advocates' Quarterþ l7l at l7L-L72.
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Perfect compensation must give way to the interests of the defendant, plaintiff and society as a

whole. In modern time, it is intolerable to refuse to consider the external factors, such as

inequality of bargaining power, the manner or misconduct of a breach of a contract, by way of

overstating freedom of contract, over-emphasizing compensation and exaggerating the function

of damages, as the traditional contract theory did. It is untenable to divorce artifrcially the social

factors from the area of contracts at the present time. The law should pursue complete justice

rather than reasonable one, a lower standard. The contractual rights should be fully, rather than

partially, protected. The golden rule for contractual remedies should be the protection of a

contractual expectation instead of mere actual losses. The law should be proud of evolving to

meet the changes and needs of the time in order to maximize the realization of justice rather than

enjoy self-appreciation to overemphasize the consistency of the law at the cost of development

and justice.

3.4.3. The Inadequacy of the Adequacy Rule -- availability of SP

After inadequacy of damages has been examined above, it is natural to question the adequacy

rule dealing with the availability of SP.

There is no doubt that damages have some advantages which SP cannot obtain. It is true that

money can satisfy an injured party generally although not universally. For the most part, an

injured parfy will be happy to get damages as much as he or she wanted. Especially, if a
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plaintiff is only seeking profits, a monetary remedy would seem to be a good substitute for the

performance of contract. In addition, damages will be adequate when the subject matter becomes

an unwanted one. Furthermore, in some cases where the future performance of contract is

uncertain, damages will avoid a multiplicity of actions. Therefore, it is absurd that SP is

overused into the above cases, as Chinese law sometimes does.

Actually, if a damages award is large enough, an injured parfy in most cases will accept it for

the exchange of his or her contractual rights. The problem is that it is unfair in the sense that

the injuring party willbe over-punished or be saddled with an improperly heavy burden. What

is the basis for determining fairness? fust as the question of the inadequacy of damages, the

question of whether SP or damages is available should be decided by the contract itself and

nothing else, or more accurately, the contractual expectation or what the contract

promised.37O Apart from this, justice or fairness will be very arbitrary.

In common law jurisdictions, the almighty shadow of damages is so influential that it extends

to the area of SP. The test of the adequacy of damages traditionally determines the availability

of SP. This test leads to a hierarchical structure in the relationship between damages and SP,

which places damages as the primary remedy and SP as secondary.

However, this adequacy test, which leads to a hierarchical structure in the relationship of

370 Parke J., in Robinsonv. Harman, supra, note 358 at 855, alleged that the expectation
interest should be protected for breach of contract.
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damages and SP, exhibits the following absurdities:

(1) One cannot succeed in an action for SP unless he or she has suffered damages by the

b¡each of the contract and damages are inadequate.3Tl IrL other words, one

who wants SP must have suffered actua1 losses otherwise he or she will be

unsuccessful in an action for SP because of the adequacy test. This was one of

problems faced by the court in Beswick.

(2) Due to inadequacy of damages as mentioned ea¡lier, a defaulting parlry can generally shift,

to an innocent injured party, a considerable risk of under-compensation arising

from delay, expense and uncertainty in a damages action.372 Such a risk or

an inconvenience might ruin the injured party's business.

(3) It is obvious that the notion of adequacy adopted by this test is abstract and unclear. Under

the hierarchical structure established by this test, the notion of adequacy leaves

a legal loophole which may be used to limit the protection of contractual interests

which should be protected. A typical example is that SP is generally not available

37r Supra, note 364 at 547.

t" E.g. , in Societe des Industries Metallurgiques S.A. v . Bronx Engincering Co. Ltd. , ÍL9751
1 Lloyd's Rep. 465 (C.4.), the court refused to awa¡d SP but awarded damages
for the breach of contract by the English defendant to provide a slitting machine
to the Tunis plaintiff. This decision led to a result that the plaintiff would face a
long period before another such machine could be procured, the plaintiffs
damages would entail protracted and expensive litigation with the assessment of
damages being both diffrcult and uncerüain. It appears safe to say that the Bronx
decision was not made on grounds of balance of convenience.
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for contracts for the sale of commercial goods.373 The traditional rule uses

the ambiguousness of the notion of adequacy as a trick to refuse to consider the

external factors, such as the chance of a substitute for the commercial stuffs or

"commercial uniqueness". The adequacy under this test is judged in terms of the

function of money rather than as a function of the total situation which

chanctenzes the contract.

(4) Because of the stress on the hierarchical structure, this test ignores the basis for the

judgment of the adequacy. Due to limitations existing in the law of damages, the

notion of expectation interest, which should be such a basis for the judgment of

the adequacy, gives way to the notion of actual losses which is a minimum

requirement of justice for a contractual remedy. This test, like the law of

damages, is proud of protecting reasonable contractual interests, in other words,

incomplete ones. It amounts to a bias in favour of leaving a plaintiff in a position

without complete protection of his or her contractual rights and refusing to award

the plaintiff what he or she bargained for.

3.4.4. A New Test- the Appropriateness Test

Due to the inadequacies of the test of adequacy of damages, in some recent cases courts have

shown a far greater willingness to order SP. This exhibits a movement away from a hierarchical

t" 8.9., Cohenv. Roche, Í192711 K.B. 169; Canerv. Long (1896), 26 S.C.R. 430 at436.
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structure to a non-hierarchical plane in terms of the relationship between SP and damages. In

such a trend toward greater flexibility of awards of SP, the adequacy test has been challenged.

There are some indications of a judicial willingness to adopt a different formulation of the test

of adequacy of damages.

Beswick v. Beswick has been perceived as a case which liberalizes the remedy of SP. The

importance of the decision lies in the fact that the court speaks in terms of 'appropríateness"

and "convenience" in order to overcome the appellant's argument that damages would be

adequate since there were no actual 1osses.374 A new test, the appropriate test, was

proposed.

In Hill v. Parsons,375 I-ord Denning M.R. suggests that one should look at the substance

of the dispute in determining the appropriate remedy rather than mere form.

l The L972 case of Evans Marshall & Co. Ltd. v. Bertola S.A. 376 trred to rewrite the test

I of the adequacy of damages. Sachs L.J. put the test as follows:
:

ì The standard question in relation to the grant of an injunction, "Are damages an
l

, ¿dequate remedy?", might perhaps, in the light of the authorities of recent years,

1t 37a See G.R. Stewart, "Enforced Performance of Contract of Sale of Goods -- Trends toward
, Greater Flexibility and Usefulness' (1981-82) 3 The Advocates' Quarterly 18 at

23.

37s 
Í197211 e.B. 305 (c.A.).

376 Supra, note 352.
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be rewritten: "Is it just, in all the circumstances, that a plaintiff should be

confined to his remedy in damages?"3'77

This is a new test dealing with the relationship between damages and SP. It has led to a model

of non-hierarchical structure where the most appropriate remedy, as determined by balancing

the litigants' interests, is awarded. It tries to realize fulIjustice by overcoming the inadequacy

of damages and the inadequacy of the adequacy of damages test. It tries to protect full

contractual rights of the plaintiff, and consider the defendant's interests and the interests of

society as a whole. It tries to abandon the historical bias against SP and place SP in an equal

position. Although this test is still at the crossroads, it should have a promising future.

As with the principle of contract law mentioned previously, this new test represents a approach

which reflects and responds to the needs of the current social situation. It abandons the rigidity

of the classical contract theory, by adopting a more flexible approach. Just as the new approach

in Chinese law does, where more options are granted to an injured party and more disc¡etionary

powers are granted to the courts, this new test gives more discretion to common law courts than

the traditional test did. Under such a trend toward flexibility, both Chinese law and Canadian

law reduce their respective characteristics which have grown up from the theh different

traditions. The principal divergences between the two systems, compensation v. punishment and

the priority of damages v. the priority of SP, have been diminished although not abolished. The

Sino-Canadian law lools more similar in some aspects. This provides a possibility for the

377 lbid. at379.
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comparison, comprehension and reference between Chinese law and Canadian law.

From the above trend, it may be inferred in terms of an analysis of Canadian law and Chinese

law as follows:

If both Canadian law and Chinese law do not have to declare damages or SP to be inadequate

before considering how to use their discretion to choose one of them, then the plaintiffls contract

rights will be more fully protected, and more justice will be reahzed,. This should then lead to

a proper development of the rules governing the exercise of that discretion instead of the rigid

adherence to the differences between the two systems. Whether it is an emphasis on SP and

punishment or on damages and compensation, it is only desirable that justice be done. Such a

different emphasis between the two systems should give way to "the appropriateness rule", that

is, with regard to the choice of the availability between SP and damages or between punishment

and compensation, which one is the more appropriate according to the particular case, is the one

that should be applied. No hierarchical or traditional bias and no artificial or advancing

limitation should be allowed to determine such a choice.

On the one hand, it is correct that the Sino-Canadian laws should not be the same due to their

different social backgrounds, such as their economies, politics, philosophies, traditions and

cultures. They should retain their different focuses which are most suitable and beneficial to

themselves. On the other hand, it is also correct that the Sino-Canadian laws should open their

minds to learn from each other. There is an identical trend for the development of the Sino-

Canadian laws. They start from different extremes and seem to have moved towards the same
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destination, because the changes of the social conditions on both sides have brought about a basis

for the similarities in law between the two countries. In this sense, the divergences between

Canadian law and Chinese law are not absolute but relative or comparative.

The law is not an end in itself but a tool to serve for certain pu{poses. In order to be used

properly and efficiently, it should be flexible. All the traditional and artificial biases or

divergences should give way to the needs of the society, the needs of the development and

improvement of the law and the needs of the realization of social justice.

4. (Part IÐ

Methodology of Mediation v. Methodology of Adjudication

Chinese law differs signif,rcantly from Canadian law not only in the substantive aspects of

contractual remedies, as dealt with in the last two chapters, but also in its methodology. It is

high time to give up the methodology used by the traditional legal theorists to view a contractual

remedy merely as an aspect of substantive law. Remedies should be viewed as a whole, that is,
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they should be observed not only in their substantive aspects but also in their methodological

aspect. As a whole, remedies includes two aspects, namely, substantive and methodological. As

an integral part of the whole, the methodology of remedies guides people's day-to-day

behaviours, shapes their psychology, reflects and influences the social culture and traditions, and

bases itself upon the social values of a society. It not only follows the rules in the substantive

area of the law, but also puts those substantive rules into practice and into reality. During this

process, it might place something new into the law itself, it might modify or improve the law,

and it might change the law. Without dealing with this, the law itself may become "the moon

in the water", namely, absolutely abstract provisions far removed from real life. Without a

discussion of this, one cannot give a full explanation about what the law regarding remedies

really is and why the law is like this. For example, the vast majority of contract disputes are not

litigated in China. Therefore, if only the provisions of the law are studied, it is impossible to

give a satisfactory answer as to what really happens in the day to day cases of a breach of

contract. Accordingly, it is incorrect or incomplete to examine the issue of remedies without

dealing with the methodology of remedies.

Additionally, when an analysis of differences in the method of contractual remedies between

China and Canada is done, it will be found that there are consistent differences between the two

systems, that is, the reasons for the differences in the substantial law are in the area of the

methodology of contractual remedies. For example, those conflicts in social values and the

differences in the social conditions and traditions, such as collectivism versus individualism,

public law versus private law, and planned economy versus free market economy, are still there
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and sometimes are drawn more sharply. On the one hand, this will help us to think through the

differences in the methodology between Canada and China. On the other hand, this will give us

a deeper analysis and understanding of the differences in the substantive law of the two systems.

Furthermore, the divergences between the substantive law and the methodology in Chinese and

Canadian laws a¡e not only related in terms of concept, as said above. They are also overlapping

with each other in terms of their functions, or in the process of their operation, namely, in their

real practices. For instance, the Chinese emphasis on punishment and SP is not always

guaranteed to rcalizæ, its goal, namely, to prevent a breach of contract, but sometimes it may go

to extremes and become absurd. Therefore, the methodology of mediation, which allows more

flexibility than the strict provisions of the law, can avoid this kind of a absurdity by allowing

some modifications, such as modified SP, modified punitive measures or even completely new

negotiations, in order to guarantee the realization of the real goal, the performance of contract.

It is true that the divergences in the methods of dispute resolution between the Canadian and

Chinese practices are not absolute but relative or comparative. However, the difference in

emphasis is still there, which needs to be studied further on the basis of the understanding of the

differences dealt with in the last two chapters. The diffe¡ent emphasis between Canada and

China reflects the divergences more in the field of social culture, tradition, the social conditions

and people's social psychology and attitude than in the field of law. This is much broader than,

but still related to, law.
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From all of the above, it can be concluded that it is very necessary and relevant to deal with the

difference in the emphasis on the methodology of contractual disputes between the two countries'

practices. I-et us see what really happens in the daily cases of breach of contract in both China

and Canada and why.

In contrast to Canada, in China, mediation, rather than litigation, is the prevailing method of

dispute resolution, including resolution of contractual disputes. Chinese law prefers cooperation

or conciliation to confrontation, prefers compromise to conflict, and prefers non-legal dispute

resolution to legal dispute resolution.

In Canada, the combative spirit permeates almost every facet of Canadian life. Canadians live

in a fractious and conflict-ridden world. As Mr. Justice Allen M. Linden pointed out:

The provinces confront the National Government. The West fights Central

Canada. Central Canada challenges the East. The English-speaking contends with

the French-speaking. Vy'omen and men do battle. The right clashes with the left.

Young versus old. Native versus newcomer.378

It is not surprising that the Canadian legal system has fallen prey to this pervasive spirit of

combativeness. This spirit , coupled with the adversarial tradition of the common law, means

that litigation is preferred by Canadian law and mediation is regarded as merely an alternative

to it. A lawsuit is combat in a courtroom where a lawyer acts as a knight in shining armour,

ttt Mt. Justice A.M. Linden, "In Praise of Settlement: Towa¡ds cooperation, away from
confrontation" (1984) 7 Can. Community. L. J. 4 at5.
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waving a sharp sword to strike down all legal obstacles in order to win the case which usually

earns money regardless of the cost to the clients both financial and emotional. The opposing

counsel is regarded as the enemy.

Notwithstanding the above, it is true that some elements of mediation or facilitation can still be

found in the adversarial system of Canada. In effect, mediation is used by both Canada and

China as a remedy to overcome deficiencies in the substantive law. The principles in the

substantive law in both Canada and China, as mentioned earlier, do not always meet their goals.

For example, in China, punishment, deterrence, or emphasis on SP cannot always guarantee the

performance of a contract. Sometimes the result will become absurd if punishment or SP is

overused or stubbornly adhered to. Therefore, a compromise is needed to supplement principles

of punishment and SP in order to ensure modifred performance of contracts and to avoid

absurdity in the results. Mediation does provide such a compromise due to its less formal

characteristics which can provide a great deal of flexibility. Under such flexibility, the harsh

principle involved in the substantive law may be eased, changed as well as improved and

enriched in the process of resolving disputes.

In Canadian society, with growing concerns about access to justice and dissatisfaction with a

costly and delayed justice system, our colleagues have identified the urgent need to encourage

the study and development of alternative forms of dispute resolution (hereinafter "ADR"). For

many reasons, they deal with this issue more on paper than in practice. Mediation is in a

primitive stage. To understand this, therefore, a comparison between China and Canada in the
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area of mediation should be made.

4.1. Primary tr'orm of Dispute Resolution v. ADR

Mediation is viewed as the primary form of contractual dispute resolution in Chinese law. With

regard to both statistics and policy, it constitutes a primary feature of Chinese law. Mediation ;

in Canada is in a stage of development with a secondary status and is used as an alternative to

litigation which is still the major form of dispute resolution.

The characteristics of Chinese mediation, in terms of its application, may be exemplified by the

following two aspects: 1) the extent of the application; 2) its legal status.

4.t.1. The extent of the application of mediation

In China, mediation is very broadly applied and well-organizeÅ. According to the statistics, in

1987, there were about 950,000 mediation committees with 6,000,000 mediators in China. In

the year 1986, they settled over 7,370,000 disputes of different kinds, including those involving

marriage, inheritance, support, alimony, debts, houses and house sites, production and

management, tortious damages as well as other civil and economic disputes [including

contractual disputesl3T9 and minor criminal cases.380

37e Added by author.
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There are five main types of Chinese mediation. The first type is popular mediation. In this type

of mediation, mediators are composed of neighbourhood elders, relatives and friends who act

as go-betweens, sounding boards or sources of suggestions. This type of mediation deals mainly

with family or neighbourhood disputes. People choose it because they have confidence in it. It

works due to close family ties and close living conditions in which everyone knows everyone

else's private affairs.

The second type is mediation by mass organizations. It is normally used to settle job or

organizational related disputes. Each factory, office, and social organization establishes its own

committee to mediate intra-organizational disputes.

The third type, governmental committee (namely, people's mediation committees) mediation,

is most often resorted to in non-organizational disputes. Nearly all of the mediators are elected

among housewives to deal with disputes in the neighbourhood, marriage, family, and other civil

disputes.

The fourth type is mediation by the relevant governmental or semi-governmental agencies. This

type of mediation includes mediation that occurs in the process of arbitrations done by the

economic arbitration committees. The Economic Contract Arbitration Committee is a Chinese

380 I'Mediation, Conciliation, Arbitration and Litigation in the People's Republic of China",
Speech by Ren Jianxin, Vice-president of the Supreme People's Court of PRC at
the Fourth International Conference of Appellate Judges in Kuala Lumpur, April
23, 1987 -- See Selected Foreign Related Laws & Regulations of the PRÇ Vol.
1 (Hong Kong: Institute of Chinese I¿w Publishers Ltd., 1989) at399.
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governmental agency in charge of settling disputes over domestic economic contracts. The

Foreign Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission is a semi-governmental organization in

charge of foreign economic and trade disputes. The Ma¡itime Arbitration Commission is a semi-

governmental organ dealing with maritime disputes. Those arbitration committees, motivated by

the desire to combine arbitration with conciliation, endeavour to bring the disputing parties into

conciliation whenever possible.

The fifth type is judicial mediation, that is, mediation by the courts in judicial proceedings. It

is a final stage in which Chinese Civil P¡ocedure Iaw stipulates in Art.97 that in trying civil

cases, the people's courts should conduct mediation if possible. The Supreme People's Court

interprets this provision by stating that in trying civil cases, the courts should stress

mediation.381

In the three years from 1984 to 1987, the Economic Contract Arbitration Committees all over

China solved by mediation a total of 58,052 disputes concerning economic contracts, which

amounts to 88% of the disputes solved in that period; more than half of the arbitration cases

accepted each year by the Foreign Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission and the

Maritime Arbitration Commission were solved through conciliation. In 1986, through mediation,

Chinese courts settled 975,755 civil and economic cases as well as criminal cases which amount

381 Opinions of the Supreme People's Court on Certain Matters Relating to the
Implementation of the "Civil Procedure Iaw (for Trial Implementation)", August
30, 1984, issued by the Trial committee of the supreme People's court. See
Collection of the Laws of thc People's Republic of Chína (Jilin, China: Jilin Press
House, 1989) at 406-408.
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to 61.5 percent of the total number of cases handled in the year.382

4.t.2. Legal Ståtus of Mediation

Mediation is highly encouraged by Chinese law. "To use mediation whenever possible" is a

popular policy in the process of dispute resolution. Mediation occupies a more important position

in law than litigation, which is used with reluctance. In the cases where mediation is suitable,

litigation is available only if mediation fails to settle the dispute. Litigation is used as a final

resolution for a dispute with reluctance. Chinese law tries to use mediation as much as possible

and avoid litigation.

An example illustrating the important position of mediation in China can be seen in Chinese

legislation. Mediation is regulaüed in nearly atl of the statutes dealing with dispute resolutions.

It can be found in administrative law,383 (Chinese) basic law,384 constitutional

law385 and even the Constitution3S6 itself. There is a specific regulation to deal with

382 See supra, note 380.

ttt 8.g., Thc Regulartons on Arbítrartonfor Economíc Contracts of the People's Repubtic
of Chína, promulgated by the State Council in August, 1983.

t* 8.g., art.97,98,99,100 & l02,theCivil procedure Law of pRC; Art.48, 49 & 50, The
Economic Contract Law.

tn E.g. , art. 22Q), the Organic I¿w of the People's Court of PRC, 7979, amended in 1983.

386 Art.111, the 1982 Constitution of pRC.
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mediation organization3 87.

From the above, it may be concluded that mediation in China is extensively used in the process

of dispute resolution because it is highly preferred by law. Chinese mediation has already formed

a comprehensive net which covers nearly all kinds of dispute resolutions, from civil disputes,

including disputes in families, marriages, neighbourhoods and employment, to criminal disputes,

and uses all kinds of means, from popula¡ mediation to mass organizatton mediation, and semi-

governmental or governmental mediation. It is extended to all kinds of dispute resolution

processes, from arbitration to litigation. Furthermore, mediation in China is well-organizú and

well-operated. It is supported financially and managerially (administratively) by the Government

as well as by all kinds of mass organizations such as companies, factories, villages and offices.

Additionally and most important, mediation is highly favoured by Chinese law. It is expressly

regulated by statutes, so that it has a distinct and fixed legal status. It is even mentioned by the

supreme law, the Constitution. In this sense, mediation in China can be said to be the principal

means of resolving conflicts including contractual ones. It is broadly used, highly admired and

has priority to be used before litigation. Litigation is an alternative and is used with reluctance.

The methodology of mediation or conciliation can be said to be a principle in Chinese law

concerning dispute resolution including contractual dispute resolution.

In Canada like the United States and Britain, because of the time lapse, the expense, and the

387 Regulation Concerning thc Organizatíon of thc People's Mediation Committee, of the
PRC, t954 EL 1989.
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emotional stress inescapable in the litigation process, the plaintive cry of many frustrated

litigants echoes what læarned Hand implied: "There must be a better way." Commercial

litigation takes business executives and their staffs away from the creative paths of development

and production and often inflicts more wear and teiu on them than the most difficult business

problems. A report by the Canadian Bar Association task force concluded that Canadians are

losing faith in the court system.388 People are becoming more and more interested in and

fascinated by non-legal dispute resolution, namely, ADR. Therefore, some elements of

conciliation in dispute resolution can be found in Canada.

First, as in China, there are various kinds of mediation.

1) Non-governmental mediation organization -- An example of this is, in Winnipeg,

the Community Dispute Centre. As a community mediation organization, it

resolves conflicts between neighbours, family or friends through

mediation.389 Further, the Mediation Development Association of British

Columbia and the Alberta Arbitration and Mediation Society are among the

recently developed groups, professional organizations, concerned with

mediation.390

388 l-amer announces "urgent" sfudy into "unacceptable" court delays, September 6, 1991.,
The lawyers Weekly 7.

rae y.xx no.5 The Manitoba Bar Newsletter, May L989, at7.

3e0 The Canodían Bar Association Task Force Report, Alternntive Díspute Resolution: A
Canadian Perspective (Ottawa: Can. Bar Association, 1989) at 40-41.
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2) Governmental mediation agencies -- For example, the Department of Justice in

Saskatchewan appoints mediators for farmer-lender disputes under the Farm I-and

Security Act,391 as an example of this type of mediation.

3) Special mediation organizations-- As an example, British Columbia International

Commercial Arbitration Centre was the first centre to deal with international

commercial disputes by adopting the U.N. Model Arbitration I¿w in which

conciliation is recommended. 392

4) Judicial mediation or court-affiliated mediation. -- A good example is the pre-trial

conference.

A judge may ... direct the solicitors for the parties, either with or without the

parties ... to appear before a judge or officer for a pre-trial conference to

consider (a) the possibility of settlement of any or all of the issues in the

proceeding; ... at the conclusion of the conference, counsel may sign a

memorandum setting out the results of the conference ... and the memorandum

... binds the parties ...393

3et s.s. 1984-85-86, c.F-9.01.

3e2 E.G. Tannis, Alternntive Dispwe Resolution thot Wortcs, (North York: Captus Press,
1989) at93.

3e3 Ontarto Rule, O. Reg. 560184, s. 50.01 -- 50.02, which came into force on January 1,
1985 [See Mr. Justice R.E. Holland, "Pre-Trial Conference in Canada" (1987)
7 Advocates' Quarterly 416, at 417-418.1. See also Manitoba Rule (Queen's
Bench Acts), Man. Reg. 150/89, s.50.
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Secondly, in Canada, there are some rules and statutes recommending the use of mediation or

the method of conciliation. The current Code of Professional Conduct promulgated by the

Canadian Bar Association, and adopted by the governing bodies of many of the provinces,

encourages the use of mediation. Rule 5 of Chapter IIf, entitled "Advising Clients" provides as

follows:

"The lawyer should advise and encourage his [or her] clients to compromise or

settle a dispute whenever it is possible to do so on a reasonable basis and he [or

shel should discourage his [or her] client from commencing useless legal

proceedings. "394

Some provinces promulgated some rules to guide judges to follow the spirit of conciliation, for

example as mentioned above, Manitoba Rule 50 395 and Ontario Rute 50 396. Under the

new Rules of Practice for Ontario, a party's failure to accept an offer to settle made at least

seven days before the trial will carry signifrcant costs consequences.3gT In Saskatchewan,

the Farm I^and Security Act398 provides the use of mediation to deal with farm related

matters. Regulations to the Yukon Small Claim Court Acß99 provide that the parties to an

action may elect to have the issues mediated rather than tried. The use of mediation in Canada

3% See the Canoru of Ethics of the Canndían Bar Associarton, Canon 2(3).

3es ¡4*. Reg. 150/89.

3e6 g. Reg. 560/84.

3e See supra, note 378 at 18.

3e8 5." supra, note 391.

3ee R.s.Y. 1986, c.160.
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is found more commonly in divorce law400, family law 40I, children's law402,

environmental law 403, and human rights legislation.

Thirdly, there is a movement in Canada to study forms of ADR including mediation. A leading

work is the Task Force of the Canadian Bar Association's work done in 1989. The Task Force

solicited information from the community at large on recent developments in Canada and

proposed a Canadian perspective to ADR, by publishing a report.404 More and more people,

organizations and governmental agencies became interested in studying ADR. Some relevant

articles and academic works have been published. ADR, including mediation, is becoming a hot

topic, not only in legal community but in the whole society.

However, if Canadian ADR especially mediation is compared with the Chinese one, the

divergence is obvious. Although there are many mediation organizations in Canada, they do not

compose an organic whole as the Chinese ones do. Unlike in China, each mediation organization

in Canada does not have an integral or unified relationship with the other. They are scattered

due to unrelated organizational forms. Furthermore, such scattered mediation organizations face

problems such as finances, staff and management, while Chinese mediation organizations have

aæ Divorce Act, 1985, S.C. 1986, c.4.

40r The Manitoba Farníty Maintennrrce,{cr, R.S.M . t987 C.F.20, c.12. See also The Ontario
Farnily Law Act, 1986, S.O. 1986, c.4.

ot E.g. The Ontario Chíldren's Leyt ReÍorm,,{cr, R.S.O. 1980, c.68.

o* E.g.Th¿ Ontario Environmcntal assessm¿nt Act, R.S.O. 1980, c.L40.

as See supra, note 390.
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a fixed source in that they are able to get money and personnel from the Government or some

profit organizations. In Canada, mediation is only encouraged by a few minor laws not the

constitution and not by other basic (more important) laws, as Chinese mediation is. Canadian

mediation does not have the same important position as Chinese mediation does. As opposed to

the Chinese situation, Canadian mediation is in a developing stage, that is, it is merely

recommended by law or rules more on paper than in reality. It is at the crossroads between an

academic curiosity and an institutionalizæd adjunct to the legal system. The relevant Canadian

institutions have taken a great deal of effort to study mediation, but the Government seldom

takes any significant action on mediation as the Chinese government does. Such a high

recommendation on paper for the use of mediation will disappear or will be frustrated when it

faces the reality and the tradition of Canada.

There is still a big gap in Canada where some disputes are not covered by ADR or mediation.

Canadian mediation in the field of commercial activities is extraordinarily underdeveloped while

in the field of family and marriage matters it is quite developed. In Canada, litigation still has

a dominant position in the sense of statistics and policy. Mediation, like other forms of ADR,

is still regarded as an alternative to court dispute resolution, nameþ litigation. In reality,

mediation in Canada is never put in a "holy" position as it is in China.

There is a principal difference in the dispute resolution (including contractual dispute resolution)

policy between China and Canada. Such a difference, namely, methodology of conciliation or

mediation v. methodology of adjudication, originates from a divergence in goals and philosophy
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behind mediation itself.

4.2. Divergence in Philosophy and Goals behind MedÍation and lts Reasons

4.2.1. Confrontation v. Conciliation

It is perhaps not an overstatement that no other institution is more cherished by lawyers in the

common law world than the adversa¡ial system. It is the tradition and the comfort of the

common law countries, including Canada. Although cooperation is not absolutely unknown

within Canadian adversa¡ial practice, it is fair to observe that, fundamentally, Judge Jerome

Frank's "fight" theory, which exemplifies the adversarial system, continues to be the most

succinct and accurate description of the process.

In such an adversarial system, a lawyer acts as a hired gun to shoot the opposing counsel by

wining the case. The situation of a court decision is "win or lose" or "all or nothing". To win

the case becomes the ultimate goal for legal profession, which can bring them reputation and

thereby money. Lawyers are traditionally trained to be experts in argument. They try to find out

the weaknesses of the opposing counsel and venture to defend their own objections. They pay

more attention to disagreements, arguments and confrontations than to agreements and

cooperation in courtroom. For example, a common word used in the process of litigation is
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"objection" rather than "agree". Judges also pay more attention to disagreements and arguments

than agreements because their major job is to give a decision for settlement of disagreements

rather than agreements.

There is no doubt that hired güß, lawyers, are very happy with such a adversarial system

because no matter which party wins or loses, they are always winners, by putting their clients'

money into their own pockets. Actually, they thrive on such an adversarial system. However,

it is not exaggerated to say that in the adversarial system, where the situation of a decision is

"win or lose", at least half of the population involved in the adversarial process will lose, suffer

frustration, become angry and finally try to abandon this "justice" system even though so called

justice has been done in the eyes of courts. Why do many individuals in the common law world

still engage in the adversarial system ? Do they have no choice? Maybe Canadians, like other

common law country's peoples, enjoy confrontation? What are the factors which lead to this

confrontational approach constituting a primary form of dispute resolution? What Mr. Justice

Linden wrote tells us his own experience about canadian justice system:

Those of us working every day in the court system know that what ctents (and

lawyers) call "principle" is usually, at bottom, only really greed, pride or the lust

for revenge.4O5

Such a combative spirit in the common law adversarial system can be traced from its tradition.

It is perhaps not an exaggeration that no other legal principle is more revered by the common

aos Supra, note 378.
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law world than rule of law or the paradigm of legalism. Rule of law or legalism can be viewed

as the fundamental principle of the foundation of common law countries including Canada. In

history, it was used as a tool to fight against the autocracy of the feudal government by the

people in order to achieve freedom, liberty and democracy. It is also used by most of individuals

as a tool to protect their rights. The judicial institutions uphold this principle as a golden rule.

Sir Edwa¡d Coke and his colleagues would rather lose their positions defending this principle

than obey the King's interference with judicial decisions. The adversarial system, as a result of

rule of law or legalism, did and does provide a channel for people to maintain their rights, to

protect their own interests and to fight against unlawful invasions of those rights and interests.

Without it, people feel that they will lose their means to remedy suffering and to complain about

injustice. Without it, those who have done bad things will escape legal punishment. \i/ithout it,

society will become completely disorderly. Without it, justice can never be done completely.

Therefore, the adversarial system was necessary in the past and is still necessary now.

Under the paradigm of legalism, an adversarial model is adopted. Ideally, this is accomplished

in court by a common set of procedural and evidential rules used by the two parties who are

equally interested in winning. Under the paradigm of legalism, a principle of strict compliance

with the law is perpetuated. A judicial decision, in order to retain legitimacy, must remain

consistent with previous authorities. \When the law is applied, it must be applied strictly and

exactly disregarding obvious sex, ethnic and class biases in the substantive law and in reality.

The room for compromise and non-legal methods of dispute resolution is significantly limited.
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As a parallel to legalism, individualism, as dealt with in the last chapter, is another popular

philosophy in the common law world. The commitment to the individual rights of a litigant is

an extremely important aspect of legal education and practice. Naturally, this would ignore the

need to develop collective rights. As far as each dispute case is concerned, every individual is

frghting for his or her own interest or right, which is thought supreme by each individual.

In the meantime, lawyers run their businesses as extremely competitive individuals. Private law

firms do their utmost to win cases in order to establish their own reputation and ultimately to

earn money.

Furthermore, privacy is almost pathological under the paradigm of individualism. The minimal

outsider involvement necessary for the process of conflict resolution, as in mediation, is

generally unacceptable. The notion of "Every man's house is his cast1e"406 is overused, in

some cases, so that intervention by a third party is considered abnormal.

In the further analysis, all the above factors which encourage the spirit of confrontation rather

than cooperation in the common law world, a¡e influenced by its social conditions, namely

society itself.

As said earlier, Canadian society is a commercial society. Accumulation of money is the most

important goal for individuals and society. Private ownership remains dominant. Under this

affi Non-gender language cannot be used here because of the historical context.
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model of commercial society, people live under extremely competitive conditions. Rule of law

faces the law of jungle. People become successful through competition. Business people engage

in a business war and try to survive by defeating their rivals. 'Workers may go out on strike for

some reasons. Politicians involve themselves in battles in order to throw their political rivals out

of political arena. The same is true for the legal profession. People have to learn and become

accustomed to the method of struggle and confrontation in such a competitive society. The

methodology of confrontation becomes useful, necessary and then popular. In the judicial

process, the combative spirit permeates every facet, and litigation develops as a primary form

of dispute resolution. All other dispute resolutions are regarded as an alternative.

By contrast, the Chinese spirit of conciliation is not only favoured in the law but also by people

and society, and mediation is commonplace in Chinese dispute resolutions. In a typical Chinese

contract, a usual clause concerning dispute resolution is that any contractual dispute will be

settled through negotiation and consultation.40T The Foreign Economic Contract I-aw favours

conciliation by requiring that:

In the case of a dispute over the contract, the parties concerned shall do

everything possible to settle it through consultation or through mediation by a

third pafty.a08

The Civil Procedure I¿w and the Economic Contract Law also st¿te the same principle.409

aØ See Moser, supra, note259, at277 &283.

408 4fi.37, the Foreign Economic Contract Law of PRC.

o@ See art.97, thc Civil Procedure Law of PRC; Ãrt.48, the Economic Contract Law.
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In Chinese marriage law, mediation is mandatory.4lO

This spirit of conciliation in the law mirrors the Chinese tradition. The Chinese legal system,

like other social systems, has reflected societal mores established by Confucian philosophy which

has had a great influence on all facets of life for the Chinese.

As has been mentioned earlier in the context of PDC (Part tÐ, in history, there was a big debate

between the Confucians and the l-egalists as to how to run the empire and how to govern the

people. The Confucians maintain the rule of morality, that is, that the empire should be

governed by li, avariety of moral and customary principles for ceremonial and polite behaviour.

"Law and law courts are perceived as outside Confucian internalized norms of

behaviour. "41 1

Furthermore,

Confucianism stresses an ideal universe of harmony in which nature and human

society assume their proper places and in which virtue and propriety in ruler and

ruled follows traditional, hierarchical pathways.4I2

In the philosophical view of the Confucians, litigation to resolve disputes should be avoided. If

4to Art.24, The Maníage Law of PRC.

att 5a" Folsom, supra, note 3 at 4.

ar2 Folsom, ibid.
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it is unavoidable in some cases, the enforcement of law should be made flexible and adaptable

to circumstrances. Rules of morality, like /1, should be used as authorities or major standards,

not only to direct people's behaviour, but also to try the cases. In the Chinese history, judges

in the Han Dynasty did use the creeds of the Confucians to try the cases.

On the contrary, Legalist insists that society can achieve harmony only through.fa, written law,

and li provides an insufficient basis to rule the empire. In order to achieve, efficiently, such a

pulpose of societal harmony, the law should be harsh. Punishment is preferred because human

nature is assumed to be bad by the Legalists.

Throughout the Chinese history, although Confucian and Legalist have existed side by side, they

have not had equal influence and status. The dominance of li over fa and the dominance of

Confucian over Legalist continued from Imperial China to Nationalist China. The dominant

Confucian view of morality on substantive law produces a unique view of disputes and how they

should be resolved. The rules of morality, /1, provide a major basis to rule China, and the

written law, fa, merely reinforces it. In the area of dispute resolution, therefore, litigation,

which is a dispute resolution by law, is regarded as secondary or as an alternative to non-legal

methods of dispute resolution, including mediation. Furthermore, Confucian ethical rules of

behaviour, which emphasized status and the necessity of maintaining societal harmony, greatly

inhibited the assertion of individual rights and the method of confrontation, especially

confrontation through a legal process. The virtue of compromise to avoid friction was stressed.
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The Chinese Communist parly labelled its victory over the Nationalist as a revolution. The

People's China restructured the traditional institutions on the basis that the traditional dominant

value view should be replaced with Marxism's view, which is only correct in the eyes of the

communists. Therefore, in many res¡rects, dispute resolution in current China now bears a heavy

imprint of Communist ideology and perspectives, though it is impossible to cut down the

relationship with the traditional influence of Confucians.

Historically, the Communist party took power from the Nationalist parry not through

consultation or negotiation but through confrontation, a war. The communists believe the theory

of the class struggle of Marxism which claims that only class struggle is the motive force for

social development in a class society. The combative spirit is highly cherished by them.

However, Chinese Communists do not respect either law or its operation, including the process

of legal dispute resolution. I¿w is considered merely as a tool to rule the country or as a toy

in the ruler's hands which is just the same as what the Iægalists claim. In the history of the

People's China, law and legal institutions were smashed as long as ten years, namely, from 1966

to 1976, when they were regarded as an obstacle to achieving certain goals. Mao's Communists

do not sincerely appreciate legal approaches and rule of law. Therefore, unlike in common law

countries, in Communist China dispute resolution through law or court never had a dominant

position. The state is not ruled by law, nor morality but by the party's policy which has a

significant status and influence in the current life of China.
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On the one hand, Chinese Communists admire the approach of struggle or confrontation in the

fight against their enemy; on the other hand, they need to mobilize the support of China's

masses in order to take over power and keep it. In the Maoists' view, the "mass line" soars to

prominence with regard to coping with daily state affairs. The "mass line" includes

administration of justice by the people. These "mass line" techniques are closer to mediation or

other forms of ADR than to litigation where professionals are needed. Furthermore, according

to the Marxist theory of the class struggle, conflicts between the people, unlike the ones between

people and their enemies, should not be resolved through a model of confrontation but through

a model of conciliation where compromise is allowed. In China, civil disputes, including

contractual disputes between the individual parties, are considered as conflicts between people.

Therefore, the major resolution approach should be conciliation rather than confrontation which

is generally used to deal with conflicts between people and their enemies, such as a serious

crime. This is the reason why mediation in China cannot be used in a serious criminal

case.413

The Communist party also preferred the societal harmony perpetuated by the Confucians to

social disorder after it got the power of the state. Especially in current China, the Deng

administration upholds social stability as the most important goal for the government, which

inclines to favour conciliation instead of confrontation relating to dispute resolution.

at3 InTerpretation of the Supremc People's Coun on Matters Relating to the Application ín
Practice of "The Civil Procedure Law (for Trial Implemcwation)' in Hearing of
Economic Dispute Cases, July 21, 1987 [See supra, note 381 at 4L5-417].
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The tradition of conciliatory philosophy upheld by the Confucians has inevitably influenced the

beliefs and behaviours of ordinary Chinese people. It does not mean that the Chinese do not have

a combative nature. The Chinese Mongolian king, Chengiisihan, rode on horseback and invaded

Europe. However, the Chinese prefer the surface or societal harmony to surface conflicts even

though they disagree significantly with each other from the bottoms of their hearts. They favour

using a conciliation or compromise approach, rather than a confrontational approach, to

overcome disagreements and to achieve their goals. They dislike making a dispute known to the

public and to intensify the dispuûe. They feel very shameful if they go to court to argue their

dispute cases. This popular Chinese psychology of harmony, conciliation or amiability has

resulted from the tradition and the reality of China.

As dealt with in the last chapter, China did not go through a developed commercial society as

the'Western countries did and are doing. Personal relationships and dependence still play a very

important role in the Chinese daily life. Family members, community members and colleagues

bea¡ closer ties with each other than people in Western countries. The sense of independence and

privacy is not as strong as they are in the West. Chinese people are more concerned about

personal relationships which are of importance to people's lives. Even for a contract, it will be

considered by the Chinese to be more like a relationship than merely a legal document. In order

to survive in a society like China where personal relationships play a vital role, people have to

learn how to co-exist peacefully and amiably with each other. They want to establish a smooth

and friendly relationship from which all can benef,rt. In the economic community where the free

market economy is underdeveloped, this becomes extremely important. Business people have to
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keep a continued business relationship with each other, otherwise they cannot run their

businesses in a market where the lack of commodities, limited functions of money and an

unsteady market are commonplace. From reality, people have learned how important

compromise and conciliation are. Chinese business people believe that amiability catt bring them

fortune. If they have any alternative, they do not want to fight each other in a courtroom. In

return, by having a closer personal relationship between the Chinese people, it provides a higher

possibility and facility to settle disputes through the method of conciliation, such as mediation.

Another reason why the Chinese do not like to go to court is because of the defects of the

Chinese laws and its judicial system. There is an old but popular saying in China that the yamen

(Chinese governmental office including courts) gate is open wide; if you have a right or a cause

but no money, don't go inside.4l4 The comrption and abuse of the judicial system as well

as the harsh law, without any sympathy towards ordinary people, drives frustrated Chinese

people to try to abandon thejudicial process. People laugh at the law and legal institutions. Quite

often they would rather compromise without principle than go to court.

All the factors mentioned above lead Chinese law, in practice, to be in favour of the

methodology of conciüation or compromise instead of the methodology of confrontation. In

order to achieve a certain goal with regard to dispuûe resolution, Chinese law uses a way

different from Canadian law, because it uses a different way of thinking, namely the philosophy

414 It is interesting that there is a comparable expression in English to the effect that the
doors of justice are open to all like the doors of Ritz hotel.
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of conciliation rather than the philosophy of confrontation.

4.2.2. The Sociat Stability v. Dissatisfaction with the Judicial System

Litigation, the methodology of confrontation which is admired by the common law countries,

is necessary, for it is a main street to justice. However, it is an expensive, time-consuming,

adversa¡ial, stressful and frustrating process.

For example, in 1982, U.S. Chief Justice Burger noticed that

"A [American] case recently terminated has been in court 13 years and has

largely occupied the time of one judge for half that time, with total costs running

into hundreds of millions of dollars."415

Chief Justice Antonio I¿mer of the Supreme Court of Canada announced:

many lCanadian] people are abandoning the justice system out of frustration

because their cases simply take too long to come to trial.416

ln the process of litigation, the type of ancient, brutal battle which did not follow any rules has

415 Chief Justice Burger, "fsn't There a Better Way?" The Annual Report on the State of the
Judiciary, on January 24, 1982, at the meeting of the American Bar Association
in Chicago. (Mar. L982) 68 American Bar Association Journal 274.

ar6 Supra, note 388.
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changed into a modern civilized fight which follows certain rules. In the case of litigation, "win

or lose" or "all or nothing", at least half of the population involved will lose their cases, and

thus may become frustrated and doubtful about thejustice system. People suspect the non-elected

judicial institutions in terms of their grounds of existence. They question how the non-elected

courts can have such a power to determine people's destiny that they can disregard the financial

and emotional costs of their operation to the people.

This cost includes financial as well as emotional aspects. Such cost is assessed, not only by

individual factors, such as the financial burden, stress and frustration of each individual involved

in the case, but also by social factors. The social factors include the waste of time, money and

energy in the process of litigation which can never create anything but a drain on the we¿lth of

society, and growth of people's distrust and their dislike of the judicial system, and frustration

of democratic values could result. For example, the creed that the people are the masters of the

state, will be deeply doubted by some people who have gone through such a "costly" process

of litigation. In this sense, it may not be exaggerated to say that the shining light of democracy

disappears under the shadow of so-called justice.

Generally speaking, the law is a tool, not an end in itself. Society should be alert to the need

for better tools to serve its purposes. The law should provide mechanisms that can produce an

acceptable result in the shortest possible time, with the least possible expense, and with a

minimum of stress on the participants. That is what justice is all abovt. l7 Ideally, legal

+tz 5." supra, note 415.
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dispute resolution should be a healer of human conflicts rather than a warrior. If the legal

resolution process is often drained of much of its value because of its disadvantages as

mentioned-above, even when an acceptable result is finally achieved in such a process, a reform

or revolution is needed.

Abraham Lincoln once said: "Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbours to compromise

whenever you can. Point out to them how the nominal winner is often a real loser -- in fees,

expenses, and waste of time."418 The defects of the traditional means of litigation drove

many thoughtful people in the West to reconsider it, by asking some questions such as: Is justice

done only through courts? Isn't there a better way? They try to find a new way, which is outside

the process of litigation, to settle human conflicts because of the dissatisfaction with the uses of

litigation. They cry for a better way for human dispute resolution.

The main street to justice, namely the process of litigation, will become a dead end if it does

not connect with other ways. Such a main street, if it overlooks its inherent weakness, will

become the Main Street of V/innipeg where many ragged and dishevelled poor people are

wandering in the shadow of towering and fancy buildings. It is possible that the view of fancy

and high structures can be seen and the scene of the misery of the poor be disregarded. The

same is true of the solemnity of the court buildings being cherished, but the stress and trembling

of the participants in the court process being neglected.

ate 5." Burger, supra, note 415.
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Mr. Justice Linden pointed out:

The combative spirit has created many problems for our legal system. It has

resulted in wasted time and wasted money. It has filled the pockets of some

lawyers at the frnancial and human expense of most litigants. In short, it has

brought the administration of justice into disrepute. If nothing is done to halt this

trend, the problem will continue to grow. 'We'11 have more trials, more delays

and more expense. We'Il need more judges, more prosecutors, more court houses

and more jails. And yet we'll have achieved nothing positive in the

process.419

Many Canadians are also unhappy with this trend of the adversary system becoming a dead end.

It is incorrect to say that Canadians really enjoy confrontation. Canada is a multi-cultural

country. In Canada, a diverse people must accommodate its rivalries peaceably in order to co-

exist with other people who are of a different culture. This may be more true in Canada's

history than in its present time. Historically, Canada preferred gradual advance to a revolution

or an inordinate civil strife. Canadians have learned the advantages of compromise from their

history, although sometimes this has been lost sight of.

More and more Canadians are dissatisfied with the process of litigation because of its

disadvantages. They try to challenge the fact that litigation remains in such an exclusively

dominant position that other forms of dispute resolution are considered alien to it and are thus

are Supra, note 378 at 23.
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disliked, overlooked or rejected partly due to professional jealousy. The dissatisfaction with the

judicial system or "growing concerns about access to justice"4}} can be said to be the reâson

or the motive why ADR has become an issue in Canada, and why ADR is re-developing, since

ADR is not unknown to the V/est where ADR has a long history.

However, the development of ADR, including mediation in the West, from its start, does not

escape the restraints of its nest. The shadow of the tradition of the common law is always there.

Stemming from its starting point, mediation in Canada is still regarded as an alternative to the

judicial resolution process, rather than the major or independent form of dispute resolution. It

is mainly used to improve or at most to supplement the process of litigation. It is used to reduce

the caseload, to shorten the time of the litigation process or to cut down the cost of the process

of judicial dispute resolution. Litigation is still considered the most important, although not the

most effective, means for human conflict resolution. It is generally believed that the defects of

the litigation system are able to be improved through minor, not systemic, reform.

Mediation, like other forms of ADR, has never really been liberated from the traditional

restrictions by the common law under which the litigation process is considered as the dominant

method to settle human conflicts. It has never played the full role it deserves to play. Due to the

traditional influences of individualism in common law countries, mediation is seldom viewed

from a social viewpoint. Resolutions of disputes are mainly or primarily seen as settlements for

420 See supra, note 390 at 1.
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the individuals involved. Justice, pursued by the courts, in a particular case, focuses on justice

to the individual litigants rather than on social justice for the majority of society who are not

participants in the dispute. The social influence, the "social cost" and the social function of the

decision for each particular case is not the major concern of the courts. "Justice is to be done"

is the golden rule for judges to seek no matter how costly it is and no matter how much it is at

the expense of human emotion and finance. In a particular dispute, such justice is seldom

balanced by its cost, financially, emotionally or societally. Justice is so expensive that it is

questioned whether much of its value is drained off. Who can afford such a justice?

Furthermore, it is rarely appreciated that mediation, like other forms of ADR, has an influential

role to play in society. Mediation is more flexible in form than litigation, and allows the

participants to settle their own dispute as they wish. Therefore, it can be used as a means for

people to manage their own affairs, and at the same time, becomes democratic law. It can be

exercised in order to strengthen people's sense of their involvement in the state affairs. It is a

tool for the realization of democracy. It is a channel to introduce some elements of democracy

into the non-democratic justice system. In this sense, it should not be treated as a tool but as an

end in itself.

In the relationship between democracy and rule of law, democracy is the end and rule of law

is the tool to realtze it, even though democracy should follow certain rules. Accordingly, it

cannot exploit the potential of mediation sufficiently if it asserts that mediation is merely used

to overcome the defects of the justice system, or to improve or supplement the court system. The
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Canadian perspective on ADR does not escape the tradition of constraints of the common law,

the philosophy of legalism and legal profession's monopoly. This narrow Canadian perspective

does not perceive the higher democratic implications involved in ADR if it is properly exercised.

Consequently, it will not see any governmental responsibility to establish or to help establish a

network of mediation for the concern of not only people's stress, frustration or inconvenience

in the process of litigation, but also for the realization of democracy. If mediation is viewed in

the above perspective, it should not be secondary to litigation, but at least parallel to and even

superior to it.

Unlike Canada, the Chinese perspective focuses on the social function of mediation more than

on its individual function, although it does not view mediation from a viewpoint of democracy

either. Art.1, the Regulation Concerning Organiralon of the People's Mediation Committees,

1989, states that 'This Regulation is formulated in order to ... enhance solidarity among people,

vindicate social stability and to be beneficial to the socialist modernization construction. " In

China, the basic function of mediation, of course, is to resolve disputes. However, this is not

an end in itself. Mediation is often used as a tool to realize certain social and political goals. The

pu{pose for the use of mediation is to maintain public order, or social stability.

In the Confucian view, conciliation for dispute resolution serves the goal of the natural harmony.

In order to maintain such a harmony, conciliation, compromise or yielding is admired.

Apparently, this Confucian view is appreciated by the Chinese rulers including the current

Communist Parfy who need a social stability to keep their power.
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Chinese institutions of mediation are established on the basis of the maintenance of social

stability rather than dissatisfaction with thejustice system. If there is dissatisfaction with it, such

a dissatisfaction concerns the whole system or the foundation of it, instead of just some facets

of the justice system. However, such a dissatisfaction is not the reason why Chinese mediation

is used. Chinese mediation is exercised not only to settle individual disputes but also to govern

the state. For ordinary Chinese people, mediation is an effective way to keep a good and amiable

relationship with each other. Each person's identity is intimately and essentially defined by their

many relationships within the intricate network of Chinese society. The common goal for the

Chinese is the reconciliation of the parties and the restoration of harmony within the group and

finally within society. The goal of Chinese mediation is to preserve harmonious relationships and

then the society's stability, rather than to pursue absolute victory that the Canadians have been

accustomed to seek in their system. In China, preservation of a relationship is more important

than achieving a "victory". Chinese mediation is premised on the disputants engaging in

cooperative problem-solving for the ultimate benefit of the entire society.

From the reasons for the use of Chinese mediation, the imprint of collectivism can be seen. In

the model of Chinese mediation, collectivism prevails over individualism. A dispute between the

individual participants is not only viewed as their own dispute, but also a symptom of social

conflicts. Such a dispute is generally regarded as harmful to social stability. In the process of

dispute resolution, Chinese mediation is concerned more about social influences, social costs,

social effects, state interests, the public order and public decency, than about legal rights and

the interests of the individuals involved in the dispute. Individual interests or rights must yield
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to the collective interests or rights; resolution of the disputes of individuals must accede to the

maintenance of the society's stability if they are contradictory with each other.

It is because of these social considerations that the Chinese government attends to mediation and

is actively involved in the mediation process. It has established a comprehensive network of

mediation in order to maintain its rules of the state.

It is very easy for Chinese mediation to go to extremes since there is a trend of absolute

collectivism in China. Collectivism can go so autocratic or absolute that there is no limitation

on it. Mediation itself is a good thing, but if it is overused, it will go to the opposite extreme.

Due to over-emphasizing the advantages of mediation, over-stressing its social function, and

extreme collectivism, mediation is often abused in China. For example, coercive mediation and

prolonged mediation is quite common in China because mediators try to resolve as high a

percenüage of civil disputes as possible through mediation. This is encouraged by the state policy

and is used as a means to evaluate mediators' work. Confidentiality of the dispute particþants

is seldom respecûed by the mediators. Judges who did the mediation can be a judge for the trial.

Particþants often have to compromise without believing in the compromise, due to strong

political, economic, social and moral pressures. All of abuses of mediation, which can be traced

to the purpose behind Chinese mediation, have caused many tragedies for Chinese people and

mediation potentials for doing many good things are hidden.
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4.2.3.Ihe Purpose of Education and Governance v. the Purpose of Settlement of Disputes

There is another purpose behind the Chinese preference for mediation, the goal of educating and

governing the people.

Confucians philosophi zeÅ that:

If the people are guided by faflawl, and order among them is enforced by means

of punishment, they will try to evade punishment, but have no sense of shame;

but if they are guided by virtue, and order among them is enforced by /l [rules

of morality], they will have a sense of shame and also be reformed.42l

Confucians prefer rule by morality to rule of law. They think that only the former can make

people obey the rules voluntarily. In their view, unlike law, which relies on the coercive power

of the state, morality finds its support in public opinion, custom, tradition, persuasion and

education. In order to lead people to obeying the rules voluntarily, they must first understand

and know why they should follow the rules. This means that people should be educated through

the process of enforcement of law instead of merely being punished as the Legalists say.

Therefore, mediation, as a process by which rules of morality are often adopted and

voluntariness of participants is required, is naturally admired by Confucianism.

This view of Confucians is consistent with Maoist theory. Maoists insist that disputes among the

a2' Supra, note 3, at 4.
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people be settled by discussion, criticism, persuasion, and education, not by a coercive,

oppressive method. Art.L4 of China's I-aw of Civil Procedure, promulgated in L982, states: "...

the People's Mediation Committee conducts its mediation work through the methods of

persuasion and education." IJnder Marxist ft*ry, the law serves the fi.lnction of creating and

maintaining a social order that is advantageous to the ruling class of a society. However, certain

areas of human experience and conduct lie beyond the reach of the law. Social control cannot

be maintained by means of law alone. It must be supplemented by morality and the policies of

the ruling party. Mediation in China, by virtue of its informality and flexibility, provides a more

appropriate forum for the exercise of morality and the party's policy.

In the process of mediation, official mediators apply the ideological principles, values, programs

and policies of the Chinese Communist Party in every dispute. Rather resolving conflicts

between individuals, Chinese mediation serves to mobilize the Chinese people to increase their

commitment to the party's policies and goals. When a particular problem arises, the mediation

group will "criticism-educate" the offending member, and will apply social pressure and social

values in an attempt to bring the individual's behaviour, and even thoughts, into line with the

group and party norms. In the Chinese history, at least in the third century 8.C., the Chinese

used the pao-chía community security system. It functioned very similarly to the current system

of Residents' or Villagers' Committee, which is the basis on which the People's Mediation

Committees were established. Under this pao-chic system, like the current system of Residents'

or Villagers' Committees, localities were divided into smaller and smaller groups, whose

members, chosen by the officials, were responsible to the Governors for supervising, controlling
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and guiding each others conduct. The current model of Chinese mediation can be said to be the

continuum of the pao-chia system in history.

The function of mediation to educate the people is a tool for serving the needs of the party's

rules of the state. Chinese mediation plays such a important role in the ruler's eyes that it is used

not only to settle dispuûes, and maintain the stability of society, but also to govern the people's

behaviour and even the people's thoughts. It is used as a tool to teach people not only how to

do things in law but also how to do things in morality, ild even how to think. Chinese

mediation worls as a tool to govern the people in a way that the law cannot work. This is one

of reasons why mediation is very much preferred in China where autocracy and dictatorship are

torturing the people. This is also the reason why mediation is abused there. It is good if the law

by which people govern their lives is simple, accessible, and understandable by the process of

educating the people. Nevertheless, it is very bad if this process of education becomes

propaganda or a tool to rule the people, especially by restricting their daily (moral) life and

controlling their thoughts.

Canadian mediation does not go as far as Chinese mediation does. The major function of ADR

is to settle disputes faster, less expensively and with less frustration in order to f,rnd an

alternative to the unsatisfying formal court proceedings. It tries to offer hope that the public can

have alternatives to obtain fair, effective, timely and affordable justice. The major concern for

Canadian ADR is to provide a more accessible means of dispute resolution, and a more effective

method for settlement of disputes.
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In Canada, the laws are complicated in their contents and vast in their number. The legal

profession seems comfortable with and proud of all these laws, although sometimes they feel

uncomfortable when they are charged with negligence due to complicated laws. Complex law,

an artificial monopoly in the legal profession, its high charges, and a highly commercial society,

all throw obstacles baning public access to law and to public understanding of law. As well, all

of the above factors lay barriers to the deveþment of mediation. The education function of law

through its operation has been almost neglected, or yields to the reahzation of justice or the

enforcement of law. There is a trend toward law becoming more and more a privilege or

speciality in the hands of the legal profession, a privilege which ordinary people neither

comprehend nor care about, like the current Canadian constitution proposal. In these

circumstances, it is most important to let ordinary Canadians know the laws in their own

disputes,422 in which their rights and interests are involved. Law and its practice should not

be monopolized but democratized, which, of course, should follow certrain rules.

On the other side of the coin, Canada is a free and democratic country. The government is

elected by the people. It is inconsistent with the principles of freedom and democracy that some

of the institutions or systems a¡e created to govern or control the people's freedom and

democratic rights as dictatorship countries do. The doctrine of government of the people, by the

people and for the people disallows the situation that the people be governed by the ruler's own

will. It is extremely contrary to the principles of democracy and freedom that the people's

422ltis also true that, in Canada, more and more legal cases have been reported in recent
years than before, and there is a trend to give publicity to the laws.
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thoughts are controlled. This is the major reason why mediation in Canada is never used as a

tool to govern Canadians. Democracy and freedom prevail over dictatorship and autocracy.

As for a dispute, the major concern of the Canadian law is to settle it. The real function of the

courts is to create settlements through the process of litigation, in the shadow of the law. To

settle a dispute in the process of litigation, the rules adopted fall mainly in the realms of legal

principles and provisions. Generally speaking, Courts are legal courts not moral or political

ones, although in real Iife it is difficult for the courts to be free of the influences of the politics

and other social conditions. In theory, it is unacceptable for the courts to apply moral rules or

political ideologies to determine disputes of individuals. The functions of courts are expressly

designed by law, including by constitutional law.

Adjudication is not an end itself but a means to reach a resolution for the dispute. Litigants are

expected to go to court to obtain an authoritative adjudication of their disputes from a neutral,

specially trained and authoritative outsider. Although this outsider is not completely neutral in

real life, adversarial theory makes sense if it is compared with Chinese practices. Canadians are

not supposed to accept control of their beliefs or of their daily moral behaviour from the courts,

whose roles a¡e limited to resolution of their particular disputes. With the social background of

Canada, mediation never has and never will be used as a tool to govern the people but to serve

the people.
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4.2.4. Summary

From the above, it can be seæn that in Canada there is a strong concern and desire for the

application of ADR including mediation, due mainly to dissatisfaction with court proceedings.

The advantages of ADR are undeniable. However, mediation in Canada has faced many

obstacles, such as a commercial society, the combative tradition of the common law system and

practice, the developed and complicated legal system and the confrontation with different

philosophies. Mediation in Canada is rarely viewed from a social perspective, as it is in China.

It is not considered from a democratic viewpoint either in China or in Canada. Fortunately,

unlike Chinese mediation, Canadian mediation is not overused, nor is it abused so as to dictate

to the people.

It is time to say that the Government should undertake an inescapable responsibility to carry out

an ADR system for the pu{pose of guaranteeing, not only people's legal rights, such as the right

of access to justice, but also their democratic rights, namely, the right to decide their own affairs

and the right to participate in the process of government. At least, in order to settle human

disputes, the Government should establish not only the judicial system but also other non-legal

systems. It should not only grant privileges to the law firms by way of allowing them to earn

great money through the legal battles, but also place the social burden on them by way of asking

them to settle human dispuûes amicably. It is fair for some to earn money and in return to

undertake certain burdens and responsibilities.423

4ß In the United States, law firms do provide additional services of mediation to their
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The notion of self-government should not be excluded but introduced into the justice system. In

order to realize self-government in the process of dispute resolution, the law should be simple

and understandable. People should have a chance to be educated through the process of resolving

their own dispute by knowing and grasping the law.

Furthermore, there is no doubt that law and its operation have influential societal functions. Real

justice cannot be achieved by means of law alone, but must be combined with morality, public

decency, and social values. There should not be a hierarchical structure with litigation and ADR.

All of them a¡e pursuing one goal, to guarantee that justice be done properly. The notion of that

"justice be done" is not absolute right now, it must have a new idea added, that is, how justice

is to be done, otherwise so-called justice will amount to the revenge of the uncivilized age. The

concept of justice should be evaluated, not merely by the direct result, that is the result of an

individual dispute case, but also by the indirect result, that is, the social influences and the social

costs in the process of dispute resolution. The concept of justice should be evaluated, not only

by the result, but also by the process of its realization. Therefore, a non-hierarchical structure

should be recommended, namely whichever form of dispuæ resolution can reaJtze justice

properþ in a particular case should be applied.

Neither confrontation nor conciliation always worls to achieve its designated pulpose. The same

is true for litigation and mediation. In some types of disputes, mediation is more suit¿ble than

litigation, such as private commercial disputes, international commercial disputes and family

clients.
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disputes.

Both the Chinese and the Canadians should learn not only how to use confrontation to protect

themselves, but also how to compromise, how to conciliate and how to co-exist with other

members of society. Both confrontation and compromise without principle should be

discouraged. The government should undertake the financial and managerial duty to draft a

series of laws and regulations concerning mediation and other forms of ADR, and to establish

a comprehensive network of mediation organizations so that Canadians can realize and protect

their rights, not only through confrontation or litigation, but also through conciliation or

mediation, which people a¡e entitled to have.

If one recommendation for Chinese mediation to overcome its malpractice, as mentioned above,

can be proposed here, it is a simple but tough one, that is, to change the dictatorship into a

democratic system. To return the Chinese people to a real (voluntary) mediation. Mediation

should be designed not to govern the people but to serve them.

5. (Part Ð Conclusion

In China, there is a popular legend, telling the following story. There was an unrivalled beauty

in a small village. She showed a sorrowful look and sighed mournfully all day long. The way

she did this made her more attractive to the village people. This really angered an ugly girl who
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was the neighbour of the beauty. She asked herselfi "What on earth is the reason people like

her?" "Just because of the way she acts?" "I can do that. No problem!" Thereafúer, she

followed the exact actions of the beauty, showing a sorrowful look and sighing mournfully all

day long. Contrary to her expectation, what she had done did not attract the people but scared

the people so that they ran away from her as fast as they could.

The same is true for the law. It is unwise and impossible for Canadian law and Chinese law to

copy each other. The Great Wall is attractive and wonderful in China, but if the same one would

be erected in Canada it will (to mix a metaphor) be neither fish nor fowl. It is very important

and clever to be oneself. However, in order to be this, one should first know who one is and

what a¡e one's differences from others. Canada proceeds on a very different basis, culturally,

traditionally, socially and philosophi."l1y, from China in resolving disputes (including

contractual disputes). This is the reason why we cannot imitate each other. This is also the

reason why it is incorrect to judge the law of each apart from its different social and cultural

basis. This thesis makes an effort, not only to find out the differences between Canadian law and

Chinese law on the principles of contractual remedies, but also to give a relatively

comprehensive, though rather general, explanation for the differences. It tries to help each to

know and to understand the other.

Nevertheless, "to be yourself' does not mean that you should shut your door and close your

eyes, thinking that you are the best in the world. As a human being, no one is perfect. Everyone

should learn from the others' merits when necessary, benefi.cial and suitable for him or her. V/e
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can learn from each other on the basis of understanding and analysis.

Is there not a universal standa¡d for an analysis of and a comment on the different laws between

the different countries? From the viewpoint of jurisprudence, there should be one.

In a long-term view, law is not an end in itself but a tool to serve the purpose of the realization

of justice. Like anything else, there is a possibility that the law or its operation may go to

extremes.

The law concerning contractual remedies may go to extremes, by way of the over-emphasis on

and overuse of PDC or by the way of the absolute denial of it. Punishment in contract law may

be exercised to over-punish the defendant and in effect to stifle economic development or to

restrict commercial activities unreasonably. Compensation may be overused to encourage the

rich or the powerful to abuse their power, or to encourage the people to sue each other in order

to get rich through litigation other than through their work. The principle of emphasis on

damages may be employed to let a defaulting party escape his or her contractual obligation by

paying damages, which can result in an unjust enrichment that they cannot obtain through the

performance of the contract. The principle of emphasis on SP may be abused so as to deprive

the contracting parties of freedoms and so as to frustrate economic development. The

methodology of mediation may be overused so as to become an involuntary mediation and so

as to be a tool to govern the people. The methodology of adjudication may be overused so as

to be drained of most its values and become a costly, time-consuming, stressful and frustrated
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means.

In order to avoid going to extremes, the law should keep a balance between the two conflicting

aspects. On the one hand, it should try to avoid treating a defendant unduly or too harshly and

over-compensating a plaintiff due to overuse of one form of remedies. On the other hand, it also

should endeavour to circumvent allowing a defendant, who is deserving, to escape

condemnation, and placing a plaintiff in an unfair and injured position without just and proper

remedies because of a mechanical and stubborn denial of the award of certain form of remedies

in disregard of the particular circumstances of each case.

Furthermore, the law should keep a balance between private values and public values and

between the viewpoints of private law and public law. It should keep a balance between the

consideration of the private factors and the public factors. It should keep a balance between

attention to the internal factors and the external factors in a contractual relationship. It should

combine the use of conciliation with confrontation in resolving disputes. The law should avoid

going to extremes which will inevitably result in injustices.

Nevertheless, it is disappointing that the laws of remedies in both countries remain deficient. For

instance, both countries tend to treat breaches of contracts in an over-standardizeÅ and over-

simplified manner without making adequate allowance for the many different kinds of breaches

and the ci¡cumstances leading up to them; the laws of damages are so uncertain that nobody can

anticþate what legal consequences a breach will have;judicial resolutions of breaches of contract
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often satisfy neither the disputants, nor their lawyers and nor even judges themselves. The law

of contractual remedies is at once so important yet so unsatisfactory that it cries out to be further

studied and hopefully improved.

Let us return again to the dilemma mentioned in the part of Introduction, "If a man's wife and

his mother fell into the water at the same time, which one will he rescue first" ? The clever

answer to the question mentioned above is to rescue first the one closer to him. As for law to

reach a solution by keeping the balance as mentioned-above, the law should pursue the one

which is more just and sound according to the view of justice, which neither Canadian law nor

Chinese law should violate no matter how they differ from each other in some particular

respects.

Finally, I would like to conclude my paper by re-quoting words from the book, "I-ord Denning"

(A Biography):

... the judge will sit back with folded arms and say that there is nothing that he

can do for the party injured as the law is against him. Denning often said that he

had not sworn to do injustice according to law. In his coat of a¡ms he took as his

motto "fiat Justitia" (Let Justice be Done).. .. 424

I agree absoluüely with what L.ord Denning said. Judges, ultimately, should not be ruled by the

law, but by justice. However, I want to add here that justice should not only be done but also

be done properly.

4% E. Heward, Lord Denning - A Biography (I-ondon: V/eidenfeld & Nicolson , 1990) atZ.
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